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FOREWORD

rhis report contains the proceedings of the Seventh International Cryocooler
Zonference, held in Santa Fe, New Mexico, on 17-19 November, 1992. Jill L. Ludwigsen
~f Nichols Research was the conference chairperson; Capt William Wyche and Marko

Stoyanof of Phillips Laboratory served as the program committee chairmen.
The first cryocooler conference held in 1980 was designed to stimulate interest and
discussion in the scientific and engineering community about the latest developments and
advances in refrigeration for cryogenic sensors and electronic systems. The conference is
held every even numbered year and this year over 300 participants attended representing
11 countries.
The technical program consisted of over 100 unrestricted oral and poster presentations.
The topics included Cryocooler Testing and Modeling, Space and Long Life
Applications, Stirling Cryocoolers, Pulse Tube Refrigerators, Novel Concepts and
Component Development, Low Temperature Regenerator Development, and J-Tand
Absorption Coolers. The proceedings show significant progress in the field of cryocooler
technology.
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LINEAR COMPRESSOR FOR JT CRYOCOOLER
DANIEL T. KUO
BEI ELECTRONICS CO.
SYLMAR, CA 91342
INT RO:DUC-I1ON

BEI is pursuing the development of a reliable, low-cost, closed-cycle JT cryocooler for
cooling high temperature superconductor electronics dissipating 5 Watts in the 80-90K
range. The closed-cycle JT cryocooler was selected for development because of the
promising results obtained with JT cryostats using hydrocarbon mixtures as refrigerant.
These mixtures can be formulated with nitrogen and neon to attain temperatures below
80K in a single stage expansion from a high pressure of 50 atm, yielding cooling power
of 4 to 10 times greater than nitrogen [1]. The higher cooling power and lower
pressures, in principle, promised to mitigate the 2 main shortcomings of closed-cycle JT
cryocoolers, i.e., lower efficiency and reliability. The lower operating pressure falls within
mor:
cooers s----------for
the operating range o, ouflny
reliable Stirling compressor- could be leveraged. aEI has been engaged in the design
and manufacturing of linear actuators for Stirling cryocoolers since the early 1980's.
DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPRESSQBD
The challenge in the implimentation of the JT cycle lies in the design of a low-cost, noncontaminating, and long life compressor. The BEI compressor is a modest step in this
direction. It is similar in feature to the linear Stirling cycle compressors, found in tactical
IR applications, where the linear drive is employed to mitigate the side loads which lead
to wear. rhe compressor, shown Figure 1, has 2 stages with work equally divided
between them. The first and second stage pistons are driven in-line and opposed to
minimize vibration with the dynamic elements of the two sides tutied to operate at
resonance. Two voice-coil actuators are used to drive these pistons, one for each
stage.
The voice coil actuator consists of a magnetic field supplied by permanent magnets in a
steel frame and a movable coil within the field. The force produced by the coil is directly
proportional to the electrical current flowing thro'igh the coil. The direction of the force is
determined by the direction of the current flow. This force is sufficient to compress the
gas and accelerate the mass of the coil, piston and associated structure. The
sophistication in the design of the actuator comes about in producing a linear magnetic
field over the length of the stroke, such that the force per unit current is constant. Since
the actuator does not position itself, or regulate its speed under load, or automatically
reverse, these functions have to be provided for in the compressor drive system.
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The moving coil's radial clearance re;,:-;,o to the stationary magnet assembly is
maintained by the piston on the first stage and a cylindrical guide on the second stage.
This guide provides for greater load carrying bearing surface. The second stage piston
is self-aligned to its cylinder through a floating spherical joint. Both pistons and the
guide are bonded with a thin layer of a self-lubricating composite, which is machined to
close tolerances in the case of the pistons to construct a clearance sea!. Th~e departure
in similarities of this compressor from the Stirling compressor is in the addittion of
valves. Four valves are required, 2 per stage.
The same clover leaf flapper valve is used at three locations: first stage intake and
discharge, and second stage intake. A ball valve assembly that screw into the tip of the
piston is used for the second stage discharge to minimize dead volume. The
compressor is configured such that the refrngerant is compressed from a low pressure at
one end to a high pressure at the other separated by an interstage volume. Both pistons
are hollow to allow the axial flow of the refrigerant.
COMPRESSQR DRIVER
A schematic of the compressor closed loop drive circuit iS shown in Finure 2. Piston
position feedback is provided by the linear variable differential transformer (LVDT). The
major components include an oscillator, servo amplifier, and DC power supply.
Adjustments can be made to the oscillator amplitude to boost the drive current and
offset to bias the piston in either direction. The PID method of loop compensation is
used to stabilize the servo loop. Attachment of the LVDT core to the back end of the
piston and the mounting of the coil to an adapter fitting on the cover is shown in Figure
3. Other drive methods investigated are described in a following section.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CRYOSTAT
A cross section of the cryostat is shown in Figure 4. The cryostat is a finned metal tube
heat exchanger that is wound around a thin wall mandrel. The high pressure refrigerant
from the compressor is fed through the finned tube where it is progressively cooled as it
is forced to the cold end. The refrigerant is then expanded through a fixed orifice with a
fraction liquifying. The low pressure refrigerant lifts the heat load and is then used to
precool the incoming high pressure gas before it is returned to the compressor. The
return flow path in the cryostat is confined to an annular gap between the mandrel OD
and the cold-cylinder ID with the finned tube in between. A dacron sealing thread is
used to direct the flow over the fins. Parasitic loads to the cold end is minimized with a
vacuum jacket (dewar) enclosure over the cold-cylinder. The instrumentation consists of
a diode sensor bonded to the cold tip to measure temperature and a resistor embedded
in a flange mounted thermal mass of apprcximately 2.3 kJ for simulating an active heat
load.
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Figure 4. Cross-Section of the Dewar-Cryostat Assembly.
The cooler is designed for 5.5 Watts of gross refrigeration at 80K expanding a
hydrocarbon-nitrongen gas mixture from 50 atm to 1 atm. Using the gas mixture
property chart [2], the enthalpy drop is approximately 16 L-atm/mol between these
pressures. The resulting flow rate requirement is 8.3 Llrnin (a' suction pressure of 10
psia and high ambient temperature of 344K). This is the common point to which both the
compressor and the cryostat were sized to.
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A compression ratio of 9 per stage was selected for compressing the refrigerant from 10
psia to 90 psia on the first stage and from 90 psia to 810 psia on the second stage of
the compressor. Parametric trade-off was performed resulting in the design point for
frequency, stroke and volumetric efficiency of 35 Hz, 0.700 inch and 50 %, respectively,
with bores sizes at 0.937 inch and 0.312 inch. A contingency for 15% growth in the flow
rate was designed ir, the removable sleeves that fit into the magnet assembly ID. The
actuator was specified to 55 lbs., with sufficient force to match the gas force at full
compression with a ,-ating of 3.9 Ibs/Amp operating at a voltage of 65V.The cryostat size
was based on measurements taken on a 0.204 inch diameter cryostat and scaled for
the same efficiency, and energy flux using standard finned tubing. The cryostat fits in a
0.490 inch bore and is 2.6 inches long.
PRELIMINARY TEST BESULTS
The components were tested individually in open-cycle. The dewar parasitic heat load
was estimated at 77K by measuring the rate of LN2 boiloff capturing the radiative and
coldfinger conduction losses. This was added to the calculated conduction loss in the
cryostat for a total of 0.450 mW. Table 1 shows the fixed-orifice cryostat performance
with several fluids.
Tab!e 1. Comparison of cryostat performance vs. JTMIX prediction
Gas Tank @ Room Temperature~-297K

(mole
fraction)
FLUID
N2

Hich Pressure 800 psig; Low Pressure 0 psi9

(MIN)
COOLDOWN
TIME TO 90K
84

.275N2
.4CH4
.275C 2 H6
.05C3 H8
.085Ne
.4N 2
.3CH 4
.14C 2 H6
.075C3 H8

(W)
GROSS COOLING

1

MEASURED

0.45

2

PREDICTED

0.4

MEASURED

79

2.2
12

17

2

PREDICTED

(L/MIN)
FLOW RATE
(AVERAGED)

77

5.1

97

1.20

85.5

5.3
5.3

2.25

unstable

unstable

2.35

1.80

Scontains 0.45 W of parasitic load
2 for

(K)
TEMPERATURE

hxngcr effectiveness=98%
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The nitrogen baseline is in good agreement with the calculations. However, the
nitrongen-hydrocarbon mixture yielded less cooling capacity than calculations using the
TS diagram based on BWR equations. The desired result is 5 Watts at 80K and 8.3
iMIN. Instead, the cryostat reached a low temperature of 82 K at zero net cooling and
rising to 85.5 K at 0.75 Watt applied load. Flow oscillations leading to blockage occurred
with the load set at 1.8 Watts with diverging temperature. Since hydrocarbons normaly
freeze out around 90K, the solubility of these gases had to be better understood and
another source for gas mixture property had to be found for obtaining predictions with
greater fidelity. Analysis using DDMIX [3] properties with JTMIX [4] cryostat program
resulted in predictions shown in the Table 1. A detailed study was performed to provide
a theoretical framework for the selection of mixture components. This study is the
subject on another paper presented at this conference [5]. Next, a mixture containing
neon was tested with the results shown in the third row. This is a closer match to the
design objective for temperature and flow, albeit, approximately half the required cooling
capacity.
Several methods were evaluated for compressor drive. I hese methods are summarized
in Table 2.
Table 2. Comparison of compressor drive methoas
Drive Method

Compressor Configuration

Comments

1. Open Loop

With resonant spring.

Simple and inexpensive.
Resonance is not sharp (Q-1.5).
Requires manual "twidling" of driver
amplitude and offset as the load
changes.

2. Closed Loop Springs removed.
Hall switches installed.

Works well at lower frequencies-1 0 Hz
Excessive piston overtravel at 30 Hz

3. Closed Loop Springs removed.
LVDT position feedback

Servo loop could not be made "tight"
(closed loop gain) enough to get full
stroke under all pumping load
conditions with these amplifiers.
Amplifiers go into current limit at high
pressure periods.
Increasing DC offset required to keep
full stroke.
Excessive power dissipation.

4. Closed Loop With rescnant springs
LVDT position feedback

Most efficient way to drive the
compressor.
Amplifiers tend to go into current limit.
Servo loop needs to be tighter.
927
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Method 4, closed loop servo with mechanical resonance at the frequency required Tor
the design flow rate, seems to be the best solution. However, the servo loop must be
further tightened so that manual adjustment during pump-up is not required, and that the
amplifiers be la;ge enough so that current limit in not reached. These amplifiers are
PWM type with an H bridge (differential output) capable of ± 15A continuous and ± 30A
peak current protection and operate at 75VDC.
The dynamic characteristic of the unloaded compressor is shown in Figure 5. The
compressor was operated without valves to estimate the frictional losses and resonance
response. Both stages resonated at approximately 30 Hz with a frictional loss of 10 and
20 Watts for the 2nd and 1st stages, respectively. Full characterization of the loaded
compressor was limited by the amplitiers.

Compressor Dynamic Response
0
4-'

--

Q..

-

*-.---

_.20

IST SIAGE
2ND STAr-E

10

0

2

0

1

0

20

30

4

Frequency, Hz
Figure 5. Unloaded compressor input power and resonance point.
Most of the pumping tests were performed with drive method 3, closed loop servo
without the resonant springs. This resulted in lower peak current than method 4 and
was within the amplifier imit at full stroke. In open-loop, the compressor pumped dry
nitrogen from 5 psig to 800 psig, delivering 6-7 L/min.
In closed cycle, cooldown to 79K was reached in 40 minutes. Characterization of the
cold end is underway. Fine tuning described in the next section is being carried out to
maximize performance.
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REMAINING TASKS AND FUTURE WORK
A great deal of design refinements remains to be implimented. These refinements are
designed to increase flow rate, eliminate adjustments to the drive due to varying loads,
and wear contamination control.
The increase in flow rate will be accomplished by changing the displacement volume to
the maximum allowed for and increasing the operating frequency. A lighter aluminum
wire coil will reduce the weight of the moving mass to achieve resonance at 40 Hz.
Valves timing, leakage and dead volume has to be quantified so that better volumentric
efficiency can be attained.
The twiddling of the controls can be eliminated with tighter servo. This does not appear
to be a difficult problem. A more compact LVDT sensor is desirable so as not to project
beyuna the end-to-end cover dimension of 11.00 inches.
Finally, a very important issue of wear contamination control has to be addressed.
Wear from the self-'ubricating composite seal will eventually lead to valve failure.
Filtering of wear particulate is difficult to impliment especially for the first stage inlet and
the second stage discharge valves. Potential solutions include change to hard-on-hard
bearing surfaces and if cost and package size were of secondary issues, the
compressor piston can be levitated by mechanical springs as in the "Oxford" Stirling
cooler. This would eliminate wear.
In conclusion, it's apparent that the closed-cycle JT cooler with linear compressor will
not offer a more compact c, efficient alternative to the Stirling cycle coolers, however, it
may find a niche in applicaLions where a long transfer line is needed, more than 10 feet,
and where added premium is placed on having no vibration at the cold head.
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE BALL J-T CRYOCOOLER
Robert Levenduski, Roger Scarlotti
Ball Aeiospace Systems Group
Electro-Optics/Cryogenics,, Division
160(1 Conmnerce Street

Boulder, Colorado 80301
INTRODUCTION

Ball Electro-Optics/Crvogenics Division is developing, through a series of contracts, a
J-T cryocooler for space applications. The acronym for the current program is
COOLLAR and stands for Cryogenic On-Orbit Long Life Active Reirigerator. The
primary objective of COOLLAR is to develop and demonstrate a seven ycar space flight
capable cryocooler that is based on the Joule-Thomson (J-T) cycle. The previous
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ABB program successfully demonstrated the solution to the major issues of the J -T
cryocooler technology. This paper will report on the results of the ABB program arid will
present an overview of the COOLLAR program prelimin.arv design.

J-T CRYOCOOLER BASICS

The basic Joule-Thomson cycle is shown in figure 1. A compressor is used to compress
the working fluid in a near isothennal process. We use pure nitrogen as the working fluid
to achieve the 65K coolin, requirement and coinpreps it from t(. 172 to 69 bar (2.5 to I (1mi
psia). We have used other fluids to achieve difi rent emperatures down to 4. 1K. The
high pressure gas is precooled by the returning low&pressure gas stream in a counter flow
heat exchanger The piecooled gas is expanded isenthalpically through a J-T valve. This
valve can bc as si'npic as a small hole in a flat plate. The expansion process produces a
two phase fluid that absorbs the cooler load at constant tenmpcraturc. The low pressure
gas precools the incoming gas as it leturns to the compressor to complete the cycle.
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of thle J-T cycle reveals somic ob\ tous inherent advantages ot this
cycle for cryocooler appl;CatIL)nS. Thle cold head is tor thle most part snul1 1ciameiter
tubing arranged as heat exchangers and sm-all reservoirs. In addition to the obvious
A closer examination

reliabilitv ad vantage, there are no mioving part,, to cause vibi ation of givec oft
electromagnetic Interferenice. Our vibration testing ot the cold head recorded v ibration
outputs that "ere 31%. of our allow.able requirement. The smiall tubing in the cold head
betweeni the ambient interfac~e and the. apphlcation alsoC result.,~ III a nlAturally lowk parasitic
heait leak. For app)Ilcations that require two cryocoolers for reliabilityI purposes, thle low%
heat leak of the non-operating cooler only- slightly increases the cooling iequirenient olti ic upci ating coolecr. 1 his hea; leakAl can t-e so large In~ othi;S~ci~i thal a 1herril
maya

s1-1itch

need to be enliplovedi.

The simplicity of the cold head concept allows, u\s to e:Olitigure it to mlcel the nletd, 011 thle
appi-IcationI. not the othe:r wýay around. It can CaSilIv be dVSI2Ined to )iOVIde unit1oin
cool inc to

X
.'

e Sfrt ace ()I aniy shape \. ithoutl a lica\ v theimal ii ass. I; call also b'
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•.onti•gured to

easily lepla.ce a cryogenic dcwar- and the cold flini:c atachmcnt that is olten

used. The two cold head designs presented in this paper illustrate some of this design
tlexi bilit v.

The J-T expansion process produces a liquid which is used to absorl the cooler heat load.
Since the liquid is at the satuiation point, the heat load can vary dra: ticallwwithout
changing the cooling tempe.ature. In our testing wNc routiuelv vary the load by miore than
a factor of five with only a temporary (. I K temperature change.

Pressure drop between the J-Tcrld head and the compressor is a minor issue.
Consequently, the compressor .;an be located remotely from the cold head. This allows
the compressor to be locatc i,- the best possible spacecraft location away from vibration
sensitive equipment. Locating it near the heat rejection system would eliminate the need
for a heat transfer s\ stem. Foi spacecraft with miultiple cooling requirements. it's possible
to have one compressor supporting multiple cold heads.

One of the biggest advantages of the J-T cycle is that the working fluid ciiculates
continuously in a closed loop through the ,ooler. This allows an active contamination
contiol system to bc employed which continuously removes contaminants left from
fabrication or generated during the cooler's life. Our testing has shown that with the
active gas purification system of the J-

cryocooler, the working pas at-tually gets cleaner

with time. A major benefit of an active contamination control system is it ailows the M-'
crvocool..i to use an oil lubricated compressor. This is the conventional approach to
achieving:aL ion!g' life con pressor.

i.IB t1ROGRAM O\'ERV\I•W

The Advanced Breadbotl-rd ilocram begani in the snnunei of Ig

spi mt. The ma jor

and coL.nclutdcd this

i.elCbc the p)i ogain was to adanc the tcý,J.l A
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that the next phase (the COOLLAR progiam) could focus on engineering optimization in
aeas such as weight, size and efficiency. To be at this point, we were reuuired to
demonsti ate through test, the flight system perfonnance requirements in areas of cooling
capacity, temperature stability, and vibration output. During this phase, we developed
analytical models that predicted system pertoniance and correlated them to the
experimental data. We also conducted several development efforts that addressed critical
reliability issues, both at the component and system level.

ABIB PFOGRiAM REQUIREMENTS

The major requirements of the ABB program are summarized in the table below.

ABB PROGRAM MAJOR REQUIREMENTS
Cooling Capacity

0.65 W (low load), 3.5 W (high load)

-Cooling Temperature

65 +1, -3 K

Ternpeiature Stability

+ 0.25 K, within 30 sec of load change

Inpt Power

< 100 W/W @ 65 K

\'

ibration
Compressor

< 0.133 N (0.03 lb) linear force
< (.035 N-m (0.3 lb-in) rotational force

Cold I lead Load Interface

< 0.009 N (0.002 lb) linear force
<0.0(12 N-rn ((0.002 13-in) rotational

Operatin'. lnvironment .

-. , all"wuicIitajion in l-V
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ABB SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

ABB CYCLE DESCRIIPTION

We modified the basic I-T cycle to improve the performance of the ABB cryocooler.
Figure 2 shows the flow schematic and temperature-entropy diagram for the ABB J-T
cryocooler. A dual-pressure hybrid approach was chosen to achieve improved thermal
efficiency and to cool. loads at 65 K and 100 K.
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Figure 2.

Low pressure (0 172 bar, 2.5 psia) ambient-temperature gas from the cryocooler's lower
loop enters the comlpressor at state 1. The gas is compresscd to state 2, raising its
pressure while transferring the heat of compressiorn to the sunroundings. It is combined
with the intermediate-pressure (7.5 bar, 1 I0 psia) gas returning from the cooler's upper
loop and comnpresscd to state 3. The high-prcsuc (69 bar, 1600 psia) ambienttemperature stream enters the hybrid heat exchan,.er where it is cooled by coume:'
935
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heat exchange with the two return gas streams and the thermoelectric cooler. The cooling
reduces the high-pressure gas tempeiature to state 4. At this point, the flow is split in a
proportion dictated by the downstream restrictions of the two J-T valves. The upper loop
flow (90% of flow) is isenthalpically expanded to a two-phase mixture at state 10 and
enters the liquid/gas heat exchanger where it cools the lower loop gas flow and provides
refrigeration at 100 K. The upper loop flow exits the heat exchanger at saturated
conditions (state I1 ) and is warmed to state 2 as it passes through the hybrid heat
exchanger.

The lower loop high-pressure gas enters the liquid/gas heat exchanger at state 4 where it
is cooled to state 5 by the upper-loop liquid. It then enters the low-temperaturv heat
exchanger where. it is cooled to state 6 by counterflow heat exchange with the lowpressure return stream. The gas is isenthalpically expanded through the J-T valve which
creates a low-pressure two-phase rix,.ure at state 7. The mixture enters the load tank
where the liquid is used the rrovide the refrigeration at 65 K. The gas exits the load tank
at saturated conditions at state h. The low-pressure saturated gas enters the lowtemperature heat exchanger where it is heated to state 9 and is subsequently warmed to
state I as it passes through the hybrid heat exchanger.

ABB COOLER OPERATION

The Ball J-T cryocooler consists of four subsystems: compressor, cold head, gas purifier,
and control electronics. Figure 3 shows the cooler block diagram and figure 4 shows an
illustration of the ABB cooler.
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The four-stage oil lubricated radial compressor produces high pressure gas (69 bar, 1000
psia) and flows the gas into the gas purifier. The first component of the purifier, the oil
scavenger, removes 99.997 % of the oil from the ga, stream and rcturns it to the
compressor via the oil pressure reducer. The remaining oil and any gaseous contaminants
enter the next comnoner' t, of the. .as purifier, the coalescer and adsorber. The coalescer

removes the remaining trace amounts of oil and the adsorber removes the bulk of the
water vapor from the gas stream. The oil-freeý gas then enters the final component of the
gas purifier, the hot getter and particle filter. The hot getter permanently removes the
remaining gaseous contaminants and the particle filter prevents particulate contamination
from passing the gas purifier.

The ambient temperature clean gas enters the cold head and is cooled by counterflow heat
exchange and the TEC in the hybrid heat exchanger. Upon exiting the hybrid heat
exchanger, the flow splits into two streams and is i'-,anded to produce cooling at 100 K
and 65 K. Each stream returns to the comTi,"ss,.i t!.

'.,,,pietc

die cycle.

The control electronics provide conditioned power and control functions to the cooler.
The control electronics minimizes the rotational vibration of the compressor by
maintaining the compiessor speed constant within each revolution. This is accomplished
with a closed loop speed control servo contained within the electronics. The control
electronics also maintains the interface temperature constant. By varying the compressor
speed over the range of 2 to 10 rev/sec, the temperature of the liquid in the load tank can
be adjusted to maintain the interface temperature constant with varying load. This is
accomplished with a closed loop temperature control servo that is also contained withiti
the control electronics.

A BI1' TEST RESULTS

"l'he coIlei was designed and analyzed with three analytical

uodcls: the tlict niody IaInic

model, the ,ibration contiol modcl, and the tenl)cratUiC control model. The
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thermodynamic model accurately predicted the thermodynamic operation of the cooler
during it's start up, cooldown, and load profile operating regimes. The vibration control
model helped create a speed control servo design that limited compressor speed variations
to a level that allowed the compressor to meet the rotational vibration requirement. The
temperature control model helped create a temperature control servo design that
maintaine

ire interface temperatwe constant within + 0.25 K with varying load.

COOLING CAPACITY & COOLING TEMPERATURE

The cooler demonstrated the required 0.65 W to 3.5 W variable cooling capacity at 65 K.
The cooler also demonstrated 1.0 watt of cooling at 100 K while concurrendy providing
3.5 watts at 65 K. This was in good agreement with the design point predictions of the
thermodynamic model.

TEMPERATURE STABILITY

The cooler demonstrated the required temperature stability at the load intertace. I est data
is shown in figure 5 for a 24 hour load profile test and for the interface temperature
response during the first high load period. Modeling results and test data for key cold
head temperatures are shown in figure 6. This comparison shows the good correlation
between the model and test results during the load profile operation.
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INPUT POWER

The cooler demonstrated 3.5 watts of cooling at 65 K concurrently with 1.0 watt at 100 K
with a total input power of 295 watts. This equates to 75 W/W at 65 K and 32 W/W at
100 K, or neglecting the upper loop cooling capacity it equates to 84 W/W @ 65 K. The
thermodynamic model predicted that the average power budget would be met, but the
cooler exceeded that budget by 30%. The power budget was exceeded because the
compressor motor efficiency was below the requirement and the electronics were
relatively inefficient. Additionally, power was consumed in the test set up electrical
cables that was not accounted for in the model. Improving the motor perfomance and
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the efficiency of the electronics along with decreasing the losses in the cables would
reduce the input power to within requirements.

COMPRESSOR VIBRATION

The compressor vibration test set up and test results are shown in figures 7 and 8,
respectively. The test results show that the compressor meets the linear vibration
requirements at the operating frequency. This is the area in which concentrated effort
was directed to minimize vibration from any unbalanced mass. The test results also show
that forces at the harmonics of the operating frequency exceeded the requirements. The
cause of the force harmonics was a pressure spike in the first stage cylinder that occurred
when the piston was at top dead center. The pressure spike caused a temporary load
reversal on the scotch yoke which drove the yoke off the cam bearing. When the load
reversal ceased, the yoke was driven back on to the cam bearing and the resuting inpuL;L
"rang" the yoke mechanism. The ringing produced the rich harmonic content seen in the
vibration output. The pressure spike, caused by injecting an excessive amount of oil into
the cylinder, was eliminated by simply reducing the oil feed pressure. Additional
vibration testing is scheduled for early 1993 to confirm the reduction in linear vibration
output.

The test results show that with the speed control servo, the compressor also meets the
rotational vibration requirements.
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COLD HEAD VIBRATION

TheC cold hecad vibration test set up and test results are shown in figures 9 and 10
respectively. The test results show that the maximum vibration at the load interface was
62 X 10-6 lbs (32 timies less than the requirement). Tins is one of the key benefits of the
Ball J-T cryocooler.
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ABB COMPONENT TESIING

In addition to the system level testing done on~ thle ALIB cryoccoler, component and
subsystem level development testing wvas conducted of critical areas. Tlhree of thle most
significant tests are describedl here.

(Jas'urifct,~IiL~fon DtqiafLý.

B~efore we ABiI- program, we designed the gas

purification subsystem based on manufacturer's data and test results of our custom
components. This data indiciated that contamiination could be -dequately controlled for
the req]uired long terra operation. A test was set up called thle "Gas Purific:ationl
D~emonstration" to prove the capability at the systemn level. The demonstration consisted
of a complete closed-loop J-T cryocooler with insru-umentation. We used a commercial
diaphragm- compressor and a cold head from previous development efforts. For added
sensitivity, thle J-T valve of this cold head was 50 timecs smialler than wýhat wIll be usecd iii
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the COOLLAR ciyocoolei,,,. The gas pm itlicatioi

\y%&tei
a1s 'ade of con iiuI cial and

custom breadboard components. A picture of the set-up is shown in fI'gure 10.

We tested the capabilities of the gas purification system by injecinm, oil intc the pure
nitrogen gas stream -t twice the rat-- that will be Iequired of the COOLLAR cryocooler.

The gas purification system was required to completely •can hic ga,, stream, return thc
oil to the compressor and permanently retain any contaminants before they reached the
80K cold hcad.

The test was run for over 3000 hrs before it was terminated. Over this time 1140()0 iters
of oil weie scrubbed from the oil by the gas purification subsystem. There was no
detectable change in performance of the cold head, indicating the gas purification system
worked as expected.

Modified Bre-adboard Compress'-.

The only moving parts in a J-T cryocooler are in the

compressor. Consequendy, this is the only area that will experience wear o0 fatigue. To
uncover any reliability issues with this subsystem we decided to endurance test an early
version of the compressor during the design, fabrication and testing activities of the ABB
cryocooler. This compressor was called the Modified Breadboard (MBB).

A picture of the MBB compressor is shown in figure 11. At the end of the ABB contract
the MBB compressor had run for more than 12000 hours without failure or change in

performance. A tear down ,.Ad inspection of the compressor is planned during the
COOLLAR program.
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S_

Figure 11.
It should be noted that even though the design of the MBB compressor may be adequate
for the eventual flight article, significant reliability improvements have been made to the
ABB compressor design to improve reliabijity even further. For example the drive
mechanism was redcsigned to reduce piston side loads by 86%. Also bearings were
added in the drive train to eliminate sliding forces between the piston rods and cam shaft.
We expedt that the endurance testing of the ABB will piovu that it's reliability has
significant margin over the flight requirements.
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J-T Valve Development As we've developed the J-T cryocooler we have continually
worked on improving the reliability of thc J-T valve. Early models were prone to
plugging either from particulate contamination or gases (usually '~azcr) freezing in the
valve. We have developed our manufacturing processes and the gas purification
technology to the point that valve plugging no longer occurs (the ABB cryocooler has
never plugged). However, additional advancements have been made to further improve
the valve's robustness against plugging. The first advancement was to add a small heater
on the J-T valve. This proved to be 100% effective in clearing frozen gases from the
valve. We have never had a frozen valve that didn't clear by simply energizing the
heater. The process takes less than a minute and does not disturb the performance of the
cooler or effect the temperature stability at the load interface.

Our next J-T valve advance was to place fine mesh screens on both sides of the valves
that had could filter particles smaller than the size of the valve. We developed the
IlTdilufdatLuill

plocsses tUlm allowed us to incoipturale these screens in tIe valve

assembly without generating particles in the process. These filters also proved to be a
100% effective. Since their incorporation, we have not had a valve plug with particulate
contamination.
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During the ABB program we
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process. An illustration of this valve is shown in figure 12.

During the ABB program we ran a test of the advanced J-T valve to verify it's
contamination toleiance. We ran the test at both room and liquid nitrogen temperatures.
We injected 2 cm 3 of 2 micron particles aluninum oxide particles (a very large amount
compared to the cleanliness of the cooler) upstream of the valve. A 5 micron filter was
upstream of the valve. The valve had a 50 microns inlet and represents the smallest J-T
valve that will be required in the COOLLAR program. Approximately 10,000 particles
passed through the valve. The valve never plugged and the flow rate did not change.

COOLLAR PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The overall objective of the COOLLAR propiain is to produce a flight woi thy design and
verify it's capability through testing. Ilie locus wiil be oil optllinizing thc tcchn(l'ogy

provcn during the ABB program with regard to weighlt, efficienc'y and size while
950
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all of the technical requirements. An equally important objective will be to continue to
develop the reliability of the J-T cryocooler technology and verify the reliability with a
robust test and analysis propram.

The program is in the preliminary design phase, with the PDR scheduled in early 93. The
design will be completed before the fall of 93. Three complete c:r'ocoolers will be
fabricated. The first unit will be subjected to full level performance and environmental
testing to verify it's capability. After performance testing the first unit will be endurance
tested. The second unit will undergo accelerated reliability testing. !t will be subjected to
conditions beyond normal opeiation in an effort to uncover any reliability issues
remaining in the design. The third unit will be the life test model and will run unattended
5 years.

COOILAR PROGRAM REQTUIREMENT--

Additional requirements have been imposed on the cooler that will be developed duiing
the COOLLAR program. The new requirements include a secondary cooling requirement
with its associated stability requirement, thermal and vibration environments, and
reliability requirements.
The major requirements for the COOLLAR program are summarized in the table below,.
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COOLLAR PROGRAM MAJOR REQUIREMENTS
Cooling Capacity

TI: 0.65 W (low load), 3.5 W (high load)
T2: 3.0- 5.0 W

Cooling Temperature

TI: 65 +1, -3 K
T2: 100- 145 K

Temperature Stability

TI: + 0.25 K, within 30 sec of load
change
T2: + 4.0 K

Input Power

TI: < 100 W/W
T2: < 40 WiW

Vibration
Compressor
Cold Head Load Interface
Reliability
Operating Environment
Thermal
Gravity

< 0.133 N (0.03 lb) linear force
< 0.035 N-rn (0.3 lb-in) rotational force
< 0.009 N (0.002 lb) linear force
< 0.002 N-m (0.002 lb-in) rotational
> 0.99 p for 7 year life, 0.5 confidence
n_o single point failure
255 - 322 K
0_-,, any orientation in 1-F

PRELIMINARY I)ESI N OVERVIEW

DESIGN SUMMARY

The cooler developed for the COOLLAR program wili be very similar to the proven
design of the ABB
Jcooler, but optimize-d for weight, size, and efficiency. The A.BB
design, by virtue of the dual-pressure appro.,ch, had the inherent ability to accept a
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secondary load requirement. All the ABB design attributes are compatible with the 7
year life requirement and willi be carried into the COOLLAR design.

The compressor will incorporate the scotch yoke design with refinements to prevent
vibration during load reversal. It will also incorporate a speed control servo with
improved performance over the ABB servo to add more margin to the rotational vibration
output. '!lie intermediate operating pressures of the four stages will change as a
cqnsequence of the secondary load, but the high pressure remains at 69 bars (1000 psia).
Further refinement of its design may occur as a result of our continuing reliability
analysis. An illustration of the COOLLAR compressor is shown in figure 13.

The cold head will be reconfigured to minimize heat leak and optimize weight, size, and
efficiency. The operating temperature of the next-generation thermoelectric cooler will

bc conctollcd to nmaintain iiefficeiet coolei operatiun over the fuii temperature range of the
operating environment. The cold head will incorporate the advanced J-T valves that are
highly tolerant to gaseous and particulate contamination. Load tanks that have improved
I-g and 0-g performance will also be incorporated. And as with the compressor, further
refinement of the cold head design may occur as a result of our continuing reliability
analysis. An illustration of the COOLLAR cold head is shown in figure 14.

The gas purifier will feature a more robust version of the oil scavenger and oil pressure
reducer and an integrated hot getter and particle filter. Exhaustive testing of the cooler
materials will identify and quantify the outgassing products and this information will be
used to size the gas purifier components with increased confidence. Also, a new
coalescer design will be incorporated that substantially increases the performance of the
coalescer.
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Figure 14.
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The COOLLAK zontrol electronics will make use of a microprocessor to provide
command and telemetry capability and to add on-orbit adjustment capabilities to key
operational parameters. On-orbit adjustments will include: T I and T2 cooling capacity,
TI and T2 operating temperatures, and control loop performance parameters. The
electronics will not be hybridized for flight during this program. Instead, the electronic
parts, including the microprocessor, will be selected based on flight qualified availability
and heritage. The control electronics will be designed to fit into a standard card cage for
this program.

PREDICI'ED PERFORMANCE

Based on the test data of the ABB cooler and the models that were developed and
correlated during the ABB program, the following performance predictions are made for
t.e COOLLAR l-T cryocooler:

Sytm
"* Efficiency:

60 W/W @ 65 K

"* T 1 Temperature stability:

26 W/W @ 120 K
+ 0.1 K within 2 seconds of load change

Compressor

"* Size:
"* Weight.

25 cm (10 in) dia, 33 cm (13 in) long
< 18 kg (40 lbs)

Cold Head

"* Size:

13 cm X 20 cm X 10 cm
(5 in X 8 in X 4 in)

"* Weight:

< 2 kg (4 lbs)
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CONCLUSIONS

The Advanced Breadboard program was successful at demonstrating the capabilities of
the J-T cryocooier technology. Critical thermodynamic, vibration and reliability issues
have been solved. By demonstrating the flight hardware performance rcquirements, the
COOLLAR program can focus on engineering issues.
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3T CRYOSTAT WITH LIQUID-SOLID CRYOGEN RESERVOIR

RALPHt C. LONGSWORTH
APD CRYOGENICS INC
ALLENTOWN, PA 18103-4783

INT-RODUCTION

Joule-Thomson cryostats with reservoirs that rfit with liquid cryogen have been under
development for applications where extended cooling is needed after gas flow has been stopped
and for applications in space where the pressure in the reservoir can be reduced to provide
temperatures below the triple point temperature of the cryogen. Two methods have been used to
fill the reservoir. First is to cool the outside of the reservoir with the JT flow stream and
condense gas from a separate supply bottle. Second is to have the IT flow fill the reservoir
directly. In order to retain the cryogen in the reservoir and then transfer heat to it Mith minimum
temperature rise, it is necessary to have a special packing in the reservoir.
This paper describes an experimental cryostat which was designed for use with Ar and N 2 that
collects liquid directly from the heat exchanger. The packing in the reservoir separates tl,.2- liquid
from the gas as it emerges from the JT nozzle, retains the liquid in wit king material as it is rapidly
depressurized, and transfers heat to the liquid or solid cryogen during the hold period with a small
temperature rise. Tests were run to simulate its use in a sounding rocket

PROCESS

Two basic means have been tried for filling the reservoir with cryogen as shown in Figure 1. The
first, Fig. Ia, is to have two separate gas supply bottles, one which supplies gas to the IT heat
exchanger at a high pressure, e-g N 2 or Ar at 40 MPa, and a second which contains the gas that
fills the reservoir at a lower pressure, e.g N2 at I MPa. Cold gas from the JT heat exchangei
flows through another heat exchanger on the outside of the reservoir which cools the reservoir
and causes the gas in the reservoir to condense until the reservoir is either full or the reservoir
bottle pressure has dropped to the saturation pressure corresponding to the reservoir temperature.
For example, a IT heat exchanger operating with Ar might cool the reservoir to 95 K
corresponding to the Ar pressure in the evaporator being .21 MPa. Thus, if N 2 is condensing in
the reservoir, the supply bottle prezsure would not drop below .54 MPa. After filling the
reservoir with cryogen the IT flow can be stopped and the vent valve on the reservoir opened to a
low pressure corresponding to the saturation temperature that is desired in the reservoir It is
important that residual gas in the JT heat exchanger also be vented so that residual gas does not
condense and freeze in the evaporator when the reservoir temperature is reduced
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.T CRYOSTAT WITH LIQUID-SOLID CRYOGEN RESERVOIR

Ralph C. Longsworth
APD Cryogenics Inc
Allentown, PA 18103

ABSTRACT

JT Cryostats have been developed which cooldown quickly and collect liquid in a
reservoir which can then be vented to vacuum to solidify the cryogi., i and provide
refrigeration at temperatures below the triple point. This paper describes an experimental
unit which was designed for use with Ar and N2 which has a packing in the reservoir that
separates the liquid from the gas as it emerges from the YT nozzle, retains the liquid in a
wick material as it is rapidly depressurized, and transfers heat to the solid cryogen during

the hold period with a small temperature difference.
Examples are given of experiments that simulate a sounding rocket test in which
the cryostat is cooled down on the ground and vented to a vacuum pump foi pre-launch
calibrations, flown into space with liquid maintained by a small on-board tank of gas,
then solid cryogen is formed by stoppiig the IT flow and venting to vacuum.
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Process Schematics for Two Methods ofFilling A Reservoir With a Cryogen
Using a JT Cooler.
(a) Externally-Cooled Reservoir
(b) Inte.-nally-Cooled Reservoir

The packing in the reservoir must consist of an extended surface heat transfer matenral that can
transfer heat from the condensing cryogen in the reservoir to the JT flow in the evaporator and a
wicking material that retains the cryogen when the rapid pressure reduction causes violent boiling
of the liquid cryogen. Open passages are also needed to let the gas excape without entraining
liquid during depressurization. Porous copper and aluminum have been used for this purpose but
a better type of packing has been developed as described in [I] A two-stage N 2/lt 2 iT cryostat
of this type which used the new packing material to solidify 112 has been described in [2].
The second method of filling the reservoir, Fig. I b, is to have cold gasiliquid from the JT heat
exchanger flow directly into the reservoir and collect there. The packing in the reservoir for this
process must serve as a phase separator to remove liquid from the JT flow which may have a high
velocity. Other requirements for the reservoir packing are the same as for the externally cooled
reservoir.
The externally cooled reservoir cryoqat has the following relative advantages.
0

By monitoring the pressure in the reservoir supply tank, it is possible to know when the
reservoir is full and how much liquid has been condensed
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0

Ahighei iompetature gas with hight, JI cooling ecfect such as Ar can be used to
condense a lower temperature gas such as N2

The internally cooled reservoir cry'ostat has the tbllowvinu relative advantages
•

The reservoir can be lighter because less heat exchanger surface is needed

a

The reservoir can be lighter because it can be designed for a lower pressure.

*

The residual gas in the heat exchanger is vented along with the pas from the reservoir

0

Less cryogen is vaporized to cool the reservoir froma the fill temperature to the base
temperature because the reservoir is lighter.

When venting to vacuum the minimum temperature that is reached depends primarily on the flow
restrictions in the vent path. An internally filled reservoir that is vented through the heat
exchanger would not reach as low a temperature as a design that had a separate, less restrictive
vent tube with a valve that opens after JT flow has been stopped, ref Fig. Ib option

EXPERIMENTAL CRYOSTAT DESIGN

Figure 2 shows the design of the JT heat exchanger and internally cooled reservoir that was
tested. A finned-tube heat exchanger with a central mandrel tube has an extension on the cold
end such that the gas/liquid mixture flows out the end of the ex-tension after flowing through the
JT restrictot. The heat exchanger slides into a sleeve which has the reservoir connected at the
cold end Adjustments can be made to the JT restrictor by simply removing the heat exchanger.
The reservoir is designed with a thin stainless steel housing and a flat copper end cap that serves
as the cold plate where the device be;, I cooled is mounted. The packing in the reservoir consists
of alternating layers of porou- copper and wicking material which has a very fine pore size The
copper layers are soldered .'ong .t, bottom edge to the cold plate. Gas from the IT heat
exclanger :,.ipingc- on the back side ofthe cold plate theni flows radially out along the cold plate
and back tPrc igh the por'us -opper la-,ers before returning to the heat exchanger. This flow path
causes the -old plkcc. t,. cool first a%-. t)',n liquid collects in the packing. Capillary attraction of
the liquid in the poi,:' ot the wick is high, so that nioder_, , gas velocities throUtgi' tl, conductor
are possiole ,,hooi 1-..,n,: ',n
ou:ci out of the wick Similarly, when the reservoir is
depressurized ,ae opeýn structui, If',Ii conductor laver allow, gas to escape with very little
entrainn-'-it of'iluid "lh.v lcstervoir was des',,..d t,w s ore '60 J of cooling after being filled with
L.N, at 30 K In c. oling to 70 Z., '.0 I is used to coo: thý. reervoir and the iemaining LN-,.
•i.rnlmar'.i 105 J is '.,,.d 'o coo' ftrorm •O K to 60 1"leaving 355 J available tbr cooling at W0 K
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lIg 3 shuws a scheiiiatic diagram of the tcst sctup that was used to simulate the operation ofthe
experimental crv'stat in a sounding rocket. The mission that is envisioned would occur in the
0ilowing four phases
P

1hase
I Open VI & V2. 'I he unit would cool down on the ground with N2 supplied at constant
pressure f-orn a standard cylinder and vacuum provided by a pump, both to be letU on the
gi ound. A temperature of about 70K is maintained to do a giound test of the instrunict.

Phase 2 Close VI then V2. Just bcfoic launch, th,: gas supply and vent lines are scaled and
Oi' reservoir is warming and
disconnected so that dur ing the 2-minute tlyout the c l. IIIc t1e
the pressure is increasing
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JT HEAT EXCHANGER

RESERVOIR
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FIGURE 3

Experimental Test Set Up to Simulate a Space Flight Including Cooling
on the Ground From a Large Tank, Cooling in Space From an On-Board
Bottle, and Coasting on Cryogen Stored in the Reservoir

Phase 3 Open V2. When the flight unit has reached a space environment the vent valve iB
reopmned and the valve on the on-board gas supply bottle is opened. The cryostat then
returns to the cold operating temperature, which will be the same as on the ground, if a
pressure regulator maintains the same supply prcssure. The liquid cryogen that boiled off
during the flyout is replenished as gas flow continues. If the gas supply line does not have a
pressure regulatoi, then the reservoir temperature will drop as the boutlc pressure and gas flow
rate drop.
Phase 4 Gas flow is stopped and cooling is nmintained by evaporation oi sublimation of the
cryogen that has been stored in the reservoir. Stopping the gas flow results in low pressure
diop in the heat exchanger, which causes the reservoir temperature to drop if V2 is lefi open
Ih oider to keep the tetnperature (uring the coast pCliod at about the same temperature as
wineni gas is flowing, the vent flow can be icdirected to flow thiough a r es;liictoir by closing
V2 and opening V3
963
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TEST RESULTrS

A iiquid nitrogen boiloff csi N-cntiflg to atmosp~heric pressure was run~ ýu measuacý tile static heat
loss. It was measured to be 345 mW. For subsequent tests the thermnal capacity of thle cr-yogen in
the reservoir was cakuklated as beinig equal to the applied heat load, plus 345 mW times the coast
time.
The following p,-- zmeters were varied in running thic tests:
a)

J'[ .--fioe flow rate, Co = 5.3, 2.0 anid 1 0 Llman at standard conditions,
N2 at - SMI
N1a and 21 'C

b)
c)
d)
e)

Fill temaperature - 66 K to 81I K
Orientation - Up, down
Gas - N2 , Ar
Vent line pressure - < I kPa to I0 I kPa

The gas supply was changed from 40 MPa for cooldown to 15S to 20 MPa during the fill period.
Temperature during the fill period was dependent on pressure drop in thle heat exchanger -4nd the
setting of the vent valves.
Stored Reffiacration Capacity
Initially, the iT restrictor was set with a flow of 5.3 L/min at standard conditions. Fill
temperatures for N2 were In thle range of 77 K to 8i I K and vent pressures were set so hold
temperatures in the range of 60 K to 79 K. TIhermial sltorage capacity for these tests are shown in
Fig 4. Results for the cold end down orientation show results that are comparable to the
predicted values. When the. unit was oriented cold end up, however, thle retained N2 was only
about 60% of the predicted amouni
Two tests were run in which the temperature of the reservoir was reduced to about 70 K by,
flowing fie through the heat exchaniger venting. to atmnospheric pressure lather than using a
vacuum pumnp. lemperati re could be changed by changing the Ilie flow rate. T[he heat exchanger
is efficient enough so that therc is a relatively smiall loss of stin:ed cooling in doing this.
TFie flow in the )T restrictoi was reduccd to 2.0 [1/mm at standard conditions anid a test was Fun~
at thle same fill tcaiiperature of 80 K followed by pumip down to 61) K in thle cold end up
oricntation. A thermial storage capac:ity 5 0 %/gacatei than aniticip~ated was nacasua ed (plotted IN
F~ig 4) This Indicates that thle higher flow rates we, e c~msing, liquid to be blown out ol the wick
during, the fill period
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kleiisreA Thermal Storage Capacity for .N2 Fullino the Reservoir at 77 K to 81 K

More tests were run with the iT restrictor set at 2.0 and 1.0 L/min at standard conditions. The
lower flow rate resulted in lowe: pressure drop in the heat exchanger so that the reservoir could
be filled at temperatures in the range of 67 to 70 K, for which the reservoir is calculated to retain
520 J of cooling with LN 2 Results of thermal capacity measurements for this series of tests are
shown in Fig. 5. In the cold end up orlientation, the stored refrigeration is close to the predicted
value, while with the cold end down, the capacity is almost twice the predicted amnount
Temrperature Chanige
As beat flows into the reservoir from the cold plate, the cryogen closest to the cold plate
vaporizes first. As the cryogen vaporlizes, the distance to the remnaining cryogen increases and tire
heat transfer surface area of the cryogen decreases TIhese two factors caustc tire tea'rpciatllui:
differeceic between the cold plate and cryogen to increase at an increasing rate.
Temperature change yea sts t~rrae for the last 10( minutes of the hold penod is plotted In 1-ig. 6
or a numiber of tests All of'thc tests tbillow paths that are quite sinrillai '1enipcaturc durling thle
last 2 minutes is seen to Iincrease 110111 ain avei age dii iremicnct of 1.3 K to an average diflkmcnce of
3.2 K
.
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FIGURE 5 Measured Thermal Storage Capacity for LN 2 Filling the Reservoir at 67 K to 70 K

If an application requires that tile temperature be more constant, there are several options, as

follows.
a)

design tile sei YVo, fvi extra capacity so that only about 80%
of the cryogen is vaporized during tile period when cooling is
needed.

b)

design the ieservoir with a higher tatio of thermal conductor to

wick and smaller length to diameter ratio
c)

use a variable restrictor in the vent line cOupied to a conlroller
-% increases
to reduce the ciyoge l)pICssurc and temperature as the A
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FIGURE 6

Fih Simulation

Temperature Rise During the Last 10 Minutes of the Coast Period
For N2
and Ar -in Test Reservoir.
250 mW applied Load + 345 mW of Static Load.
•

iIIIC

Tests were run to simulate cooldown and operation oni the ground, launch uinto space, cooling
from an on-board gas bottle, followed by coasting from the stored cryogen.
Fig. 7 shows a plot of a test that was run with the JT restnictor set at 2.0 L/fin~n at standard
conditions for whiich we tiled to maintain a temperature of about 70K during the flight phases.
This test was run with N2 in a cold end down orientation, and no additional heat load applied
After cooldown, a temlperatui e of 74 K was held as established by, the pressure drop in the beat
exchanger and restriction in the vent line, V2 open and \V3 closed]. Just prior to launch, the gas
supply valve is closed and the reservoir allowed to cool to 68 K before closing the vent valves.
During the next 12Us, tthe temperature in tihe reservoir rises back to 74 K. Vent valve V3 Is then
reopened to vacuum, after which V4 is opened to supply gas to the cryostat During the period of'
operation firom the .5 L on-board gas bottle, the supply pressure drops from 32 MPa to
10 M11a and the tcrnperature drops frorn 74 K to 70 K
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FIGURE 7

Experimerntal Flight Test with N2 in Which the Vent Valves are Adjusted
to Maintain a Temperature of About 70 K.

The coast phase is initiated by increasing the restriction in the vent line, opening V3 and closing
V2, then closing the gas supply valvc V4, and closing %V3at a rate that gets to the desired coast
temperature fast without getting too cold. The valve adjustment for this test resulted in a
tcmperature of 67.7 K after the temperature stabilized, rising to 68 6 K when about 85% of the
LN- had vaponized.
Fig, 8 shows another test for which the JT restrictor flow was 1 0 Limin at standard conditions
and the unit was oriented cold end up Both vent valves, V2 and V3, were set full open during all
but the launchi phase of the test. This resulted in a temperature of 66 K being held on the ground
with no applied heat load, and 67 5 K dropping to 67.0 K when operating with the on-board
bottle and 250 mW applied. Duuing the coast pha:;e, the temperature dropped to so.3 K with 25u
rnW applied and 55.0 K when the heater was turned off.
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Experimental Flight Test x•th N 2 in Which the Vent Valves aiv r~ully Opened
to Lk,anufsti ,u•. M;ttt. -Trr,j,.atu, es.

Similar tests with Ar showed temperatures to be about 10 K warmer than for N2 and coast times
to be liongeI.

SUMMARY
A Jil Cryostat with an• integral reservoir has been built and tested with N 2 and Ar venting to

vacuum. The reservoir packing which consists of layers of thermally-conducting porous copper
and a non-thermally conducting wick is elfective in removing, liquid direct from the JT flow,
stream and retaining it in the wick during the fill period and during the period of rapid
depressurization in a cold-end up orientation
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Simulation of an experiment that starts on the ground then flies into space showed that when
using N2 it is possible to operate at 66 K while on the ground venting to a vacuum pump and in
space veating to vacuum with gas supplied from an on-board bottle. When flow was stopped, the
temperature dropped to 55 K then warmed about 1.5 K at the time when 85% of the solid N1 has
sublimed. The temperature difference between the load and the solid cryogen is a function of the
heat transfer path and the load. Temperature can be controlled by adjusting a vent line valve
which affects the pressure at which the cryogen in the reservoir sublimes.
Argon enables the unit to cool down faster and store more refrigeration than N2 , but the
temperature for comparable conditions is about 10 K greater. The temperature in the reservoir
can also be depressed without using a vacuum pump by having He flow through the heat
exchanger and stored cryogen.
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DESIGN AND OPERATION OF A 30K T"WO-STAGE
NITROGEN-NEON J-T COOLER

W. A. LITTLE, RAN YARON, AND CARLOS FUENTES
MMR TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
1400 N. SHORELINE BLVD, #A5
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94043

INTRQDUCTION
Miniature1 and microminiature 2 Joule-Thomson refrigerators operating at 80K and lower
have been successfully designed in the past using the thermodynamic and transport properties
of the working gas averaged over the temperature distribution of the heat exchangers, and
predetermined input and output pressures. This averaging is an approximation to the true state
of affairs in the heat exchangers but in many cases has been found to predict the performance
of the coolers in close accord with experimental measurements. However, we have recently
attempted to design and build some special refrigerators the design of which have presented
some special problems. These refrigerators have very small flow rates, or two or more stages
for operation at lower temperatures, and where the available volume for the refrigerator was
severely restricted. The problems we found could be traced to the drop in thermal conductivity of the heat exchanger matrix at low temperatures, the small surface area over which the
heat had to be transferred, and the need for balance in the transfer of heat between the fluids
in the different stages. In other cases we have run into similar difficulties in predicting the
performance of refrigerators that are designed for use with multi-component gas mixtures
where the properties of the mixtures are a strong function of the temperature and pressure.
In an attempt to improve the reliability of the design of such refrigerators we have developed
a more detailed treatment of the heat exchangers, and the thermodynamic and transport
properties of the gases. We have applied this method to the design of a micromirnartre,
miniflow-rate refrigerator for use with oxygen, and in another case, to the design of a low flow
rate, microminiature, two stage, nitrogen-neon refrigerator for operation at 30K. We have
obtained remarkably good agreement between the calculatcd and measured flow-rates,
pressures, temperatures and refrigeration capacities of prototypes based on these designs.
The method generates a much more detailed description of the temperature disribution in the
heat exchanger, the properties of the gases in the different regions of the exchanger, and, in
addition, can alert one to possible problems in a poor design. Yet it is sufficiently tractable
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that it can be coded in a program that will run on a modest sized personal computer and
generate all the needed results in a few hours.
SINGLE STAGE, LOW FLOW, OXYGEN REFRIGERATOR
METHOD OF CALCULATION.
We illustrate the method of caiculation first with the design of a single stage, Joule-Thomson
refrigerator for use with oxygen. This was required to operate with a flow rate of 0.07 sl~m,
and have a capacity greater than 25mW at 95K. This is a very small flow rate and, in addition,
requires an efficiency approaching the maximim attainable for oxygen. The program that
was developed to calculate tthe perfornance of the refrigerator was based on the division of
ihe refrigerator into a large number of finite elermnnts as illustrated in Fig. 1. Usually abotu
200 elements were used. Each element consists of a narrow slice across the refrigerator
consisting of three portions: the high pressure fluid on one side of the exchaager, the low
pressure fluid on the other, and the wall across which the heat flows from one fluid to the
other, and down which heat flows from ambient to the cold end. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The. commuter model starts with a given mass flow, a rough estimate of the dimensions of
the heat exchanger and flow channels, and a design choice of the temperature and pressurc
of the saturatcd vapor at the low teticrpatuL C inlet to the outflow heal exchange,.
i7c
Z
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Figure 2. Schematic of H-eat and Fluid Transport through one
element of Heat Exchanger.
enthalpy of the two phase flow leaving the expander is determined from this after taking in
to account the desired heat load. The intersectiGn of this isenthalp with the input isobar
provides a first approximation to the temperature of the fluid leaving the cold end of the
,ii-if.
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element at the bottom of the exchanger. The program then computes the thermod':'namic and
transport properties of the fluid at these temperatures and pressures in beth the high and low
pressure streams. The calculations were done using analytical expressionsfor the properties
of the fluid taken from published technical data given in William C. Reynolds' compilation,
Thermodynamic Properties in _11The transport pro; erties were calculated using data from
the 1989 ASHRAE Handbook, FUNDAMEN .AL), SI Edition'. For the given mass flow
the pressure drop across each element was ci -:ulated for the two streams using published
values of the friction factors for these type, Af channels for the high pressure regime and inhouse measurements 'or the low pressure iegime. From these, the input pressures to the next
element were determined. Based or ý, initial guess for the temperature of the walls, the heat
transfer to and from ihe walls ,,-,ere determined, using again, measured data6 for sIch
channels, taking due account, also, of the heat leak down the refrigerator and tie thennal
resisiance of the material1 of the exchanger. From these, and the properties of the fluid, the
temperature of the fluids leaving each element were next determined. The process was
repeated tor each element up the exchanger. The final temperature and piessure of the two
streams were thus deterinined at the warm end of the exchanger. In general, these figures
would not corresnond exactly to the design requirements. '1he dimensions of the cxchanger
were then modified to bring these figures closer to the desired values. The proces:, was
iterated until the design requirements Nkere met. The print out then gave the detailed
temperature distribution down the exchanger.
A prototype of the refrigerator was fabricatCd usin:Athe ddIcnsion0:1 dCteCrni ned in the
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Figure 3. Low Flow Rate Microminiature Refrigerator of operation with O'.ygcn al 95K

above iterative procedure. This is shown in Fig. 3. In Table I, the calculated peiformance of
this refrigerator is given together with the measured performance. The calculation, design
and fabrication were done at MMR, where the refrigerator was pre-tested with itrogen. The
measurements listed, using the design cryogen, oxygen, were made at Boeing Corporation,
Seattle. Remarkably good agreement between the compuLed and the experimental results
were obtained. This is all the more satisfying as such low flow-rate refrigerators are
particularly difficult to design because of the heat leak down the refrigerator is comparable
to the refrigeration capacity of the device itself and can easily slew the temperature distribution in the exchanger aAd upset the flow rates. The design capacity of this refrigerator is a
factor of two smaller than the smallest nitrogen refrigerator built previously-.

Single Stage Oxygen J-T Refrigerator

Flow Rate

"Tcuipcrauirc
Cooling Capacity

Calculated

Actual

0.07 sl/m
95 K
36 mW

0.072 sl/in
95 K
30 TIV
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Figure 4. Two Stage J-T Refrigerator illustrating element across which
heat is transfened between the two contra-flowing fluid streams.

"TWOSTAGE NITROGEN-NEON J-T COOILER
The design of this class of cooler is somewhat more complicated than that for the
single stage, single fluid refrigerator. The nitrogen refrigerator must be designed to have a
sufficiently large capacity to pre-cool the neon io 85K or below. At the same time one has
to keep in mind the fact that the mass flew of the neon is a stroeg function of the temperature
in the exchanger and will change by a factor of about ten between amubient and the operating
tenmperature. Excess flow in the neon circuit can overwhelm the nitrogen canacity. resulting
in unstable -)r oscillatory operation. In order to meet these demanding conditions wc applied
the same method devcioped for the single stage oxygen refrigerator to the design of the two
stage devices.
A schematic of the heat exchangers is shown In 1-'1g. 4. In this case one must take in

to account tih heat flow bCtween the contra-flowing strelams in each circuit and, in addition,
the heat flow from the neon to the nitrogcn stage. The same procedure was used as for the
single stage program. The thermodynamic and tlansport properties of each of the two fluids
were calculatcd in each clement in each of the intlow and outtlow chnmncls. "!he various inptilt
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for opilration at 30K
and output tempe~ratures arid prlessures '.'.Ie thell calculated and the process repeated for all
the elcments of the cxchangecrs. The overall pr-occss was iterated a numiber of timles witi
11UI
iouueICLOW, new e o11Ai(u Inl the dimulflisflos of tne van-ous paili of tne -xchang(:rs.
Uventually, the desigii goals wyere met.iand tlic dimensions so de~termined %vt iscd for the
fabr-icazion of a prototype refrigerttor. This prototype Is shown in Fig. 5.
IT,: calculated and ineaSUr`-.d values for the flow ratws and temperatures of the
Ili troge:
J neon stages art: given in T'able 11. Again, close agreement is foun~d for the two
sets of
m cs. lIn this case the obser-ved final stage temperatures were both a little higher than
tile calcuilated values. We- have now! detcrmined the reasoi, for Lifis. It is d!ue to at restriction
at tile exit poetL of tile teiicao.A slimilar prcblemn had been cencounteredl previotisly in
lable: 11
woStage Nitrogen Neon JPT ReF,-igerator
Nitrogen

'Ihicoctet':x
Il..w

lat(.

I1.?'I S/n~
Icnpidur

1

.Neon

ACtual

_

1.29 si/ni

& KF
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the design of nitrogen refrigerators, and correcting this problem reduced the operating.Z
temperatur.- by 2-3K. Enlarging this hole in these refrigei-ators should bring the operating
temperature to within a degree or two of the design figure. These results have Just been
obtained and measurement of the capacity of the refrigerator has yet to be made.
I) IS CUSS ION
The measured performance of two refrigerators, one a single stage low-flow device and the
other a two stage, two gas rcfrigerator, were found to be in excellent agzreement with designr
calculadions where in eachi case the, design was based on a multi-element sub-division of thec
heat exchangers. Within each element, the thermodynamic and transport properties of the
gases were calculated and these results were used to c;alculate- the temperature and pressure
differences across the element. Thle procedure was programmed io run onl a m-odest sized
personal computer and allowed the design to be completed in a few hours spent in
computation, iteration and manual tailoring of the dimensions of the exchanger.
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L)ESIGN CONCEPTS FOR A 10K SOLID HYDROGEN
SORPTION REFRIGERATOR
J. R. PHILLIPS
DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING
HARVEY MUDD COLLEGE
CLAREMONT, CA 91711
B. D. FREEMAN AND R. C. BOWMAN, JR.
AEROJET ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION
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sublimation of solid hydrogen (H 2 ). Refrigerant compression Is achieved with two metal
hydride sorption compressors arranged In series. A ZrNiHx compressor absorbs low pressure
hydrogen at 0.133kPa which corresponds to the solid-vapor equilibrium pressure for nhydrogen near 10K. A second stage compression of hydrogen to about 1OMPa is achieved
with a VHx compressor. The ZrNIHX compressor has been characterized wlth respect to Its
energy balance which closed within 1.5% under conditions envisioned for refrigerator
operation. The energy balance was achieved by systematic application of carefully assessed
thermophysical properties. Idealized designs based upon single and dual stage expansion for
continuous production of solid hydrogen have been analyzed. Parametric sludles comparing
these designs showed that Important system variables Include refrigerant pressure to the
Joule-Thomson valve, precooler temperature, and the Intermediate pressu,'e between the VHx
and ZrNIH, compressors. A model analysis !s also given for pedodic production of solid
hydrogen by evaporation of liquid hydrogen starting above the triple point.

INTRODUCTION

Temperatures below 30K have been achieved from closed-cycle cryogenic refitgerators that
expand hydroge'", gas through a Joule-i homson (JT) valve and use metal hydride
978
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compressors [1-4]. These cryocoolers produced liquid hydrogen on the low-pressure (i.e.,
cold) side of the J-T valve. However, Jones [2, 5] has proposed that 1OK cryocoolers could be
based upon the sublimination of solid hydrogen at 0.0026 atm (2.0 torr) pressure using a
su!table low-pressure hydride such as PdHx or Mg2 NIHx. Recent experiments at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory by Bard, et al [6] have validated this concept with ZrNIHx as the low
pressure hydrogen sorbent. The present paper considers In some detail the thermodynamics
and performance that can be associated with a two stage 10K hydrogen cryocooler which
employs VHx and ZrNIHx in the reversible sorption compressors.

METAL HYDRIDE PROPERTIES FOR 10K CRYOCOOLERS

Thermophysical Properties

Efficient refrigeration by the J-T expansion of H2 gas requires [7] an Initial pressure greater
than 5 MPa (50 atm). A backside pressure of 1.0 atm corresponds to liquid hydrogen at 20K
while production of solid hydrogen at 1OK needs [2, 5] a nominal 1.0 ton' (0.0013 atm)
pressure to be maintained In the cold stage. If the practical operating temperature range of
the hydride compressor Is to !ie between 275K and 650K, at least two different sorbents are
needed since no metal or alloy can provide the nearly 105 compression ratio. Furthermore,
potential hydride candidates should also have reversible hydrogen storage capacities greater
than 0.5 H/M atomic ratios, good intrinsic reaction kinetics, and resist extensive degradation
durhig the absorption/desorption cycling. While previous 20K cryocoolers used LaNI 5 Hx or Its
substitutional alloys I1-4], Bowman, et al. [7, 8] have assessed the favorable potential of VHx
for this application.

Figure 1 compares the abc rptlon and desorption plateau pressures for VHx with three low
pressure hydrides (Mg 2 NIHx, PdHx, and ZrNiHx). Although Jones [2, 5] suggested either
Mg 2 NI or Pd for 10K hydrogen sorption refrigerators, both candidates have significant
lim!tations. PdHX has a small capacity of 5.7 rng .iHg metal, requires cooling to 254K before
reaching a 1.0 torr absorption pressure, and is extremely expensive. While Mg2 NIHx has
excellent capacity at 33 mg H/g alloy as well as favorable equilibrium plateau properties above
500K. Its absorption kinetics are exceedingly slow [9, 10] at temperatures below 4EOK which
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prevents it from satisfying the hydrogen absorption conditions [2, 5] needed to generate solid
hydrogen.

However, previous Investigations of ZrNIHx for reversible hydrogen getters [1 1, 12] strongly
Indicated very rapid hydrogen absorption occurred at room temperature. Furthermore, the
Isotherms for ZrNIHx in Figure 2, as measured by Luo, et al [13], are most acceptable for the
low pressure sorbent bed in a 10K cryocooler. The reversible capacity Is 8.7 mg H/g alloy
across the plateau region in Figure 2 which is a 53% Increase over the marginal capacity of
PdHx. In addition, Cotts and co-workers [14] have used differential scanning calorimetry to
moasure the specific heats (Cp) for ZrNi, ZrNiH 1 .01, and ZrNIH 2 .7 over the temperature range
from 100K to 600K. These data are shown in Figure 3 and have been used In the present
work to evaluate the energy balance of ZrNIHx during the hydrogen absorption-desorption
thermal cycles associated with a 10K cryocooler.

An Idealized heat balance calculation has been performed for a ZrNiHx sorption compressor
using an approach similar to our recent analyses [7, 8] of VHx compressors. The model
compressor element conta;ned 300 grams of ZrNi which will circulate 2.6 gm of hydrogen
during the absorption-desorption cycle. From the bulk alloy density of 7.42 g/cr,1

3

and an

assumed 40% void fraction in the powder, the bed has 27 cm 3 of free volume. The absorption
conditions are 0.133 kPa (1 torr) at 370K and desorption was set at 101.3 kPa (1.0 atm) at
572K. For thib idealfzed case, heating of the vessel containing ZrNIHx powder was not
considered. The results of this calculation are summarized In Table I. For the complete cycle,
AU should be zero while the computed difference Is 1.9 UJ and corresponds to an energy
balance closure within 1.5%

Previous calculations for a similarly ideal VHx bed closed within

0.3%. The net work (W) Input for the ZrNIHx cycle is 2.1 kJ. The calcuiated heat required for
the combined compression and desorption steps of the ZrNIHx bed Is 51.1 kJ/gH compared to
25.4 kJ/gH for a VHx bed [6, 7]. This difference is due to the much larger heat of absorption
for ZrNIHx [13] compared to VHx [15] and also heating of the ZrNIHx bed 200" C compared to
only 115" C for the VHx bed.

DESIGN DESCRIPTIONS

We have assumed that normal hydrogen properties are appropriate for system design. This Is
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TABLE 1. Ideal Energy Balance Calculation Results for ZrNiHx Compressor
Step

A

_

QkJ

W~kJ

Constant Volume Compression
Desorption

37.15
89.57
126.7

37.15
95.71
132.9

0.0
-6.133
-6.133

Constant Volume Compression
Absorption

- 31.12
- 93.63
-124.8

- 31.12
- 97.63
-128.8

0.0
4.00
+4.00
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based on preliminary estimates that little If any ortho to para hydrogen conversion will take
place during the refrigeration cycle. Thermodynamic data for n-hydrogen have been derived
from Souers (16).

Three different designs were evaluated. Each can produce solid n-hydrogen at 10K on a
continuous basis, although Design 3 Is a periodic process. The designs have been modelled
on an Idealized basis: Ideal sorptlon comprepsors, Ideal heat exchangers, no heat losses, no
pressure drop, and fast sorption kInetics. To allow easy cumparison all three designs were
studied under similar conditions which are shown In Table 2.

Design 1 - Single Expansion

Figure 4a shows an Ideal schematic diagram for the simplest design envisioned capable of
producing refrigeration at 10K on a continuous basis. Also shown is the corresponding
pressure-enthalpy diagram for the refrigerant flow (Figure 4b). The precooler Is used to
provide continuous cooling of the hydrogen to well below Its inversion temperature of 202K (2).
The load to be refrigerated is applied to the solid hydrogen container after the J-T expansion.

For this design high pressure hydrogen leaves the VW 'x compressor at 1Ox, 03 kPa and
387.7K and is cooled by a series of coolers and recuperative heat exchangers until reaching
point 3. The refrigerant Is then expanded to 0.133 kPa, producing a sclid-vapor mixture at
about 10K. Low pressure hydrogen Is heated by exchange to 80K, and again to 370K at
which point it enters the cooled ZrNIHx compressor. In this compressor, hydrogen pressure Is
Increased to 101.3 kPa (1 atmosphere) by heating to 572K. The desorbed hydrogen must
next be cooled to 273.2K and then enters the cooled VHx compressor.

As shown in Figure 4b the high pressure hydrogen Is cooled to point 3 such that subsequent
expansion in the Joule-Thomson valve will initially pass through *he two-phase, liquid-vapor
dome, then through the triple point (13.96K) and will finally produce a two-phk.se, solid-vapor
mixture at the cold temperature desired. Refrigeration is supplied at constant temperAture by
sublimation of the solid hydrogen so that the mixture enthalpy Increases from point 4 to point
5. Low pressure hydrogen gas then exchanges heat with the Incoming refrigerant so that, In
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TABLE 2. System Parameters used for Model Analyses
Precooler Temperature
Ph (VHx desorptlon)
PI (ZrNIHx absorption)
P1 (Intermediate)
Tdes - VHx
Tabs - VHx
Tdes - ZrNIHx
Tabs - ZrNIHx

80K
1WxO kPa
0. 1333 kPa
101.3 kPa
387.7K
273.2K
572K
370K

n kI
11.3

7S72(aA
1i-37.-

ZrNiHx
370 K
IR-

b)3

2
JP

)

HEAT EXCHANGER

2
HEAT EXCRA

Ln P

6
CEJ

P

-

I OK.
IT. J3
Vonq

03

~83

H

Figure 4. Design 1, One Expansion Method for Solid-Hydrogen Production
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the Ideal case, 80K Is reached at point 6. In this design, the refrigeration provided (i.e., the
difference in enthalpy between points 4 and 5) is also given by the difference in enthalpy
between points 6 and 2. This Is the difference in enthalpy between hydrogen gas at the same
temperature (80K) but at significantly different pressures.

To produce 1 w of refrigeration a hydrogen flow of 5.95x 10

3

g/s is required. The precooler

load at 80K is 1.39 w, and a heat Input of 304.0 w is required for the ZrNIHx compressor and
151.4 w is required for the VHx compressor. These combine to give a specific power of 455.4
w/w for Design 1.

Design 2 - Double Expansion

The schematic diagram for Design 2 along with its corresponding pressure-enthalpy diagram
for refrigerant flow is shown In Figure 5. This design is different from Design 1 in that a two
stage expansion is envisioned. High pressure hydrogen at 80K is cooled to point 3 and then
expanded through the first J-T valve to the liquid-vapor, two-phase region at point 10,
corresponding to 101.3 kPa and 20.3K. Vapor from point 12 is then heated by exchange to
Inlet conditions and returned to the VHx compressor (273.2K and 101.3 kPa). Uquid from
point 11is

at the same time expanded through a second J-T valve to 0.133 kPa (point 13, a

two-phase, solid-vapor mixture). Refrigeration is produced by sublimating the solid hydrogen
and lncieas!ng the mixture enthalpy to point 5. The low pressure hydrogen is sequentially
heated by exchange to 80K, and 370K before it enters the cooled ZrNIHx compressor. After a
first compression to 101.3 kPa this hydrogen stream joins the return from the vapor-liquid
separator and enters the VHx compressor. Note that the Intermediate pressure between the
two sorption compressors (101.3 kPa in this case) fixes the temperature of the vapor-liquid
separator.
To produce 1 w of refrigAration a total hydrogen flow of 5.99x10- 3 g/s is required. This Is
slightly higher than the flow required for Design 1 because of non-ideal gas behavior in the two
returning streams Vapor flow from the vapor-liquid separator Is 3.22x1 0-3 g/s, and flow
through the ZrNIHx compressor Is 2.77x1 0-3 #s. The precooler load at 80K is 1.38 w. Heat
Input for the ZrNIHX compressor Is 141.6 w and that for the VHx compressor is 152.4 w. The
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specific power for this design is thus 294.0 w/w. A signifir. 1nt performance Improvement is
realized because less hydrogen Is required to be compresseC in the ZrNiHx compressor. The
system is, however, more complicated, with two J-7 expansions and special heat exchangers
envisionad.

Desian 3 - Sincjle Expansion with Ventina

Design 3, which is shown In Figure 6, involves the transient cooling of liquid hydrogen to the
solid state by partial evaporation of the Initial H2 liquid. As such, the process is very similar to
the concept for producing refrigeration at 10K initially suggested by Jcnes (5). Because of the
periodic nature of the liquid cooling, one or more additional cold end sections would be
required to make the production of refrigeration continuous. Representation of the process on
a thermodynamic diagram, such as a pressure-enthalpy diagram, Is difficult because of the
non-equilibrium nature of the process. That Is, the separated liquid at 20.3K loses mass in the
process of cooling to and freezing at 1OK.

The design Is similar to Design 2 up to the point of the liquid-vapor separator. At this point, In
Design 2, vapor and liquid are separated in a continuous manner with the vapor then returned
to the VHx compressor while the liquid is expanded through a J-T valve to form a solid-vapor
mixture at -tbout 10K. in Desig, 3, liquid at 101.3 kPa and 20.3K Is Isolated in a closed
cortainer while vapor from point 12 is returned to the VHx compressor. In the Design 3
configuration the liquid hydrogen Is assumed to be held in a rigid, insulated container. A valve
at the top of the nti'ainer Is opened and the resulting vapor is vented to a constant pressure
of 0.133 kPa (corresponding to the Inlet pressure of the coo!ed ZrNIHx compressor). The
process contnues until the pressure in the container falls to 0.133 kPa. At this point, there will
exist an equilibrium mixture of solid hydrogen and saturated hydrogen vapor.

Assuming no heat transfer to the tank, the problem Is to determine the mass of hydrogen
vapor vented and thus the mass of solid hydrogen and saturated vapor thal .omains. The
calculation procedure for this design Is based on a method suggested 1M Smith and Van Ness
(17), which Is essentially the problem of venting an aerosol cortalner.
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The applicable energy balance for this situation is:
m1 u1 = m 2 u 2 +hmv

(1)

where:
m1
m2=
my =
u1 =
u2
h
=

mass initially in control volume
mass finally in control volume

mass vented
specific internal energy Initially in cv
specific internal energy finally in cv
average specific enthalpy of vented vapor

In addition:
(2)

m2 = m 1 -mv
The procedure begins by specifying an Initial mass of saturated liquid (or solid) and

associated vapor at a given temperature and pressure. This fixes m 1 , u 1 , and h 1 . The next
step is to pick a slightly lower temperature that will be achieved by venting vapor. This fixes
u 2 , and h 2 , (thus h). Recognizing that the relative amounts of liquid (solid) and vapor
remaining in the control volume must also satisfy the specific volume requirements of the
vapor liquid (solid) mixture, mv can be determined from the following derived equation

mv =m1 -[im

1

(vL-vv)(u 1 -h)-(UL-uv)VOIl/[(Uv-h) (vL-vv)-vv(uL-uv)]

(3)

where:

uL - the final Internal energy of the liquid (or solid)
uv = the final Internal energy of the vapor
vL = the final specific volume of the liquid (or solid)
vv - the finai specific volume of the vapor
Vol = the volume of the control volume

Note that a small step Is desirable because of the use of an average value for the enthalpy of
the leaving hydrogen va.-,:

A result for the calculation procedure deccidbgd above, for base. case conditions, is shown in
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Figure 7. Hore it was assumed that a rigid, Insulated container of 1.Qxl 0-3 m3 Initialty
contained s~aturated liquid n-hydrogen at 20.3K. The approxim-rate mass of n-hydrogen is
703 grams. T~he calculation proceeded by taking 2'Ktemrperature intervals. The mixture is
still liquid-vapor at 14K, but below the triple point (13.96K) the mixture becomes solid-vapor.
No calculation was actually done around 13K, so the dlashed lines representing 'the process
between 14 and 12K are extrapolations.
In ihe proc-ess of gyoing tfim;- liqUid at 20.3K to solid at 10OK, 21 .8% of the initial mass of the
liquid is lost thro-igh venting. Total flow Is about the samne for Design 3 as for Design 2 for a
given refrigeration requirement. However, more solid hydrogen is formed In Deslin 3 trhan in
Design 2 for the same original liquid charge, and less vapor is producicd attor the JT
expansion.
For base case) conditions, a hydrogen flow of 5.99x10-3 g/s Is required to produce 1 w of
refrigeration. 'rho precooler load a, 80K is 1.38 w, kind a heat input of 13-7.2 w is required for
the ZrNiH x comprressor and 152.4 w Is required for thq VH, compressor. This results In a
specific power of 289.6 wlw for Design 3. This Is a little less than for Design 2, because of a
slightly smal~er flow to the ZrNiH x compressor.
PARAMETRIC STUDIES
Parametric studies of all :hree design 3were made in orciol to determine the effect onr specific
power of th6 mosi lmpor~r~nt system variables- refrigerant pressure to the J-T valve;,
procoolei temperature; and Intern di~date compressor pressure (i.e., the pressure between the
j- 1I

compressor and the VHi compressor). Resuls are presented In Figures 8, 9, 10.

Specific power as a function of syv-tom high pressure (pressure to Cie J-T valve) Is shown fur
all three doslIjns In Figure 8. Tho base case desczIbe-i .- Table 2 corresponds to a high
prossure of 98.7 atm. Other parameters roprosoritud in Figure 8 are as stated for the base

Over thu) prossure rarige Investigated, spocfick power for Design 1 rerii-jns slqniflc3:itly
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higher than those of Designs 2 and 3. Within the high pressure range of 80 to 120
atmospheres specific power decreases somewhat with Increasing system pressure for all
three designs. However, Designs 2 and 3 have a sniall change compared to Design 1.
Actually a minimuni in these curves is to be expected, but Is probably located at a pressure
somewh•.i greater than 120 atm (7, 8).

In Figure 9, specific power Is shown as a function of precooler temperature. As can be seen,
in the pre-cooler temperature range of 65 to 85K, specific power Increases rapidly with
Increasing pre-cooler temperature. Similar to the effect of system high pressure, Design 1
showed a iarger change than for either Design 2 or 3.

Figure 10 shows 'he effect of varying mid-pressure on specific power. Although system high
pressure and precooler temperature had relatively little effect on Designs 2 and 3, the midpressure, the pressure between the beds, Is a more important variable for both of these
designs. This mid-pressure sets the pressure and temperature of the envisioned vapor-liquid
separator In Design 2 and the pressure C.nd temperature of the starting liquid pool in Design
3. As can be seen in Figure 10, specific power for both Designs 2 and 3 Increases relatively
sharply with increasing mid-pressure compared to the corre- - ;nding trend for Design 1.

The effect of considering thermal mass o&the sorption compressor ccntainers for Designs 1
and 2 Is shown In Figure 11. Over the pressure range considered, the compressor therma!
mass was held constant. As can be seen, a minimum in the speclfic' power vs. system high
pressure curve is observed for both Design 1 and Design 2. This minimum Is similar to our
past results (7) In a single stage 20K refrigerator.

A final parameter was investigat,.d for Design 3: Specific power as B function of vapor
fraction present prior to venting. Figure 12 shows that specific power Increases from 289 w/w
it base case conditions (Including 0 mass p6rcent vapor present) to about 305 w/w at 12
mass percent vapor. As can be seen, the Increase Is neady linear. It Is expected that
comparable Increases wotld be seen for the parareoter variations -resented in Figures 8-10.
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CONCLUSIONS

All three designs presented are capable of producing solid-hydrogen refrigeration near 10K.
Each of the designs employs a distinct process with at least one J-T expansion and each has
Its special hardware requirements. Specific power results are promising.
The most likely metal-hydride candidates for this application have been identified and
characterized. They are ZrNiHx for the iow-pressure compressor and VHx for the high
pressure compressor. An energy balance, based on new thermo-physical properties, for the
ZrNiHx compressor closes within 1.5%.
The sorption variables Investigated were: pressure to the J-T value, pressure between the
two compressors, and precooler temperature- Over the range of variables investigated,
Design 2 (two J-T expansions) and Design 3 (J-T expansion plus liquid venting) showed
significantly lower specific powers than Design 1 (one J-T expansion) because nct all of the
hydrogen flow Is required to enter the ZrNiHx compressor. De.signs 2 and 3 are
fundamentally different processes, but the resufting specific power for each is nearly the
same.
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EXPERJMENTAL VERIFICATION OF JOULE-THOMSON
CRYOCOGCER COOLDOWN PERIOD SIMILARITY RATIOS

B-Z. MAYTAI.
Rafael, P.O. Box 2250 (38)
Haifa 31021, Israel.

ABSTRACT
similarity ratios were established for a Joule-

Cooldown periods
Thomson (J-T)

cryocooler over the space of coolants,

ambient temperatures.

might serve for scaling the cooldown periods

It

by one experiment at given conditions.
derived assuming:
(b)

pressures and

Those similarity ratios were

proportionality with cooldown temperature range

(a)

with integral isenthalpic J-T effect,

inverse proportionality

, and with high pressure stream Reynolds number and (c)

(AT)i

down power significantly exceeds heat load.
J-T cryocucler operating in

A 5.2 millimeter diameter

a highly tv.cuated dewar was tested.

Pressure range up to 70 mPa was weln

covered at 295K and 340K ambient

Quite satisfactory match of measvured and

by nitrogen and argon.

predicted ratios relating cooldown periods was observed.

NOMENCLATURE
K

Thermal conductivity

m

Mass flowrate
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Pressure (Pa)
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Temperature
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(J m-1 K-1
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INTRODUC"ION

Constant nozzle area J-T cryocoolers are mainly used for fast
applications",

However.

operate with a fixed
Little(2)

even a

(open)

cooldown

flow regulated cryocooler does

nozzle till

liquefaction is

reached.

has derived similarity relations for the J-T cryocoolers in
Longsworth• 3 ) provided

the domain of their dimensions and flowrates.
the experimental verifications.

Maytal(',)

developed cooldown period

similarity ratios for a constant nozzle j-T cryocooler in
of operation pressures,

the domain

temperatures and coolants.

ambient

Thermodynamic aspects of coolants oriented to J-T cryocooler's
operation was treated on references

(5)

and (6).

Those relations are

supposed to scale up a cooldown

period experimentally

given vector of (P. T,

for prediction of

coolant)

reachf:d at a

the cooldown

period

at other operating conditions such as higher ambient temperature and
another coolant or different pressure.
some systematic (xperiien;al

This work intends to present

verifications

to the similarity ratios

4

)

previously dec'i -e-..

COOLDOWN RATIOS SIMILARIT'

MODEL

Integration of a partial differential

equation longitude and time

dependent would be needed for complete prediction of the cooldown
transient..

It might be avoided if

adapting the following assumptions

concerning the cooldown periods of a given cryocooler:

(a)

proportionality with cooldown range,
inlet cooling range till

first

T - To,),

namely,

nozzle's

liqueffaction occurs at its

outlet.

(b)

inverse pvoportionality with the initial
ef'fect,

(u)

integral

isentlalpic J-T

(tT), .

j nvuv'su proportioiial1ity with the
leynol d.• ,uri iber.
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(d)

cooling down power significantly exceeds heat leaks.

(e)

heat exchanger's efficiency

is

weakly affected by varying

operation conditions.

All these result in"4)

T

T Ck(i
M 0.8
~~

[

-TCD

(-)•

T). ]

S~t=0

Cooldowi period for each coolant is
pressurization till

'c,

is

defined as elapsed time from

reached at nozzle's inlet.

THE EXPERIMENT

A central issue in
assuDmptions (d)
model.

the experiment design is

the good fulfillment of

and (e) of the cooldown periods similarity ratios
Its 40

J-T cryocooler of 5.2 millimeters diameter was used.

millimeters finned tube heat exchanger is

adequately lon• for keeping

efficiency quite constant at various operation conditions,
satisfying assumption (e).

Assembled in a wel.

thus

evacuated glass dewar

of 0.2W heat lcak, the total heat load did not exceed a figure of 0.3W
at steady stage operation.
estima'ted

However,

to be half cf the figure.

during cooldown process it

is

Flowrate was high enough to

provide cooling power of' several watts.

This combination of evacuated

dewar with high cooling capacity was directed to satisfy assumption
(d).

lemperature time dependence was measured through a thin metal

cover involving a timo lag lower than 0.1 s.

Pressurizinig up to 70 OMPa was cov,-ed by about 13 measurements for
each cooulvnt, argon and niitrogen at room temperatures of 295K.
sCt of Opcrat.OiiS was r(Jýpo.ated aU an0bicitt of' 3,iPK.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Measured cooldown periods are presented through their similarity
ratios n to be compared with the model.

f]

(2)

, (REF)

For each set of results T(REF) though chosen arbitrarily, does not
affect generality.

Figure 1 compares pressure dependence of measured

similarity ratios for operation by argoh and nitrogen,

both with the

common reference

r(REF)

=

T(30 MPa,

(3)

300K, nitrogen)

put another way

n (30 MPa,

300K. nitrogen) = 1

(4)

Quite acceptable agreement with the proposed similarity model is
observed.

Above the 40 MPa p-c-sure,

argon cools d(.wn faster than

nitrogen at least by a farcuu- D" 4.
Ambient temperature dep•.dence of measured cooldown periods
similarity ratios for ni ¢sgen is shown in Figure 2.
T(REF)

(equation 3)

is adapted.

Tlhe same above

Some isotherms are plotted to

demonstrate the resolution extent and agreement with model.
relevant isothcrms of 295K and 3 4 0K are bolted.
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Fig. 3:

Cooldown periods similarity ratios for argon at different
DoL IepTrscnit mcasurements at 295K
ambient temperatures.
Curves represent theoretical model.
and 340K.

In a similar way,

Figure 3 checks temperature dependence for argon.

Once again, modeling resolution is fair enough to distinguish quite
accurately between the bolted 295i", and 340K isotherms.

Those argon

measurements are presented through

r(RF_•)

= "r (30 MPa,

300K.

argon)

(5)

A roughly presenting factor for scaling the 295K cooldown periods
to those of 340K for both argon and nitrogen might be a figure of 2.5.
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SUMMARY
Thle experiments verify quite well the model for prediction of cooldown
periods similarity ratios,

being examined for two coolants,

ambient temperatures and a wide range of pressur-es.

two

The theor'y

originated prediction of cooldown periods decrease for argon up to
about 90 NPa is

reflected in

experamental results.

.increase when exceeding 55 MPa is

nitrogen its

Similarly,

for

reflected as well.

Next rccommended experiment candidate might he a non-evacuated
encapsulatio;i with higher heat. leak and a snort heat exchanger.
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131-MAT tRIAL C'ONTROLLED)
DEMNANDj FLONN JOULE-THINIO SON CGOLERS

GLENN E. B3ONNEY
APD CRYOGENICS INC
ALLENTOWN'. PA 1810-3

INTRODUCTION
Joule-Thomison (J] ) coolers have been designed to meet the needs of a wide varietv of
cryogenric refrigeration application... They have been utilized mostly for their attributes as lov%
cost, rinimature, portable, reliable and fast cooldow-n open-cycle refrigerators [hey havt.; been
manufactured in a v-alrety of forms with single or multiplec stages ot' refrigeration and capable ofoperating With vw ioUs i efi-igerawits 2 They aice also made available with and w,-titout self-contained
flow control mechanisms Fixed orifice iT coolers that do not contain a mechanism to varv the
ple-SbuiC lb
at
UL
a~. IMI
att. V%11%;11 Uic zwppiy
M"~**~,
~ ~ . highi. They are good for fast cooldown applications but are inefficient for steady-state operation
Demand flow JT coolers that do contain a flow control miechanism adjust the refrigeration rate
ac-cording octhle heat load over a wide Tarige of supply pressures and amibient terinperarures in
order to conserve refrigerant. Dual-orilice il coolets are a combination of tixed orifice and
demand flow types for use in special apphications. 3
*

a1:1611j&

Various refrigerant flow control miechanisms of the type adapta-ble for use 'With )T coolers
rnc!ude hi-mietallic riiechanisms. 4 ga:i-charged bellows rnechanisnis,.5*"- and bi-inaterial
miecharilsms. 8 These flow.k control mechanisms are typically adutdto recspond in cori-klanon witi,
thle. temperature of the retiirwerarn at or near thle cold end of the Y1 cooler or with the tenliperature
gradient in the heat exchianrger These flow control mechanisms can usually be adju'isted to provide
a small excess of refrigeration, if-desired, to assure a continual presence of liquid refirigerant at ! ie
cold :mld.
The hieat that is t. ansferred from the flow control mechanism to the colder refriger ant and1
duig ;;ooldown caubes thle flow control niechan's~n to either expand or contract
~
exhge
heat
This temlperatUre-indcimed miovement is employed to operate a \,dilvC to -educe or throttle thle flo-,
of'rrftirzerant as the terri;e!atmec surrounlding the tlow- control mechanism ap~proacines a dlesired
cold end operating tempeiaturec Aflen. achieving th,, desired opciating leruperature, the samre
temperature sensitive movement is employed to regulate li~c flow of ref iimzerant in or del to
stabilize the cold enld operating templIerature under conditions ot var\ ng rctligerant supplypressure anibient temper attire, and ;ieal load
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To date, demand flow JT coolers have predominantly used gas-charged metallic bellowks
mechanisms In pursuit of a simpler, smaller, less expensive and mole reliable device, the himaterial demand flow control mechanism has been developed

MECHANICAL DESIGN( COMPARISON
Gas-charged bellows demand flow control mechanisms are typically an assembly of a
cylindrical bellows that is sealed at both ends and pressurized with a gas. One end of the assembly
is fixed at some location relative to the IT cooler heat exchanger. The free end of the assembly is
connected to a variable flow valve The gas pressure in the bellows increases or decreases as the
bellows is heated or cooled, which causes the bellows to expand or contract relative to the fixed
end and to open or restrict the flow valve The bellows temperature may be reduced to the point
where the charge gas liquefies, depending on the refrigerant and operating conditions. The
bellows is typically made of metal to contain the charge gas, and it is typically fabricated by an
electroplated or electroformed method. The characteristics of the bellows are similar to a coil
spring, such that its length, diameter, wall thickness, number of active convolutions and elastic
modulus determine its spring rate. The charge gas and initial pressure are chosep for the desired
operating temperature, and for the desired pressure and length bellows respc-ise (dP/dL arid
-3/dT).
Typical response values tbr the miniature bellows
are dP/dL
-. Cryogenics
J - .
-* --by -APD
or' "used
atu
.
tion
.... k,,U, "V K
"5-20 OPairm_LC , 300 K and dildT = 2-2.5
- 1
d Mav a ai,•,ab,,
Q1A ..rýV witmarict
VL
force of 1-4 N. The flow valve is sized for the dsired flow range and can be of various designs
(e.g. a moveable needle point over a fixed circular orifice). The valve is typically adjustable for
setting the initial flow rate. Typical miniature JT coolers have orifices or nozzles with diameters of
50-350 lim and flow rates of 1-10 std L/min (with N 2 @ 21 C and 6.9 MPa AP, referred to as Co
as an APD Cryogenics standard). All these variables plus the assembly's coefficient of thermal
expansion, its natural frequency as a spring-mass system, and its location relative to the heat
exchanger's tenmperature gradient determine the response, sensitivity and hysteresis of this type of
flow control mechanism. Gas-charged bellows are complex to design and manufacture, requiring
lengthy empirical development, and therefor are a very long lead item when considering new
product development or custom adaptations.

-

Bi-material demand flow control mechanisms are typically an assembly of a simply
machined cylindrical rod 8 Similar to the gas-charg.ed bellows, one end of the rod is fixed at some
location relative to the JT1cooler's heat exchanger while the frie end is connected to a variable
flow valve. As the rod (i e, the actuator) is heated or cooled, it either expands or contracts
relative to the fixed end, and the flow valve is either opened or restricted 1 he material for the rod
is chosen primarily for its thermal expansion characteristics relative to the thermal expansion
characteiistics between the intended anchor point with the heat exchanger and the variable flow
valve. Any combination of materials can be used to provide the dil'eicential thermal cxpansion fbl
a given temperature change Since niany plastics have higher coefficients of thermal expansion
relative to metallics or ceramics, the best available combinations exist with them Typical
miniature bi-inaterial mechanisms have a differential cxpan!;ion of -" 50( LilmV in K) overi ihc
temperaiturc range of 80-300 K Choosing material coWlbinations tihat ipovidus thre naxi mumr
1004
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relati\e d1_/dT will then minimize the actuatoi's length Presently, a typical high dL/dT value
would be 1-1.5 imJK 6 100 K Although the low temperature sensitivity of the bi-matenial
mechanism is less than that of the gas-charged bellows, the 300-80 K dL/dT response is similar.
Additionall' the hi-material actuator has an essentially intinite spring rate compared to the gascharged b" ms, and it can provide a valve actuation force several times greater than the gascharged L~llows The adequate response and the lack of a gas charging fitting have allowed bimaterial mechanisms to be made smaller than gas-charged bellows mechanisms. Because of the
obvious simplicity of this design, having few variables, bi-material mechanisms are more quickly
adapted to new products or custom applications.
Demand flow control mechanisms can be installed in JT coolers having various heat
exchangers, such as the more prevalent finned tube heat exchanger 9 or a matrix tube heat
exchanger. 11APD Cryogenics has manufactured miniature demand flow .IT coolers in sizes down
to 0 5 mm x 23 mm long. Presently with bi-material control mechanisms, the lower limit on
demand flow cooler size is estimated to be less than 0 3 mm x 15 nmn long depending on the
application However, it must be remembe. ed that shorter heat exchangers are alsi less efficient
because of higher end-to-end heat conduction losses. Figure I displays the geometric comparison
of gas-charged bellows and bi-material flow control mechanisms for a typical finned tube heat
exchanger demand flow JT cooler. The photo inset displays the same with a 0 9.52 mm x 37 5
mm lTno

IT cnniltr

to•i('

fni r n tv-ni'rl infr'r-r•Pd drlt-Ptct'r r'lnrt

2nnlotinn

CRYOGENIC PE-RFORMANCE COMPARISON
The cooldown performance of a demand flow JT cooler is determined by the heat
exchanger efficiency, pressure drop, supply pressure, ambient temperature, orifice size, by the
thernal load of itself and the load io be cooled, and by the throttle response of the flow control
mechanism. A .IT cooler operating with nitrogen typically contributes - 50 % of the heat
exchanger (i.e. the colder half) to the total thermal load. For the smallest demand flow coolers,
the flow control mechanism typically doubles the contributed amount of thermal load. The throttle
response of the flow control mechanism will effect the rate at which the flew is reduced in
proportion to the load being cooled. The heat transfer from the flow control mechanism, both
longitudinal and radial, and the thermal diflusivity are important factors in controlling the throttle
response. For instance, a metallic bellows would respond faster than a plastic hi-material actuator
As the flow is throttled, the pressure drop across the exhaust side of the hea! exchanger is
reduced which reduces the saturation tempeiature of the liquid refrigerant at the cold end The
flow is continually throttled unti! the net refi igeration capacity is in some proportion with the
steady-state heat load "Theprimary concern with any flow control mechanism is its balance
between throttle sensitivity, or the ability to delay throttle, and stability aficl throttling After
throttiing, the reriaining transient cooldown of the load is governed by the iates of diflusion of
heat flowing into thc cold end from various parts of the load's assembly I lence, a demand tlow Jl
cooler can establish a stable liquid retiigerant temperatur e, but the !had may hot reach steadystate teliperature until severa;l seconds latmi

1(005
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B1-material controlled demand flow J rcoolers have been made to provide identical
cooldown performances compared to gas-charged metallic bellows controlled coolers at ambient
temperatures from -40 C to 71 C. Pcrformance with various refrigerants was also similar. If
demand flow J1 coolers are initially set to provide a minimum after-th: ottle flow rate with a given
refrigerant, then they will usually provide a higher after-throttle flow rate when opciated with a
warmer boiling point refrigzerant (and vice versa, a lower flow with a colder boiling point
refrigerant) This effect can be worse with a gas-charged bellows mechanism, depending on the
intended refrigerants and the chosen bellows charge gas.
After cooldown, the steady-state gas consumption and temperature stability of a demand
flow JT cooler are determined by the heat exchanger efficiency, pressure drop, the internal heat
and radiaa iheat lossts
,
•.......,
..,c ,ond',tior. from the warm end hv the cnd,,',..
,.
entering the device being cooled, and by the response of the flow control mechanism to changes in
refrigerant supply pressure and cold end temperature The major performance differences between
bi-material and gas-charged bellows flow control mechanisms have been observed during steadystate operation.
Gas-charged bellows controlled demand flow JT coolers have a flow control hysteresis that
is inverý,Ay proportional with the refrigerant supply pressure This is partly due to a non-linear
UIL
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the bellows spring rate that allows deflections and oscillations from refrigerant supply pressure
and flow forces acting on the flow valve which is connected to the free end of the bellows
assembly. It is also due to arn imbalanced dP/dL response resulting from variations in the exhaust
pressure via variations in the flow rate or local ambient pressure. As a result, these coolers
typically exhibit some flow instability, increasing with decreasing supply pressure. The flow
instability directly affects the cold end temperature stability and wastes refrigerant. These coolers
can also exhibit a cyclic control behavior, basically on-off flow control. This is adjustable primarily
bv the initial flow setting of the variable flow vale. On-off flow control extends the steady-state
operating time from a given quantity of refrigerant at the expense of temperature stability, and it
increases the susceptibility of the flow valve to clogging from contaminants in the refrigerant
during the "ofl" period. On-off flow control typically produces cold end temperature cycles of I10 K @ 0.05-0.5 Hz. Tlo obtain a more proportional flow control, the many variables previously
discussed must be balanced. Proportional flow control thus improves temperature stability and
reduces the susceptibility to clogging by providing a higher average flow rate at the expense of
more refrigerant consumption I I
Bi-material contiolled demand flow Ji coolers typically exhibit better proportional flow
control stability, and thus better cold end temperature sta'ility, than gas-chaiged bellows
controlled coolers. Temperature stability has been achieved within 0.5 K with < 0. 1 K peak-topeak variations C I liz -! kllz for extended periods. '1he more stable flow control also reduces
refrigerant consumption, thus ex:tending the -teady-state operating time from a given quantity of
refrigerant, without conipromising temperature stability or increasing the susceptibility to
isý,at
attributed to the biclogging from "ontaminants in thi refrigerant The improved flow stability
I-t
gean

niatenial ici-,n

I

Is dif.idl response, and its higher stifliess and net valve actu(tIi ili to;cc
10(XJ7

I ,.-
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makes it less sensitve to tctitperaturc ;,aria.ons at the celd end, flow, aberration: at the valve, or
supply and exhaust pressure variations. The noticeably reduced suscertibility to cioggirig for bimaterial controlled coolers is also attributed to the flow stability. However, when these coolers
clog wvith excessive contamination they typically warr up to a higher temperature belbrc
recovering than do gas-charged bellows controlled cooler s.
Figure 2 displays some of the best performancc seen with both bi-niaterial and gas-charged
bellows controlled demand flow JT coolers. It plots the temperature stability of the center of a
silicon disk epoxy bonded to an alumina substrate that is brazed to the cold end of a titanium alloy
dewar bore. The coolers were both 0 9.52 mm x 37.5 mm long, PC3 is a bi-material controlled
unit, and BFC6 is a gas-charged bellows controlled unit. The tests were coiciucied at 21 C with
nitlogen in a blowdown mode from a fixed 0 1 L volume initially pressurized to 40 MPa. The
total cooldown load, Q (de%%ar + cooler) was _300 J, and the total steady-state heat loss, Q' (dcxar
+ cooler) was _- 0.29 W. The upper two traces compare the entire test run of each cooler. The
lower two traces display the first 100-300 s of the same tests at a higher resolution Data was
collected at a higher sample rate for the firzt 300 s and at a -educed sample rate thereafter hecause
of limited computer memory. The characteristics of the higher sample rate data should be
envisioned as being superimposed over the lower sample rate data for tile entire test Note the
differences in the throttle response during the cooldown phase, and the stabiliy near the end of
each lest Also, note the generallv decreasing temperature as the test proceeds after cooldown. As
the nitrogen supply pressure decreases from the fixed 0.1 L volume, the refiigeration capacity
decreases, reducing the liquid fraction in the JT process. The flow control mechanism then senses
a slight warming in the heat exhanger and responds by increasing the flow rate. Therefor, the
decreasing temperature is not due to a decreasing flow and exhaust pressure, it is 'iue to an
increasing coefficient of heat transfer in the liquid nitrogen.

RELIABILITY COMPARISON
Overall reliability with these types of mechanisms and JT coolers is typically related to
maintaining manufacturing tolerances and assembly techniques at the highest possible quality
level. The sensitivity of these devices to damage and contamination is naturally increased by their
miniature size.
The obvious reliability concern with gas-charged metallic bellows demand flow control
mechanisms is leakage of the charge gas. A total assembly leak rate of-- I std pLis of helium is
necessary for a multi-year lifeý This problem can be well controlled by the use of porosity-free
metallic beliows, proper sealing techniques, and appropriate solder and braze alloys Long-term
failures due to possible fatigue, creep, or mici o-crack propagation have been studied during cyclic
tlienna' fatigue tests Several batches of different gas-charged bellowvs assemblies were cycled
10000 times per batch Each cycle consisted of 20 s in liquid nitrogen, 40 s wann-up, 20 s in 90 C
distilled water, and 40 s cooldown A special machine was construjctcd for these tests, entitled the
Bellows; Aging !ester, which is now a slandard rnanufacturinL, test at APD
,'rvogerics Tlie
results showved the ftllowini tailure rate for variously assembled uas-clhalged bellovs • htilul e,
1008
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(q,0-o00 cycles, < S %o 0 0- i 7 k cvcles,- 5 o additional (a 1 7-o 7 k cycles, and 15 %
additional @ 6 7-10 k cycles 1ic. < 25 °0 total atilure s over 10 k cycles) Failures due to gIas loss
were typically at joints and attributed to fatiyue f'ihltre of the bond The other major failure was
the bellows itself becomine diiorted (tilted, curved, or nvisted) l)istoiion was attributed to
fabrication stresses in the bellows being relieved
Bi-material demand flow control mechanisms have essentially no mechanical failure modes,
provided the assembly employs proper fastening techniques. No mechanical failures were reveaied
with a batch of assemblies during a 10 k cycle thermal fatigue test (-; nain t 77 K, 1 min warmup, 4 mrin c 70 C, 1 min cooldown) Other reliability concerns with bi-material mechanisms are
primarily associated with the properties of the materials chosen. For instance, the use of certain
plastics raises concern for possible failures due to exposure to excessively high temperature or
humidity. Tests have been conducted on bi-material mechanisms that utilize thermoplastic
pO.I.,,e1S with low melting temperatures and low moisture absorption rates. Over the extreme
temperature range of-5! C to 71 C per Mil-Std-810 there were no failurs nor changes in
operating performance after either short-term or long-term exposure. Exposure to higher
temperatures of 80-110 C also did not cause mechanical failure, but did cause the operating
performance to become inconsistent. In all cases the average flow rate after throttling increased.
Therefor, the present temperature limit for these hi-material control mechanisms has been set @
C...posu
to hum.idity tre'nes
..
X
0 % relative humidilty did not c.use any mechanica;
failures, but did cause inconsistent operation Specifically, dry assemblies (vacuum baked tor
several weeks
< 3 kPa and 70 C) were exposed to 100 % relative humidity for 5-19 days. This
caused only a 2-4 % Ahange in throttle response Again, in all cases the average flow rate after
th.rott!ing iý-,c,.ased To keep this issue in perspective one must remember that > 2 ppmv of water
vapor is enough to cause a typical miniature demand flow JIT cooler to malfunction. I Therefore,
exposure to himid:ty is nIot desirable for any JT cooler.

SUMMARY
hi-material flow control mechanisms have been developed to a level that offers an
alternative to the more prevalent gas-charged bellows mechanisms for demand flow JT cooler
applications. The bi-material mechanism reduces the complexities of product development and
manutacturing tor diverse customer applications It allows for the desigui or sitnallci demand flow
JT coolers It has been shown to provide improved flow and temperature stability for better
iefrigerant utilization, and it improves the cooler's mechanical ieliabilit'
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CONTX.AMlNAT1ION CONTROL IN CLOSEDI C'YCLE JOULE-TI iOM1SO1N
CRYOCOOLERS AND A NEW-\N i-T VALVE

Janies Lester and 1Sit !e Nieczkosk I
Ball Atiospace Systems Group
Electio-Optics/Cryot, cs Division
16W( CornmercL .)treet
Boulder, Colorado 803 0 1

INTRODUIL0ON

Cryocoolers are sensifive to the etfects of contamination. This is the result of lov.:
temperatures which cause contaminants to freeze and block flow passages. Also, particulate
contamination can block flow passages or cause mechanical damnagc. Long life
Cryocoolers linust be designed to both minimize the souices of cui~tamination and tc, tolerate
some contamiination. The correct design approach depends on the nature of the cryocooler.
The closed cycle J-T cooler we are developing uses a combination of cominiuiiijziuii
mitigation features. These features include design and fabrication to minimize
contamination sources, a built-in gas purifier, and design features that provide tolerance for
small amounts of contamination that cannot be eiliminated.

This paper discusses the contwimination control effort (which is a major part) of a long life
J-1 cryocoo!er dtevelopr,.nzn at Bali Aerospace Systemrs Division. First, the nature of
contamination and its effects are explained. Next, the design of the V-' cryocooier is
described with particular emphasis on the contamiination control aspects of this design. A
new design for a contamninant tolerant J-T valve is explained. Finally, our significant test
results are described.

Most Uiiportantly we have show n that long term (miulti-year) operation of a J-T crvm:_o'cie
can be achieved with proper attention to contamination control. This has beent showni to be
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"The ritiogen working gas is collmpicssced in a fow stage positive displacement compressor.
Thelslightly oily compressed nitrogen at l())O I'SlA passes though a gas purifier, where
the oil and other contaurnants are removed, and then to the cold head where expansion and
cooling takes place. The lowA p[cssure effluent gas returns to tie coivprcssui lor
rcCorllpllcSrsion.
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Minimining lhe initial Contamination Load. Mininuizing outgassing starts with careful
material selection. As much as possible we use metallic materials which can be surface
finished to beztter than 10 micro-inche,:. Tlhis ensures that the real surface area which can
outgaN is minimized. We chose materials that can be cleaned by solvent and ultrasonic
methods and subsequently vacuum baked to at least i50 C. Stainless steel (3 16L Vacuum
Arc re-melt) is a favored material. Quantities of non-metallic nmaterials are minimized
because these are usually the worst outgassers. For nonmetallic parts, polymides are
favored because they can be baked at temperatures well above the 150 C goal. Epoxies are
needed in small 'iuantities and these are chosen from a list of materials that has been
thoroughly investigated for its outgassing properties. When we use
o-rings, the)y are made of Vitori elastomer because thus rmaterial can also be vacuum baked.
Glass sealed berrnetic electrical connectors are acceptable.

'The oil we use has a vapor

pressure of less than I E- 10 Torr at 300 K. This means that the oil vapor arising from the
oil is only a timn fraction of the total outgassing load on the cooler and is not a design
driver.

Th.- mechanical design of the cooler includes many features that mininize contaminationFaying surfaces and screw threads are relieved. That is, gas venting holes or slots are
located at each potential trap to allow the trapped air to be removed during the final vacuum
bake process. The epoxy encapsulated drive motor windings are canned in a metal sleeve
.hat prevents escape of outgassing contaminants into the working fluid.

Parts are designed so that clean assembly processes can be used. For example, we usc
welding instead of brazing to eliminate the residual flux that would be present aftel brazing
opcrations. All parts are thoroughly cleaned prior to assembly to specified levels that allow
strategically placed filters to be used without fear of filter overloading. Filters are placed
where th-iy are needed to protect critical componenLs.

To protect against aunospheric in-leakage through elastomeric seals, the number and size of
these seals arc iniiimized and eliminated wherever possibk.
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The lubricating oil we use is carefully processed prior to instailation in the cooler. This oil
has a very low vapor pressure so very little oil vapor is present in the cooler. At the same
time, though, the oil is a reservoir for dissolved atmospheric gases including (importantly)
water. These dissolved gases are potentially the largest single source of contamination.
We have built a processor to remove most of these gases from the oil before the oil is
loaded into the cooler.

The processor is a hot vacuum degassing apparatus. A 1000 liter per second turbo-vacuum
pump is connected to a glass bell jar. Inside the bell jar there is a thermally-conducting
surface which is heated to 100 C. Unprocessed oil is dripped onto this hot surface while
being continuously evacuated to a pressure of less than l x 104 , Ton'. The process
continues until the apparent vapor pressure of the oil, with trace amounts of residual
gaseous contaminants, approaches that of the base oil.

1he processed oil is transferred under vacuumn to a clean holding tank until it is needed in
the compressor. Before the oil is transferred to the compressor, the compressor is
thoroughly vacuum baked to remove most of the gaseous contaminants. The oil is
transferred to the compressor from the holding tawk under vacuum to prevent it from reabsorbing atmospheric contaminants.

A New .niamination_&estant J-T Valve. The purpose of a J-l' valve is to restrict the Vas
flow and cause a large pressure decrease. This pressure decrease produces the desired
cooling effect. J-T valves are small openings in the flow passage and are subject to being
plugged by contaminants. Gaseous contaminants in the nitmogen can freeze and solid
particles can plug these valves. To achieve high ,eliability and long life, a new- design was
developed.

"Two problems must be solved: Plugging by frozen contaminants and plugging by solid
parrticlcs. 1ThC contalminants must b• prevented from reachimig the valves, and the \'alvcs
Ii;,ust

bC tolerant of sonim con taiminalmoii.
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A J-T valve could be a localized restriction such as a single orifice, it could be a series of
orifices, or a long, thin tube (capillary). A single orifice has the smallest opening of these
types and; therefore, it can be plugged by smaller particles or a smaller amount of ice than
the other types. We are using capillary J-T valves for the following reasons: A capillary
restricts flow as a result of its length as well as its diameter. The greater the length, the
larger its diameter can be to produce a given flow resistance. Capillaries of convenient
length (a few inches) can be several times larger in diameter than a single orifice. Typical
capillar. diameters are 501 to 150 microns in our cooler. In comparison to an orifice, an
equivalent resistance capillary' can tolerate much more contamination before the flow is
significantly decreased.

Virtually all of the gaseous cunuminants which could freeze in the J-T valves are removed
by the gas purifier. Still, there is a possibility that residual contaminants could cause
problems in a cooler operating continuously for years. We have installed small heaters on
the valves to evaporate (defrost) these contaminants should they accumulate. This
procedure has been completely successful in clearing the frozen contaminants in the past.
Since we have incorporated the gas purifier and used capillary valves, defrosting has not
been needed. The heaters are retained as a reliability feature to increase the safety margin.
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The greatest challenge was

H!gh Pressure
Gas In

finding a way to protect a J-T
Capillary Channel
Spirals from Outer
Diameter to Center
Dmmetr
enterCapillary
to

valve from particles. A fine
filter must always be installed
upstream of the valve. A
difficulty with this approach,

Init Ludy
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Bonded
Interface

Etched
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Filter

though, is that no large particles
can be left in the space between

EdqP
Welded

the filter and the valve. We are
concerned with particles larger
than one fourth of the capillary
diameter, about 15 microns.
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This leads to the reqluirement foi
a thoroughly cleanable and
inspectable design. We have

adopu;ud thic phl•osophy -h"th"
final filter and valve must be
assembled in a highly controlled, clean environment. Once fabricated and tested, this
assembly can be installed in the cold head in a less restricted clean environment. In effect,
we have designed a protected device analogous to a packaged microcircuit. Figure 2 shows
Figure 2. J-T valve design concept.

the design concept. The valve consists of three, 3 16L stainless steel parts. The defrost
heaters and temperature sensors are attached after assembly of these parts. The capillary is
machined as a spiral channel on a flat disk (the valve seat). Dimensions for dit channel in a
typical valve are two to six thousandths of an inch (50 to 150 microns) wide by 3 to 6
inches long. The valve seat and mating outlet body arc lapped to a finish of better than 4
rnicro-L'iches and are very flat. This design provides good surfaces for the gold
compression bonding.assembly process. A ring on the outside of the outlet body is
machined away by about 15 microns to create an annular gap between this ring and the
mating valve seat. This gap is the final filter protecting dte dhannel from particles.
Cleaning and assembly procedures limit this th, actual quantity of particles to a sate, low
level -which will riot plug the filter. 1he outlet body has a ccnutal outlet tube. The inlet budy
piece is welded to the outlet body piece forming an assembly which can be welded to tulxbs
in the cold head.
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The Gas Purifier. The gas purifier performs three functions:

"* It separates and returns most of the oil in the high pressure gas streami leaving the
compressor.
"* It removes contarrinants in the high pressure gas stream so no freeze-up or blockage by
particulates will1 occur in the cold head.
"* It prevents contaminant back streaming in the low pressure gas streamns.

The basic- requirement Is to ensure that 7 year life plus storage is achieved. Figure 3 shows
the gas purifier. The purifier consists of several internal components wxhich will be
described.
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Component Functions, Requirements and Design

The pulse suppresser reduces the ripple in the pressure of the compressed gas which awises
from the periodic compression process. It prevents periodic gas breakthrough at the oil
scavelger separation screen. It works by viscous friction losses to dampen the pressure
wave. A slender, tubular configuration is necessary to prevent pooling of oil in zero-g.

Fine Mesh SCIGG,
Dv: dng Hcusr',
two
tIwo C-avniae

,
-Ay
Gas
I-rn Comprossot

The oil scavenger removes most of the oil
,ousing
*
P, (H1h)

2-

from the compressed gas stream and returns
that oii to the compressor crankcase. It
maintains an adequate supply of oil for
compressoi lubrication and prevents too
mucr 0Oii rrom iO
fL, win

o lcudo w.ustfeawi

gas purifier components. Figure 4 shows
the concept of the scavenger. A fine mesh
screen divides the housing into two cavities.

Comaining

Fu i oO

c!
CLoan G as
to Cold Head

Figure. 4. Oil scavenger concept.

There is an inlet for oily gas, an outlet for
oil, and an outlet for clean gas. Removal of
oil is based on surface tension and

momentum pninciples. The screen is very
fine. When it is wetted with oil, it takes over
1.6 PSI for gas to break through the oil

membrane. More oih arriving on the upstream side of the membrane, however, coalesces
and flows through the membrane as long as P1 is higher than P2. A pressure reguiator
controls this pressure difference. As long as the pressure difference is less than the breakthrough pressure or "bubble point" of the screen, only oil will pass through. The geometry

of the scavenger is arranged so the oily gas impinges on the screen. This arrangement
improves the efficiency of oil coUection and reduces the required area of the screen. The
bubble point is independent of screen area so the screen can be as large as needed to pass
the r,.quired oil flow at a pressure difference well bclow the bubble point. The out-flowine
gas is nearly oil free. Tests of the device show that it removes niobe than 9V.99 ) ilcrccnt ol
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the oil from the gas stream. The pressure regulator maintains a small pressure difference
across the screen in the scavenger. Also, this regulator reduces the pressure of the oil and
feeds it back to the compressor crankcase. The regulator must maintain a pressure
differential of 0.8 +/- 0.2 PSI across the screen to ensure oil removal from the gas. At the
same time it must prevent gas from breaking t~hrough the membrane of oil on the screen and
flowing back to the compressor through the oil path. Since the pressure is 1000 PSIA in
the oily gas stream, two stages of regulation are needed to provide the small pressure
differential in the scavenger.

There are two oil coalescing filters in the cooler. They collect and pcrmanently store the
small amount of oil that escapes the scavenger. These filters collect approximately 150
grams of oil over the life of the cooler and reduce the downstream carry-over to less than
IE-14 grams per second. They are configured to work in one-g and in zero-g. The filters
can be thought of as porous blotters through which all the gas must flow. The first filter
capntres most of the oil and the second filter captures virtually all of the remaining oil,
Coalescing filters are also installed in the return lines from the cud head. Their function is
to collect any oil mist that might be generated by the action of the compressor from
migrating back to the cold head. This could occur just after cooler shutdown.

The elements in the coalescing filters slowly become wet as they accumulate oil. Over a
very long time the oil could creep along the surfaces of the coalescing filter housing and
downstream toward the adsorbers. Eventually the adsorbers could becomc contaminated
with oil and be less effective for removing trace gaseous contaminants. The non-wetting
coating stops this creeping action in all three tubes connecting thfv compressor to the cold
head. Tubes on the cold head .,ides of the coalesceis aze iiteinally coated for a short
distance with a material which is not wetted by the oil. Therefore, a film of oil cannot cross
this barrier by creeping along the wall. The technique is standard practice to protect
sensitive equipment in space instrumenti from contamination by lubricants.
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The adsorbers remove some of the gaseous contaminants from the nitrogen before the
nitrogen ieaches the getter. About 100 grams of activated charcoal and mole sieve are
used.

A hot reactive getter perforns the final clean-up of the gas before it eni.,zrs the cold head.
The getter material is an alloy of Iron, Zirconium and Vanadium kept at 350 C by an
extemally controlled heate,. The getter is a commercial device used to purify gases for
microcircuit manufacture where the purity requirements are more severe than for our
cooler. The output level of gaseous contaminants is lower than one part per billion. A 5
n'uoron filter is built into the getter housing to prevent particles from traveling to the cold
head.

When the compressor is orientec with the inlet of the first stage pointing down in one-g.
there is a tendency for a small amount of oil to drip into the return line from the cold head
when the cooler is not running. This action could eventually lead to contamination of the
cold head. The oil blocker prevents this from happening. The return line from the cold
head is bent into a trap configuration that dictates that the oil must always go up to go to the
cold head regardless of orientation. If any oil tries to accumulate in the line, it is
continuously purged back to the compressor by the gas flow.

DEVELOPMENF RESULTS

The features described above have been incorporated into several models of the cooler and
operated without any failure of the contamination control system. In addition, a special
long term test was performed just to evaluate the contamination control approach.
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Thef, ; Porification Demonstration. We based the gas purification techniques on
component manufacturer's data and on separate analysis and component testing done at
Ball. This testing showed that contamination could be reduced sufficiently to permit very
long term (greater than seven years) operation without maintenance. We had not, however,
proven long term operation on a closed cycle, oil lubricated J-T cooler. The objective of
the gas purification demonstration was to do such a test.

The gas purification demonstration system was a compictc closed loop cryocooler with
rEtr.umcntation.

lesa Instrumentation. We detected the prcscnce oi absence ot alov, blockage in the cold
head by gas flow meters. We calibrated these flow meters to +/- 51( of the flow through
,J -L h-P:2zýu2 t.......ucers v.'erc installed to check the health of the system.
, ,r•cssurc and .emp,,rature senors were aso installed since this in'formtion i, needed to
interpret the flow nctcr readings.
,Z
The test was run continuously for over 3300 hours. We saw no detectable
change in gas flow downstream of the J-T valves throughout this period, indicati: g no
detectable blockage or loss of cooling performance. This means that the purifier w'orked
as required. We c,'n extrapolate the system's acceptability for multi-year missions by
observing that the J-T.valve heaters would be required to operate very infrequently, or not
at all.

CONCLUSION

The contamination control approach used on the Ball J-T cryoooler has been shown to bc
valid for multi-year operation. A flight worthy model is currently under design and three
units will be extensively tested over the next several years.
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PHASE F.UILIBRIA IN CRYOGENIC MIXTURES

Lawrence B. Robinson
Department of Chemical Engineering
University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1592
and
BEI Electronics Company
SyIlmar, California 91342

INTRODUCTION
An important

ct-f

,hedesign of c.nococlers is the understanding of the thermodynamics of

fluid-solid equilibria (involvirg mixtures) at low temperatures. Helpful analyses of the relevant
phenomena have been provided by Maytal, Van Sciver and McMahon, by J. T. Jones, by W.
Little, as well as authors of texthooks, e.g. S. Sandler and S. Walas.

One problem is that a large refrigeration effect is desired, which requires a cryogen having a high
boiling temperature. At the same time, a low boiling fluid is required to achieve the needed low
operating temperature at atmospheric pressure of the cryocooler. Another problem is that solids
may be formed in fluids having otherwise desirable properties; hence the piping, of tie fluid
would be brought to a halt. Hence a magic gas is required, consisting of a proper mixture of
high and low boiling cryogens, having the requisite solubility properties. Hence one obtains (a)
a high refrigeration effect, (b) a low operating temperature, and (c) no solids. It is evident that
the subject of the thermodynamics of mixtures is very important in the above context.

Only a few remarks will be made at this time regarding the background for the analysis relaiing
to the main aspects of the problem.

It is clear that some combination of theoretical and

experimental work is required in order to achieve some workable solution.
analyses rest very

The theoretical

,:avily upon macroscopic concepts and computer programs.

Previously

di..:iussed thermal equations of state (e.g., van der Waals, compressibility, t\,I,, Pcni-lobinson)
and caloric equations (e.g., heat capacity informnation) play significant roles. Tlhe co!nputCe code,,
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to be used represent the culmination of the work of niany individuals, groups, and organizations.
The two interactive programs to be used in the ainalysis have the names DDMIX and JTMIX.
The first named code, DDMIX (prepared at NIST, fomerly NBS) deals largely with the
relationships among various thenrodynamic properties. The second code JTMJX (prepared at
JPL) deals with the manner in which the separate properties of the membeis of a mixture relate
to the overall refrigeration effect provided by the mixture.

The main problem to be dealt with in connection with cryocoolers has many different aspects.
Nevertheless, the problern can be (relatively) simply stated, viz.:

Relate (a) the mixture of

cerogens, (b) the initial (pre-cool) temperature and initial pressure, (c) the exit temperature at
atmospheric pressure, (d) mass flow rate, and (e) the refrigeration effect. Some of the above are
interrelated. The specific problem must be clearly stated, however. Perhaps the major proolems
vith which one has to deal are (a), (b), and (c).

In this article the sole problem which will be discussed is the role of phase equilibria in the
selection of a refiigerant.

In preparing a refrigerant for our purposes, the following points

(among uthers) should be noted. The refrigerant must have properties that can produce a low
temperature, a large refrigeration effect, no solids to block the flow of the fluid, and low (or no)
toxicity. It is evident that a mixture of cryogens is required in that conflicting propertics of
materials arc necded (e.g.. low temnperatutire and no resulting solids).

Based on the large effort which has already been made in this regard, we consider a system that
is a mixture of hydrocarbons to be used as the operating fluid rcfrigcrant.

lovwever, many

candidates which have otherwise suitable properties, freeze in the operating temperature ranue.
In this temperature range, nitrogen is a liquid, serving as a possible solvent for the solidificd
h;dxcocarbons. Neon remains in the vapor phase throughout the operating temperatue 1Zalg C, and
probably will not providc much help with solubility problemts. Therefore, a mixturc of nitrogenl,
methane, ethane. and propane has been chosen for analysis as the operating refrigerant. A method
of selecting an "optimal" mixture will now IYe described briefly.
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The first step in the process is the determination of the maximum solubility (saturation mol
fraction) of the various cryogens (separately) in binary mixtures with liquid nitrogen. This gives
the ratio of hydrocarbon to nitrogen (solute to solvent ratio) in the binary solution. It is gercrally

accepted that the addition of other solutes to a saturated binaiy solution, does not alter
significantly the solute to solvent ratio. Having obtained these three ratios separately, we then
use them for the detcrmination of the maximum of each of the three hydrocarbons in the four
component mixture.
The algorithm to be presented consists of the following steps.
(I)

The maximum solubility of methane in nitrogen (i.e. mol fraction ratio) is followed by
a determination of the maximum solubility of ethane in nitrogen and then by the same
parameter for propane in niitiogen. These ratios provide a starting point for detemining
a blend of the four constituents in the desired temperature range, so that no solids will
form. The second part of the algorithm consists of one of two procedures, both of which
will be discussed in some detail.

(II)

One procedure is to use the above ratios to calculate the mol fraction of methane w',hen
the other components are specified. All of the mol fractions might not add up to 100/%.
Repeat the same type of calculation with ethane ndl then with propane.

Repeat the

iterations until consistency is obtained.
(111)

An altcrnate procedure is to solve the four relevant nonlinear equations, simultaneously_
The procedure, like many types of approximations, is also an iterative one. tlerc the
technique discussed by N. V. Kopchenova and I. A. Maron (Computational Mathematics)
is intplcmcnrtd.

OVERVIEW
I.

General

There are four temperature ianges of inte-Cst which relate to the systcm consisting of nitrogen,

methane, ethane, and propane. The ranges are: (1) 90 < T < 325, (II) 77 < T < 90, (Il1)
T < 77, and (IV), b'low 63.

63 <

All of the temperatures ar" in degiecs Kelvin anid the recion

boundaries are approximate.
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inl zegion 1, the liydiocKm bons al e liqu ;d and nitrorecn is thec vapor phsc

is no pioh~lcill

Iliiev

Rlegion 11 is

with icspcct to flow but thce full CffMc of nitrcgcen has not yet been obtained.

inl the solid

cspe~cially bad as far as the flow of the cryogenis is concerned. The hyrcrosme
state, and nitrogen is still a vapor.

Nitro~gen offers very littie effect as fat as solubilii)y is

concerned and it sceems almost a cetaainty that blockage to flow will occur -in this range.

In

temperature region HII nitrogen hias bccoruic liquified and tile solid hydrocarbon)ts are solutile in
nitrogenl :n varying, degrccs.

It is desirable to have thc low tempcraturc of the cryocooler ii the ranige Ill.

Thei

low,

tcmperatUrc aids the refrigcr-ation effect and also provides Oile opportunity, for thec. dissoivinig of
Passing frunm range 11 to Ill could re-establish thle

the solid hydroca-rbons in liquid nit-rogen.
flow,%, which will probably\ choke whe

vw have only solids and vapor.

Region IV Is to be

avoided since all componients call solidify.

II.

oinplc Nonhuifcar lIo(0IR-YIoS

First we shall dmeterine thle maximumi solubility (as a functiori of temperature) inl liquid nitrogenl
of cach solid hydrocarboni. Thiese studies will provide some guidanice as to the desilrable ratios

of thle constituen~ts Inl the mixture.

[-or examiple, if we determine tile. maximum soluibility of

methanie in niltrogeni (at a given temperaturc) we would not exceed this, ratio inl the operatinig
nIlixture- 111e samle goes for each of thc othecr constituenlts.

The procedure is as follows. Nitrogeni will be- designated ats component I, wvithi irethane, ethiane,
anld prolpi ire desipuated 2, 3 and 4 resipectively.

TI

lr.o I

maiimsluQ

a

at oniiol

thebinarY 0oluti11S) w'ith X1 bi:
fractionis of thle hydrocarbonls are designlated x-, X3 anid x, (in111
tile nitriogen inll,)

fi actic0u.

[Ilie mlaximumn saturationi mol tract' ios

,xad

xeahi

a bInr

souIo

wIt nitoron as

thle other component, are determined by a procedure to be derailedý later. TVhe r atlis x-)x ,, x,/x,
and x,/xI are determii ned in milln. Recall that these ratiosa

deteri-iiiicd I or lunar

In a multieolinpor,"'nt systemi, the, ratio of methane to flitrogen) wouldd I e
1
akeady deter, ., icitr

the binlary system.

it

is highlyi unliý,ikcivu:il il
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Will inICreýse theC SOlUbillt)' of methiane. 'lire samei goes for ethaia n and pi Oparie.
The operating solution is prepared according to die following scheme.. Since x,/x,
we have (foi thec multliconiponlent sysICInI)

x 4 /xl a-rc knownv,
X-)

X3

X4

xi

X1

xi

Vwhlere the value of K is also detcrniincd.
X24

3

4

X

/xad

-

It follows that

Kx 1

(2)

X1

(3)

B3rcca usc,

"2

x34

WC Canl COlmb1-ine the last two cqnations, and get
x,-

(4)

1/( 1 -#K).

Hence the composition of the desired solution is deterimined, since the per-tinenti ratios are known.

It is evident that thi, procedu~re will not pro>duce an cxact solution to our problem, bUt we do
hv some reliable guidelines so that the method for selecing thre composition can be ref-ined.
We shall now demionstrate the use of the me-thod.

In the last appioachi to the solution to the problem, we begpin 1-)Nobttaining the: sat urn non mole1
fraction (niaximnuii solubility) of each mnethanec, cthrmcn
lI 4 Uid Iii~iiu~ci.

gvive

iIU

C411d1i11i
IC

to,,

and piopane in a binar v soluit ion wvich

used inu"irr
1f

iestiruiIKChrImioi,
(uc,11l

Mirrndiatly below. Thc symbol 8, is t1rW SOluILIN1ty pluraurretcu tlo

is the average, or me1.1n solUbilI tv parameterl fom all of th1e eoumonrhnts.

8~ shortly ..A fe v re marks w ill, n w b

a e r g u iu

h

ac l to

>,. i

conlyoneurt 2 anid (,I.

Nlior

wIll ',, said ahK'ri
%-

r c dn s

If h-c have' a rnixturL' of scrcra! compwnents, for exainplc componciat• A, IB, and C' aind wi
d('siUL the, tn(MiMUrn soliibilitY of componcent 1) in th1is b'lend. We call repICe'
.730! fractions as XA?

ltiit
tI~ 01f( cllS

Iil,

x~j, XC. and~x1 , icspcchv-clY or we ca(n rcla!(' cach of the( mu!o fractions. vJ
1021)
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the original components to the mol fraction of D.

The first representation gives us four

nonlinearequations in four unknowns to be solved simultaneously. The second representation
gives four separate nonlinear equations, each in only one unknown; the solutions of these
separate equations are then interrelated. We shall consider the latter and better known
representation first.

We proceed in the following manner for the case in which all mole fractions are to be related
to the on. whose solubility is sought. Consider a blend of the following composition: (20% A,
50%1B, and 30% C). When D is added to the mixture, the mol fractions of A, B, and C can be
represented as follows:
XA+XB+Xc+XD

YB/xA

-

I

- 0.5!0.2, xx.,,

-

0.3/0.2, x,/x0 - 0.5/0.3

Thus
XA(l+ 2 .5+.15)4 xi) = 1
or
xA - 0. 2 0(I-XD)
Also

or
xn = 0.50(1-x 1 ))
And
xc(0. 6 7 + 0.67 + 1) + x

1

I

xC = 0.30(l-xi)
This is the manner it which all of the components are related to tlie one whose soluhility i,
sought, i.e., 1).
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exp

X2

- 8m)2(

-2

or

x2

-

exp

R

Tm

Allf

_

2(6)

V2

T

or

xlexp

(( 2 -8m)2

-

RT

R"m(

Equation (6), or any of its equivalents can be solved simply by the technique shown in Fig. 1.
Of COUISC, a copueLLIrUICT Soluation -•s a l*
We can rewrite Eq. (7) as

(8)

2V2It

R2
T

RTm

RT

O1"

InVX2

2 (

2

)-

Q

(9)

Q

where

We can solve Eq. (5) for T and get a direct relationship between temperature and n.axmmiul
solubility of the component leprcsented by x 2 .
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(11)

-IY,

T
where
E

All-if
-

V2
-

R

R

5

2

(12)

m

and
F

(13)

Hf

RTm

Some conmments are required to clarify the meaning of the symbol 6m in Eq. (10).

In order to

determine the saturation mol fraction of methaie in the mixture of nitrogen, ethane and propane
we proceed as follows. Conceptually, we prepare a mixture of these three solvents with the
previously assignd ratios. From Table II, the solvent blend contains 0.37 nitrogen, 0.075 ethane
and 0.075 propane. As one begins to add methane to the solvent blend the tool fractions are
written as below.
n:itrogen

(14)

x3 - 0.144(1 -x 2 )

ethane

(15)

x4 - 0.144(1 - x 2 )

propane

(16)

x

-

0.712(1 -x 2 )

where x2 is the niol fraction of methane.

"lli numbers arc Ohe fractions of the specific

component in the original solvent blend. Note (hat for all values Of X2 ,
X 1 4X

2

4X 3 4X

4

-

(17)

1.

Equations (14), (15) and (16) allow us to writc

6m

in terms of the one variable x:.

l nall,

Iq.

(8) has only the one variable x 2 in it. The form which 6. takes is
A4 Bx 2
A
C"

4DX2

E1quation (10)

-ivc, the averaji_•g

d value ol t1 S0111ubilitv
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a binary solution or one with more than two components.
parameter 5m are given in Eqs. (14) through (18).

Special forms for the solubility

All of the mole fractions are given in terms

of the constituent whose solubility is desired, in this case it is x2 by definition.

The results are summarized in the two graphs. The first graph shows K2 (vertical axis) vs. T
(horizontal axis). The numerical values are estimates from the Tables. The second graph shows
T, the temperature at which a maximum solubility x, is obtained vs. x 2 on the horizontal axis.
The results are obtained from a direct solution of Eq. (13). In both cases, the results are confined
to region III, already discussed in the beginning. Calculated values of the solubilities are shown
in Table 1I.

Equations (5) through (13) are used in the calculations. Theoretically we should be

able to e

between 77 K and 67 K with a mixture shown in the Table.

mixtur,

.

In suggesting a

actual use, we increased the amount of nitrogen, and decreased the amounts of the

other constituents accordingly.

III.

Simultaneous Nonlinear Equations

The other procedure involves a technique for the solution of a set of simultaneous nonlinear
equetions.

The equations, obtained from Eqs. (2) and (6). They are
N

1-

-

(19)

xE-xi(14 K)

,
i-2

F-2 - x2 -exu

tJ

-

(20)

2 (X,.....xN)

1)u(xPu
,...X. N)

6p, -.CXPu/ (..X
1

XN

The krol.cckcr dclth i 6 . -

1

j

(21)

a2

Jo

itf

(22)

-

,'

k
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u

AHJ ( 1

auj

2Vj(8j- 5m)

a~m

"ax,

RT

Dx -

Vj (

1

R

RT

3

(23)

)2

(24)

By a method of cyclic permutation, viz, 1 -- 2 - 3

-

4

-

1, we can utilize the following set

of equations,
a•m
.•m
-

Vi[Xi+]Vi+l(8i-5i~l)+Xi,2Vi÷2(8i-5i,2)'xi,3Vi+3(8i-•i÷3)]

axi

(26)
26

(yjxjVj)2

A solution of the set of nonlinear equations can be o.iied by a method known as Newton's
method. We begin with the equations to be s Ivod, v',Yern symbolically as
1 I(XIX 2 ....

XN)

-

01

F2 (xl,x 2,....xN)

0

FN(xX2 ..... xN)

0

-

(26)

Fx~
x2

F-

(27)

I(2)

L~Ni
Equation (26) can be written more simply
(29)

F(x) - 0)
Also

I
to)
w -(x), is uscd in obtaiinig ap! PrX itnntc sotlution"
The inverse of W(x), which Is wi titcn a:'I,
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oF,

ZF1

aF1

C)

aX2

DXN

2x

2(30)

UFN DFN

ax,

ax2 .

aFN
XNI

Eq. (26). The set of solutions is written as

x(P+-)
= x(P) - W-t(x(P))F(x(P))

(31)

p -- 0,1,2,3...
Step 1. Find the x(p) vector, i.e. find x
the matrix AV and get W(x(P)).

1,X2 .x 3,...

for the 0th approximation. Put these values into

Now find the inverse matrix, i.e. W'(x(P)). Now this inverse

matrix is multiplied by the vector F(x(p)) and we get (by definition for

C(P))

-•(P) = W'(x(P))F(x(P))

(32)

Hence we obtain

x(P)+C(P),

(33)

x(P). NV,1(x(P))F(x(P))

(34)

-(p+1)

or
x(1)+ 1)

Step 2. The new x(p) are used in Eq. (30) in order to calculate the new matrix W. The inverse
matrix NO is now re-calculated from which the x(p+2) are calculated.
Step 3. The process is repeated until previously assigned convergence criteria a)re met.

Examples now follow.
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The preceding analysis provides an exploratory technique for the evaluation of phase equilibria.
Two systems were examined, the first one was a blend of nitrogen, methane and propane; the
second one was a four component system which included ethane.

One difficulty in the

application of the technique results from the frequent occurrence of sums and differences of
numbers having values nearly the same.

Also it has not been established, how reliable the

technique is when two or more of the mol fractions have the same (or close to the same) value.

For the system with only three components, the analysis was successful. Analysis based on the
graphs and Eq. (11) suggested that the saturation mol fractions are 0.275, 0.613 and 0.112 for
nitrogen, methane and propane, respectively. Three iterations involving Eq. (..) yielded 0.282,
0.703 and 0.089. The initial set of values was arbitrarily taken to be 0.282, 0.630 and 0.088.
The analysis involving four components was unsuccessful; it is to be noted that our "actual"
values for ethane and propane are identical.

SUMMARY
The topic of phase equilibria involving inulticomponent systems has been discussed with
emphasis on cryogenic materials. Our conclusions are that Eq. (11) provides the most simple,
direct and reliable basis for predictions. Equations (5) through (10), actually the content of Eq.
(11) in a more complicated form provide the next most reliable basis of analysis. However, the
nonlinear analysis, as provided by Eqs. (19) through (34) are probabiy closer to the physical
representation in that they are sin-utaneco's equations. More development along these lines will
quite likely yield important results.
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Table I. Parameters Used in the Calculations

xI = 0.37
x3 = 0.075
X4 = 0.075

N2
C2
C3

Ci

X2

V

6

Tm

(cm) 3

(joule/icm3) 11'2

(K)

84

10.84
12.38
13.09

52

11.62

38.1
52

10.84

38.1

•t
(joule/no!&)

90.7

941

89.9

2859

85.5

3524

II
x, = 0.37
x3 = 0.48
X4 = 0.075
x

N2
C1
C3

C2

84

11.62
13.09

68

12.38

38.1
32

10.84
11.62

68

12.38

84

13.09

III
xi = 0.37
x 3 = 0.48
X4 = 0.075

x2

-

C3

N2
C1
C2
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Table 11. Some Saturation Mol Fractions
T=68 K
Binary Solutions
x-methane
x-nitrogen

0.65
0.35

x-ethane
x-nitrogcn

0.25
0.75

x-propane
x-nitrogen

0.25
0.75

x-nitrogen
x-methane
x-ethane
x-propane

Calculated*

Suggested"

0.28
0.53
0.0945
0.0945

0.37
0.48
0.075
0.075

"See Equations (5)-(13)
"Valuesare suggested so as to allow for margin of error.
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INCORPORATING A MECHANICAL REFRIGERATOR WITH A REFREEZABLE
CRYOGEN IN SPACE APPLICATIONS

Clair Batt:v

Brian G. Williams' and J.

Utah Statue University
Logan,

UT

84322-4130

AB STRACT
This paper examines the concept of incorporating a small
mechanical cooler along with a relatively small quancity of solid
cryogen into the cooling system of spacecraft borne instrumients
which operate with a duty cycle less than 100%.
The relatively
high operational heat loads would be absorbed by the latent hearof fusion of the cryogen as it

melts.

The refrigerator could be

turned off during the instrrument cperational period to eliminate
is

dr

nn as necessa-v

to refreeze

during the instrument's quiescent period.

the cryogen

Because the

refrigerator need not be sized to meet the peak heating loads
during instrument operation,

it

can be downsized and have lower

mass and input power requirements.

The paper also examines the

concept of using one or more mechanical coolers to enhance the
long-term storage of cryogens in

space.

A computer code,

at USU simulating the freezing and melting of the cryogen,
used in

the evaluation of these two concepts.

written
is

The paper

concludes that the integrated cooler system eliminates vibration
concerns during instrument operation and allows the sensor heat
loads to exceed the cooling capacity of the refrigerator.
there is

a significant: mass and lifetime advantage in

refreezable
cryogen

Also,

using the

cryostat as compared to a standard expendable solid

(sublimation to space)

Graduate student,
Engineering.

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace

Professor, Department of Mechanical
Engineering
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INTRODUCTION
Aii increasing number of spacecraft borne instruments require
cryogenic cooling to reach miLssion objectives.
Some applications
of these instruments are earth observation; gamma ray, X-ray, and
inf:ared astronomy; military space surveillance; and
interplanetary missions.
One reason these inst-rments require
cooling to cryogenic temperatures is that the detectors are more
sensitive at lower temperatures.
Also, it is desired that the
thermal-radiation noise from the instrument itself not interfere
with the incoming electro-magnetic radiation from the target.
T'wo common types of cryogenic coolers are mechanical
refrigerators and stored cryogens.
There are several problems associated with using these two types
uf coolers.
Refrigerators generally require relatively large
amounts of input power in order to produce large cooling
capacities at cryogenic temperatures.
Also, during operation,
some refrigerators produce a level of vibration which can
seriously interfere with the operating performance of an
instr•wment.
The lifetime of mechanical refrigerators is limited
based upon the wear or fatigue of their mechanical components.
The lifetime of a stored cryogen cooler is

limited based upon the

amount of cryogen stored.
After the cryogen has been totally
vaporized (liquid cryogens) or sublimated (solid cryogens), the
instrument becomes useless because the cooler can no longer
rr••a,,Lta•ln the instrument within its desired temperature range.
It
has been shown by Schicktll that the amount of cryogen stored is
limited due to the restrictions imposed bky parasitic heat loads
for large dewar sizes.
A possible resolution to reduce the vibration and lifetime
problems associated with mechanical and stored cryogen coolers is
the concept of th2 refreezable solid-cryogen cooler.
This paper
1044
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presents the functional concept of the cooler,
utilization to scenario applications.

/

liquid

I

/7

solid

I

Operation range of refreezable solid
cryogen cooler

/ -

S,,.

,

=

-

C

."

ana its possible

,
/

--

Operation range of standard solid
cryogen cooler

vapor

Temperature
Fig..re 1.
Temperature-pressure diagram of the operating range
for the refreezable solid-cryogen cooler vemsus that of a
sublimating solid cryogen.
CONCE PT
The basic concept of the cooler is

to operate around the triple-

point of a cryogen (see 7igure 1) . The instrument and parasitic
heat loads would be absorbed by the cooler system by melting the
cryogen from solid to liquid. As the cryogen is melting across
the triple-point, the temperature and pressure must remain
constant.
Therefore, there is no need to vent excess vapor to
space in order to maintain the cryo, en within its desired
temperat-ure range.
This implies a closed cryogen system.
This
is an impot-tant feature of the concept because the mass of the
1(045
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cr-yoqen remains constant
is

inside of

the dewar.

Thus,

mission life

independent of the mass of cryogen.

The amount of heat which can be absorbed by the cooler system
during one operational cycle will depend upon the mass of cryogen
The heat of fusion may
stored and the cryogen's heat of fusion.
be taken as the difference between the heat of sublimation and
By
the heat of vaporization at the triple-point of the cryogen.
specifying the mass of solid cryogen needed, the instrument
Conversely, by specifying the
operation time can be defined.
operational time of the instrument, the mass of cr-yogen required
is

defined.

After the cryogen has melted,

the instrument will be shut off and

The refrigerator's job is to
a refrigerator will be turned on.
As soon as
refreeze the cryogen back across the triple-point.
all of Lhe
ic-yogen
has been rcfrozen, the refrigerartor will be
turned off and the instrrumnent. will then be available for another
The amount of time required to refreeze the
cycle of operation.
cryogen is a vert, important tactor in deciding the feasibility of
using this cooler concept because the time to refreeze directly
The
effects the instrument's non-operational time period.
refreeze time of the cryogen is dependent upon the amount of
cryogen which must be refrozen and the cooling capacity of the
refrigerator.
The cryogen section is composed of a cryogenic dewar which is
The
thermally linked to the cold-Linger of the refxiyerator.
dewar will contain some form of a metal-foam heat exchanger (such
au aluminum or copper) in which the liquid cryogen can be poured
The metal Loam serves the purpose of
into before it is frozen.
It
keeping the cryogen's temperature as uniform as possible.
also allows the solid cryogen to keep in contact with the heat
exchanger so that the cryogen will nct shrink away once it starts
melting.
Possible additions to the dewar do-sign could include
connecting the e•rternal

shel.l to a !-a33•rC

'

iu

order

to
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minimal heat-leak

reduce the temperature of the outside surface,
optimization of structural

supports,

and an optimization to

determine the number of radiation shields.
It

is assumed that the inactive refrigerator could be thermally

unlinked from the cryogen while the instrument is
For example,
switch,

in

With this heat

a gas-gap heat switch could be used.

a small amount of a given gas is

operation.

injected into a gap

completing the thermal link during refrigerator operation.
disconnect

the gap is

the link during instrument operation,

opened to space and the gas is

To

evacuated.

Table 1
Preliminary Refrigerators for the Conceptual Design.

1.

Type

Cooler Name

ID
itih- -r

. ...
. . . . .. .. .. .

France 161

Stirlinq

2

Centre d'Estudes Nucllaires,

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

...
.................
Creare'SI.. ........
.... .........
CTI Cryogenics CM-I..i
.... .........
CTI Cryogenics CM-3191
. .
Cryogenic Laboratory, Beijing, China"'i
......
............
Hughes Hi Capl"i.
............
Hughes 77 Ms-lAi9 l ......
............
........
JPL CH4 + PCO"..I
..
.........
JPL C/Xe + C/Kr + PCO"31 ..
........
Lockheed/Lucas CCS 10001.41
Lockheed/Lucas CCS 500[1"1 ............
Magnavox MX 7043....• ..
............
. .
.
Magnavox Magnetic Bearing"i"8...
1 9'
Mitsubishi/Elect rotechnical Laboratory[
. . . . . . . . .
Philips Rhombic-Drive[ 20 1 . . . .
.
. . . . . . ..
2 1 1.
.
Ricor K506B, Israel'
2
USSR/SIAME Optimized- '] ...........

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

.

.

Vuilieumier
Brayton
Stirling
Stirling
Pulse-Tube
Vuilleumier
Stirling
Sor-ption
Sorption
Stirling
Stirling
Stirling
Stirling
Vuilleumier
Stirling
Stirling
Stirling

From a technology review of available refrigerators
Williams121 ,

18 preliminary refrigerators

refrigerators,

were chosen.

their corrusponding ID number,

listed in Table 1.

by
These 18

and their type are

The reason these retrigerators are chosen is

because of the availability of data orl their refrigeration
1047
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capacity, input power required, and mass.
A-l candidate
refrige-ators also have an operating temperature around 70 K.
By a comparison of the specific power,

operating lifetime,

specific mass, and amounr of data available, the British
Aerospace refrigerator is chosen for use with the cooler
analysis.

This refrigerator can supply 0.8 W of cooling at 80 K

with a power consiumption of 35 W and has a mass of 8.4 kg(51 .
This resulLs in a specific power of 43.75 W/W and a specific mass
of 10.5 kg/W.
The designed operating lifetime is three to five
1
years" .
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagra-m of the integrated
mechanical cooler/stored cryogen system.

nstu~e~tsect

'o'

'7
outer

shelI7-

0•

Figure

2.

Schematic

diagram of the

ti io OnUr I C,,

mechanical

cocier/cryogenl

system with relative sizing of refrigerator componients.
For the cooler analysis, nitrogen was selected as the stored
retrigerator's
cryogen because a large number of space application•
1048
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currently available are designed to operate between 60 to 80 K.
The

triple-point

temperature of nitrogen

(63.152 K) falls within

this range.
Computer code developed at Utah State University was used in
evaluation of the cooler concept.
This code simulates the
macroscopic

freezing and melting processes of the cooler.

the

An in

depth description of the mathematical model and computer code was
21
presented by Williams(
and will not be discussed in

this paper.

CO2OLING OF A SPACECRAFT BORNE INSTRUMENT
The instrument cooling mission chosen was the earth-limb viewing
of an ICBM target.
The target heat load and duration of look are
similar to those expected with the SPIRIT III
SDIO MSX satellite["].

Table 2 lists

instrument on the

the baseline parameters for

the mission scenario.
Table 2
Baseline Parameters for Cooling of Instrument
Target Heat Load ... ..........
Parasitic Heat Load .. ........
Duration of Instrument Operation
Initial
Ullage in Tank .......
Mass of Cryogen ...
..........
Starting Temperature ..........
Minimum Temperature .. ........
Maximum Temperature .. ........
Refrigerator .....
.............

The amount of cryogen required

(m)

..
..
...
..
..
..
..
...

7.8 W
100 mW
23 minutes
10%0
0.56 kg
65 K
63.0 K
63.3 K
British Aerospace

was estimated from uhe

equation

n1f

1049
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where:
total heat load on cryogen in

qto

=

atop

= operational

time of instrument

Watts
(duration of look)

in

seconds
= latent heat of fusjion in J/'kg.

hgf

"7

S3j

1

1

6.17

6.68

7.20

Continuous Use Mission Lifetime [years]
Figure 3. Continuocs use mission lifetime versus refrigerator
lifetime for the instrument cooling mission.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between continuous use mission
lifetime and refrigerator lifetime. The continuous use mission
lifetime refers to the total mission lifetime if the system is
continuously cycled. This corresponds to the l:.Letirne at the
miaximum duty cycle. The maximum duty cycle occurs when there is
no idle time between refreeze of the cryogen arid sensor
operation. Thie maximum duty cycle with the British Aerospace
refrigerator is approximately 1.5Q-, which corresponds to a time
1050
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of 25.7 hours to refreeze the given mass of cryogen.

From this

graph,

the new cooler concept increases the mission lifetime by
approximately 1.05 times as compared to just using a refrigerator
alone.
One possible way to increase the mission lifetime would be to
operate the instrument and cooler system at a lower duty cycle.
For instance,

if

it

is

desired to use the instrument only once

per week, then the refrigerator would have ample time to refreeze
the cryogen.
Also, if the refrigerator operates intermittently
at longer interval periods, then the refrigerator lifetime would
not have as large an impact on the total mission lifetime.
Another possibility would be to have m.rne than one
instrument/cooler system operating on board the spacecraft at the
same time.

For example,

if

there are four instrument/cooler

systems on board,

then the possibility could be four times
greater that there would be an instrument ready for unexpected
operation.
Also, four instrument/cooler systems could increase
the reliability of the overall system; if
be three others to continue the mission.

one failed, there would

Figure 4 shows the total available instrument operational time
versus the continuous use mission lifetime.
The total instrument
operational time available refers to the amount of time that the
instrument could be operated for the maximum duty cycle.
From
this graph,

for every year of mission lifetime, there are 0.015
years available to operate the instrument.
This is equivalent to
about 22 minutes per day.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between mass of an equivalent
lifetime sublimating solid cooler and the continuous use mission
lifetime.
The mass of an equivalent lifetime sublimating solid
cooler refers to the amount of cryogen mass required if the
cooler were to operate by sublimation.
This value is calculated
by using equation (1) and substituting the heat of sublimation at
1051
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the triple-point temperature

in

place of the laLenl

fusion.

is

off,

When the instrument

heat load only and At. is
cryogen.
n•iis

q,,

heat of

equals the parasiLic

the time required to refreeze the

When the instrument is

on,

q•

is

the para.9itic heat load and Ato

is

the duration of the

instrument's look.

From this graph,

the target heat load

a five-year mission would

require a cryogen mass of 140 kg for a sublimating cooler.
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Continuous Use Mission Lifetime [years]
Figure 4.
Continuous use mission lifetime versus available
instrument operation time.

It

should be noted that the calculations for Figure 5 did not

include a varying parasitic heat load.
A more realistic
approach
would be as the mass of cryogen increases, the tank size also
increases,

and consequently,

Therefore,

an increased cryogen mass for a sublimating cooler

the parasitic heat load increases.
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would result in a smaller increase in mission lifetime as
compa.red to that shown in Figure 5.
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Continuous Use Mission Lifetime [years]
Figure 5.
Continuous use mission lifetime versus mass of
equivalent lifetime sublimating solid cooler for the instrument
cooliing mission.
Figure 6 shows the lifetime of an equivalent mass sublimating
solid cryogen cooler versus the mass of the mechanical
cooler/cryogen system. The mass of the British Aerospace cooler
and the baseline amount of cryogen is 8.96 kg.
From this graph,
it is equivalent to a sublimating cooler lifetime of about 0.0085
years or about 3.1 days.
It can also be implied from this graph
that there is a significant increase in total mission lifetime,
with equivalent masses, by using a mechanical cooler/cryogen
system as compared with a sublimating solid cooler.
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It

should be noted that

during the operation of the instrument,

there would be no vibrations from the refrigerator.
refreez-.ng

of the cryogen when the refrigerator is

During the
in

operation,

the instrument would be curned off.

An advantaqe of this would
refrigerator, having a vibrational

be that a less expensive
envirornluim

L wl,ich

.ceed5

tht

required by the senccr,

could be

used.
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Figure 6.
Mass of cooler system versus lifetime of a sublimacing
cooler for the instrument cooling mission.
Another advantage of the integrated refrigerator/cryogen system
is that the system can accommodate sensor heat loads much greater
than the cooling capacity of the refrigerator.
load for this mission scenario is

The sensor heat

7.8 W, yet the British

Aerospace cooler can supply only 0.8 W of cooling at 80 K.
the triple-point temperature of nitrogen,
1054
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the refrigerator is even less. The integrated system could also
handle unexpected high sensor loads for a period of time
dependent upon the mass of cryogen contained.
LONG TERM STORAGE CF A CRYOGEN
It

is

also possible to utilize the refreezable cooler concept

with one or more mechanical coolers for the long duration storage
An example of this kind of mission would
of a cryogen in space.
be storing a small amount of propellent required for maneuvering
with thrusters at the destination of an interplanetary mission.
Another example would be a small amount of stored solid nitrogen
and a refrigerator which are both used to cool a 63 K shield for
a large hydrogen storage tank. The refrigerator would cool the
shield and the solid nitrogen would absorb any spikes in tba
Once the p2a&'Ltic heat loads
parasitic heat loads by melting.
had returned to a nominal vclut, the nitrogen would b rr
with the refrigerator.
With these types of mission scenarios,

the cryogenic propellent

Also, with these scenarios,
could reg."ire cooling for years.
there are no instrument target heat loads for the storage period,
therefore,

the only heat loads are in

the form of paracitic heat

leaks.
To demonstrate usiing the refreezable cooler, a generic
This mission has no set
interplanetary mission was evaluated.
destinacion,
lifetime is

but instead focuses on how long ot a mission
possible.
Since different trajectories require

different amounts of time,

the resulting mission lifetime could

be applicable to a variety of intrasolar destinations.

It

is

assu•med thac the rocket used would incorporate an integrated
With this rocket system, a
nuclear power/propulsion system.
nuclear reactor, such as the Idaho National Engineering
mall Ex-core Heat Pipe Thermionic Reactor
Laboratory's (INEL)
.
(SEHPTR)1 2 41,

would supply electrical power to on-board systems as
1055
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.hermal rocket.

well as thermal. power for a nuc.L
the baseline parameters of

lists

Table 3

•ie scenario which are used in

the computer code.
Table 3
Baseline Parameters for Long Duration Storage
0 W
..
..... 100 mW
0 minutes
10%
kg
65 K
63.0 K
63.3 K
..
..
British Aerospace

Target Heat Load ... ..........
Parasitic Heat Load .. ........
Duration of Instrument Operation
Initial
Ullage in Tank
........
Mass of Cryogen...........5
.........
Starting Temperature
.........
Minimum Temperature
Maximum Temperature .. ........
.............
Refrigerator ......

7
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Total mission lifetime versus refrigerat.or lifetime
Figure 7.
for the long duration storage of a cr-yogen.
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Figure 7 shows the relationship
lifetime and the lietime

eteween the total mission

of the British Aerosoace cooler.

Here,

the mission lifetime refers to the duration of time that the
refrigerator
heat load.

could maintain the cryogen with the given parasitic
For a three-year refrigerator lifetime,

mission lifetime is
If

approximately 6.5 }years.

ten refrigerators are used and if

that each refrigerator
three-yeam

is

their usage is

rotated so

used once every ten cycles,

then the

lifetime for each refrigerator could be extrapolated

cut to a total lifetime of 30 years.
all

the overall

ten refrigerators is

assumed.

A reliability

of 100% for

This results in

storage mission lifetime of 65 years.

a total

A potential problem with

this idea would be the thermal uniinking of the refrigerators
in

not

use.
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Fig-are 8 graph the relationship between total mission lifetime
and mass of an eauivalent lifetime sublimating solid cryogen
For a 6.5 year total mission lifetime, a sublimating
cooler.
cooler would require approximately 85 kg of cryogen.

Again,

it

is assumed that the parasitic heat loads would be constant with
Tbe mass of the mechanical
increasing cryogen mass.
cooler/cryogen system is

13.4 kg with this mission scenario.
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Figure 9.
Mass of stL;red cryogen vcrsu,•
time for a five-year storage mission.

total refrigerator usage

Figure 9 shows a graph of the mass of stored cryogen versus total
FDr this fiverefrigerator usage time for a five-year mission.
year mission, the British Aerospace cooler requires 2.295 years
of operation.
it can be assumed from this graph that if the
p-rasitic he=.c load is

constant for all cr-yogen masses,
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varying the amount of stored cryogen has no effect on the total
refrigerator usage time.
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Figure 10.- Varying parasitic heat load versus total refrigerator-__
usage time for the long duration stor-age of a cryogen.
The effect of varying parasitic heat loads on the total.
refri.'gerator usage time is shown in Figoure 10.
From this graph
-iiI
•
II
it was evident that as the parasitic heat: load increases,
the
total refrigerator usage time also increases.
.An in-flight
variation to t~he parasitic heat load could be due to an increase
in

the solar flux incident on the storage tank.
the spacecraft traveled closer to the su-n or if
increased solar activity.

10O5.9

For example,
there is

if

unusual
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SUN~MARY
By incorporating a retreezable cryogen with a mechanical
_.jrations
refrigerator, it skou d be possible to eliminat-e
ný coperation, while possibly utilizing a higher
to a serisor duit
This could potentially
vibration re";,:Ierator during refreezing.
allow a les.

expensive refrigerator to be used.

The integr-•:ed system could handle a sensor heat load greater
The maximum
than the c&-ý!ing capacity of the refrigerator.
duration of s:e:sor operation was direct]ly dependent upon the mass
The instviment idle period
of cryogen contained in the system.
was dependent upon the cooling capacity of the refrigerator,
which dictated the time reauired to refreeze the cryogen.
in the overall mission lifetime as compared with only
solid system waz sho'r..
using a refrigerator or a sublimacina
For equivalent masses, the integrated mechanical cooler/cryogen
systeia hcd drtimaticalJ.y increased mission lifetime as compared
An increase

It was also evident
with a sublimating solid cryogen cooler.
that the refrigerator lifetime has a major effect on the overall
mission lifetime of the mechanical cooler/cryogen system.
A disadvantage of the integrated system is that the instrument
operation temperature and cryogen storage temperature must be at
Also, a majority of space
the triple-point of the cryogen.
application refrigerators are designed to operate around 70 K,
therefore, for lower temperature missions, cr,yogen combinations
other than nitrogen and 63 K iefrigerators must be developed.
Another disadvantage is that the integrated cooler relies upon
the latent heat of fusion to absorb heat loads, which is much
The refreezable cooler also
less than the heat of sublimation.
relies on a large number of on/off cycles a:,d it is unknown at
ir'friaorators cruld
this time whether or not the
reliably handle a larje nuTmbeCor of cycl,_.
I(MO
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Finally,

there

is

a period of time in

which the refrigerator

would be refreezing the cryogen.
During this period, the
instruirent would be unavailable for use.
By selecting a
refrigerator with the appropriate cooling capacity, the cquiescent
period of the instrument could be adjusted to meet mission
reaxiirements.
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Applications and Packaging of Semiconductor
Devices for use at Cryogenic Temperatures
Kevin P. Hyde, Joseph R. McCoy, and Cnarles S. Naiman
Infrared Components Corporation
311 Turner Street
Utica, New York 13501

Introduction and ADplications

The benefits cf operating semiconductor devices at low temperatures are well
known(0). The payoffs of lower noise, higher speed, and increased dynamic range
have fostered the use of cryogenics for electronic devices and systems. Many
electronic and optoelectronic systems can benefit from the cryogenic operation of key
components. Listed below are possible applications where cryogenical!y cooled
devices have been shown to improve the component performance. Alternatively such
cooling allows repartitioning of a system to improve overall performance, by enabling
closer coupling of various components or subsystems.
-Computer systems from supercomputers to general-purpose computers can benefit
from the increased speed offered by the cryogenic operation of key subsystems.
-Imaging systems can benefit from increased speed by co-locating a cryo-cooled
comparator, signal processor or data processor at the imaging array. This could apply
to general imaging with CCD's, and specifically to HDTV. Image capture or
processing speed in general could also benefit from cryogenically cooled processing
of data, with major applications in medical imaging and non-destructive testing. An
important variant of this is the area of high performance computer vision.
-Higher data processing speed can be obtained through cryogenic operation of digit I
subsystems, particularly highly integrated ones. Application areas include computer
workstations, high speed modems, and sensor fusion
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-Diode lasers and diode laser arrays could benefit from higher efficiency, narrower
linewidth, and better thermal stability. Heat removal from the laser material will yield
less frequency chirp during pulsed operation. Modulation frequency and system
speed could be improved. Another aspect is the use of controlled variabletemperature cryocoolers for wavelength tuning of lasers.
-Sensitivity of radar receivers is improved by the reduction of electronic noise. Radar
transmitters could possibly be made more efficient, and heat generation problems
ameliorated by cryocooling.
-Improved signal to noise from the front-end pre-amplifierof satellite receivers.
*Cryocooling might also be applied to frequency-agile systems to increase the rapidity
of frequency shifting and to reduce settling time (post-tuning drift).
Cryogenic Packaging Technology

ICC's technology base was developed at General Electric in the 1980's when system
size and weight constraints placed low heat load requirements on the cryogenic
package for infrared detection. The available technology at that time, the so-called
"First Generation Common Module" (commonly refered to as "Common Mod"), fell
short of the heat load requirement and GE was forced to develop new technolony The
technology base developed at GE and others has been collectively called an
"Integrated Detector Assembly" or IDA. A cross sectional view of a typical IDA is
shown in Figure 1.
This technology incorporates the expander of the cryogenic suosystem into the all
metal dewar, making it integral with the high vacuum vessel. The device to be cooled
is attached directly to the cold tip of the cryogenic expander. This technology has
been previously reported(2). The direct attachment method of the ODA eliminates the
major source of heat loss in the system, namely, the thermal interlace between the
cold tip of the expander and the device to be cooled By eliminating this heat load, the
cooling requirements of the cryogpnic subsystem are reduced allowing for a smaller.
lighter, less expensive, and lower capacity cooler Furthermore despite its direct
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integration with the cold tip, a defective device can be easily demounted from the cold
tip and replaced.

Figure I. Cross Sectional view of a typical IDA

The goal of this study is to iut-niify th- specific problem areas associated with a given
application. Then to propose solutions based on previous experience, and/or
recommend further development.
The typical problems encountered in the design of an IDA for infrared detectors are
microphonics, induced stress in the cooled materials from expansion differences,
vacuum life, optical registration,suitable electrical interconnects, and line of sight jitter
due to excessive expander deflection. Finding solutions to these problems are
sometimes system dependent, but in general, the solutions proposed and
demonstrated by ICC apply to all systems.
Ideally, the cryogenic package design and technolcgy should be easily adapted to
any type of cryogenic cooler. This is especially important to the equipment
manufacturer who has multiple applications and/or requirements and wants minimal
expense to adapt a particular cooler to the end product. The designs offered by ICC
have been adapted to multiple cooler types as shown in Figure 2 and 3 where similar
dewar designs are interfaced to different coolers We discuss some of these issues
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This same technology developed for infrared detectors applies equally to other
technologies such as superconducting multi-chip modules (MCMs), cryogenic CMOS
for supercomputers, and RF detection systems where lower noise and higher
frequency systems are desirable. The issues common to these technologies include
the electrical interconnects between the cryogenically operated device and the
environment external to the dewar, material selection for both mechanical and
electrical properties, and method of cryogenic cooling.

Figure 2. Microcoolerbased IDA

Electrical Interconnect Issues

"T1he electronic components operating at cryogenic temperatures must eventually be

electrically connected to an external environment which generally is at a mulch higher
temperature. The ideal interconnection would have zero electrical and infinite thermal
impedance. Unfortunately, in accordance with the Weidernann-Franz law(3), materials
This law
which have lowý. electrical impedance also have low thermal impedance.
applies to pure metals and alloys at temperatures above 10 Kelvin It is therefore
imperative for these systems to limit the number of dewar penetrations
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For low frequency (<100 MHz) systems, there is a trade between electrical impedance
which could limit the speed of the data, and thermal impedance which adds to the heat
loss through conduction. For infrared detectors, where speed is generally limited by
the external 12-14 bit AID converter and not the RC time constant of the signal lead,
this trade has resulted in electrical impedances on the order of a few ohms and
thermal losses on the order of 1-2 milliwatts per trace for a temperature difference of
260 Kelvin. For high speed data systems, the low electrical impedance is obtained at
the expense of increased heat load.
For diode laser applications, the pulsed and continuous current characteristics, used
to drive the devices, can have a profound effect on heating. These need to be
analyzed and measured case by case.
For the higher frequency microwave/RF systems, the requirements are different. Here
we must account tor performance parameters such as c1haracteristic i•,apdan•e,
di-,-i-ti,, fzdCtor a"d ._c se?, shie~iing and spurious signals and thermal coefficients.
Interconnection technologies like stripline, waveguides and co-axial lines must be
further investigated for performance over the cryogenic to ambient temperature
transition. RF systems must successfully address the specific requirements of each of
these design domains. Each domain has specific primary performance parameters
which dictate that certain material and physical or geometric criteria be met in order to
achieve meaningful, if not optimum operation.
For stripline interconnects, care must be taken in the selection of compatible materials.
Electrical parameters like dielectric constants and dimensional stability vs temperature
which could affect the characteristic impedance must be carefully selected to be
compatible with the mechanical, cryogenic, and high vacuum dewar requirements.
F-or example, it is unlikely that the dielectric material polyimide, which has low
outgassing, superb mechanical flexibility down to 4 K, and CTE on the order of 6
ppm/K would be chosen for RF circuits. This is because of the relatively high dielectric
constant (-3.7) demands nearly twice the substrate or carrier thickness to compensate
for the lower dielectric constant (-2) of the more desirable teflor, taterials However,
many of the preferred teflon-based RF materials either lack the flexibility or the low
GTE of polyimide.
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With co-axial lines, there is a trade between insertion losses and thermal losses which
drives the cable material and diameter selection. Typical ni rigid, all stanless steel
co-axial cables have the lowest heat loss and the highest attenuation (relative to
O.0034V'f(GHzD)(4). Other cables such as si'ver plated, copper clad stainless steel or
silver plated beryllium copper have owe- reative attenuation losses at the expense of
higher thermal losses. Additionally t-ermal losses incre"se and attenua-ion losses
decrease with increasing inner, oir-er, and dielectric diameter. It should be noted that
at microwave frequencies, a onductor could be fabricated with a lower conductivity
core with a plating of a higi, conductivity material, and a thickness on the order of the
skin depth.
Very few material suppliers, RF and superconducting device designers, and cryogenic
packading enginemrs share a broad common knowledge base. Thus, building an
informed un ierstanding of design goals, acceptable compromises, arid performance
expectatiols s both more difficuLt and more important than in more conventional
single technology design/development. Specific challenges which need to be
addressed in combined cryogenmcuRF systems arer
piia
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*RF-rated dielectrics subjected to cryogenic temperatures may exhibit substantial
changes of electrical parameters and system performance.
-Conductor alloys preferred for low cryogenic heat load may impact characteristic
impedance and losses at RF frequencies.
-Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (OTE) mismatch of selected materials.
-Thicker dielectrics required for RF will reduce packaging form factor options
What should be clear from the foregoing discussion is not that suitable materials are
unavailable, but cryogeniu operation oi i•itse materials requires further
characterization and testing such that the selection of a suitable material can be done
both carefully and creatively.
Mechanical and Thermal Packaging Issues

Extensive research into the characteristics of the materials used in the dewar, both
steady state and cyclic, have been carried out by ICC. Issues such as the Coefficient
of Thermal Expansion for the cooled materials, the joining (welding or brazing) of
dissimilar materials used for the vacuum vessel, and outgassing, drive the selection of
.m.terials comrFItih e with a high vacuum environment.
Differences in material CTE lead to induced stresses upon cooling. Figure 4 shows a
comparison of the CTEs for various materials used in the IDA field. To further
complicate the issue, the cool down rate can also lead to induced stresses even in
well matched coefficients under equilibrium conditions if the two materials are cooled
at different rates. Detrimental effects such as the generation of piezoelectric charges,
modulation of charge, and in th3 extreme case, device failure due to stresses
exceeding the elastic iimit can occur. To eliminate or reduce these effects to
acceptable levels requires matching of the material expansirin properties and quasiisothermal cooling.
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The joining of dissimilar materials is another issue Which requires proper material
selection, and this ties in with vacuur,, life. If the joint is to be a hard vacuum seal,
then porosity and intergranular structure of tht; resulting joint must be addressed.
Often, the hermetic sealing techno'ogy typically applied to military electronic devices is
not adequate. This is indicated by the leak specification which is severai orders of
magnitude above the requirements of the hard vacuum seal (<1E-13 SCCM He)
needed for long life dewars.
Outgassingproperties of all materials exposed to the high vacuum environment must
be known ana controlled if long vacuum life is to be obtained. Material outgassing
causes virtual leaks in the high vacuum environment and increases the heat load on
the cryogenic cooler. In some components, such as the metal piece parts, preprocessing uf the material prio, to assembly can reduce the outgassing. Typically, this
is done by a vacuum and stabilization bake, at the maximum permissible temperature
without changing the selected material properties. The vacuum life in such systems is

then limited by the outgassing of the cornporeii:s which have relativeuy low bake
temperature limits. These components are generally the electronic devices, cryogenic
expander, and the eLoxies and organics. The emphasis is therefore placed on the
characterization and selection of these components.
Another critical packaging issue is the design of the platform to support the device
being packaged. The issue here, aside from the CTE problem discussed earlier, is
low mass and corresponding low thermal mass. The low mass is desirable from a
dynamic standpoint as the natural frequency of the system increases as 1I/IM. This is
important on highly stable platforms where tine of sight jitter under random vibration
must be held to low levels. Higher thermal mass increases the cool down time, or
dictates the use of a higher capacity cooler. The platforms designed by ICC meet
these requirements and are CTE matched with the help of an established data base
that has been accumulated over a decade.
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To reduce the heat ioad on the device, a cold 5hield is used On infrared FPAs they
are used to block the radiation from outside the field of view. The cold shield typically
is attached to the FPA or platform so that it operates at temperatUres slightly above the
FPA temperature. To be effective, the cold shield most have a high emissivity coating
on the interior and a high reflectivity coating on the exterior. The high emissivity
coating on the interior assures that stray radiation (radiation outside the field of view) is
abs'orbed by the colcshield rather than reflected onto the image plane. The high
refiectivity coating on the exterior reduces the heat loading by reflecting the energy
away. This also applies to non-optical devices where complete cold shie!ding is
desired.
The issues associated with the cold shield are low weight and proper selection of
coatings. Low weight is important ior two reasons: 1) the dynamic behavior of the
system. Increased cold shield mass lowers the natural frequency, thus increasing the
magnitude of the dynamic aefiection; and 2) the increased cool down time associated
withn the increased thermal mass- The coating design involves not only selection of
high emissivity and high reflectivity coating materials, but the ability of the coating to
adhere to the base material. Coatings which may flake off could potentially render the
device useless ICC has developed a proprietary low mass cold shield with a non
organic, non-particulating coating that has a measured emissivity of greater than 90%.
Cryogenic Coolers

The selection of the cryogenic cooler is a direct flow down from the system
requirements. Issues such as coo! down time, mission duration, steady state
temperaturm.• heat load, and operating environment drive the selection of the cooler.
The forma, for cooler selection is similar to the design guidelines established during
the Common Mod Program; Joule-Thomson (J-T) for fast cool down, Stirling cycle for
continuous operation, and thermo-electric (TE) coolers for applications above 150
Kelvin. Recent trends toward continuously operating, closed cycle J-Ts may allow for
some added versatility in distributed aperture and multi-chip cooling applications.
Independent of cooler type, if low cost, easily adaptable packages aie to become a
reality, the cooler suppliers must work tcwards a common Interface Io some extenrl
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the military has been working towards this goal on the Army's Standard Advanced
Detector Assembly (SADA) Program. Although cooler manuiacturers have been
tailoring their products to meet this interlace, the end product is costly. For commercial
applications, a suitable, designed-to-cost interface must be established. ICC has been
working with several cooler manufacturers to set this standard.

The interface

established by ICC has been successfully implemented on both commercial and
military products.
Proper selection and design of the cryogenic expander can reduce microphonicsto a
negligible level. It is our experience that rnicrophonics stems from two sources. The
first source is the noise induced from the mechanical impact of the regenerator on the
cold tip. This type of noise generally manifest-,. itself as periodic light/dark patterns in
the video output at the cooler operation frequency. Solutions for this include short
stroking the regenera,-r, so that impact does not occur and incorporation of a "shock
absorber" into the expander design.

Both methods have

been

successfully

impiemented by iCC.
The second source ol microphonics is a modulation of the field of view due to the
motion of the focal plane array relative to the optic caused by vibration of the
expander. The obvious solution for this problem is to stiffen the expander, however,
increasing the wall thick-ness increases the heat path adding to the heat load. ICC has
developed and demonstrated a 5x decrease in expander deflection with a proprietary
stiffening technique which has minimal impact on the heat load,
Diode laser arrays can produce many tens and even hundreds of watts/cm2 in a "laser
Diode Bar".

Most are operated near room temperature. All benefit from lower
temperature and even cryogenic operation, where they are wavelength compatible.
Near and at room temperature, liquid microchan,tel coolers are being developed to
remove thousands of watts/cm 2 of heat. Cryocoolers for these applications wili require
cooling capacities in the 100's of watts and kilowatt level. Their cooling interface will

also require extensive design. 'o also maintain the proper laser cutput characteristics.
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Summary

Infrared detector assemblies have been under development since the early 1980's
and are now in production at ICC. The technologies developed for packaging of these
infrared detector assemblies are being applied to other technologies such as
superconductivity, high sensitivity microwave/RF systems, etc. The potential issues
with these systems, shown in Table 1, are similar to the problems encountered in
infrared FPA systems where solutions have been implemented. For these advanced
applications, especially in the areas of signal interconnection technology and material
characterization, additional research and development is necessary.
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ABSTRACT
The main purpose of this paper is to give:
a practical method to calculate the theoretical gross refrigeration power < qc>
i)
of an ideal Orifice or Double Inlet Pulse Tube Refrigerator (O.P.T.R. or
D.I.P.T.R.),
ii)
an experimental method to measure the actual value of <qC> and
0

independently the regenerator losses < ic' >.

An analytical model of the ideal O.P.T. has been developed recently 1. In this paper, it is
shown that this model is also suitable to describe the D.I.P.T. principle. The
..
pcifirmancces of the ideal U.P.T.R. oi D.i.P.T.R. are eai-siy deducud by

,y measur.ng

the gas pressure as function of time in the tube and in the reservoir.
Tkis ideal ref-igeration power can be then compared to experimental results. As the
amount of heat evacuated to the hot end averaged over a cycle, <Cqa>, is equal to the
gross refrigeration power <- 4•> (Ref. 1), the idea is to measure <4a> = <- jc> at
the hot end by a double-weighing method.
INTRODUCTION
Because of its mechanical simplicity and inherent reliability, the O.P.T.R. has great
potential for long-life space applications.
An analytical model of the ideal O.P.T. has already been successfully developed for any
pressure form in the tube 1 An "ideal O.P.T." is defined with the usual following
assumptions, as justified in the previous paper 1 : ideal gas, uniform pressure along the
pulse tube, one-dimensional laminar flow, adiabatic transformations and perfect heat
exchangers.
Two important results are derived. Firstly, the available power at the cold end <- qC>,
averaged over a cycle, and the rate of hlet floA <q•i,>, rejected to the hot end (Fig. 1),
are found to be equal
<c=

<q>

=

(1)

q
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in agreement with the enthalpy flow ana!ysis by R.3ebaugh 2 In experiments, we
only have access to the net refrigeration power <q + qc'>, where qC represents the
regenerator losses. Therefore, an estimation of the gross refrigeration power < q > will
be made more conveniently at the hot end, providing that the temperature homogeneity
of the hot part be asc-rtained (i.e. the hot heat exchanger, the orifice and the reservoir).
Secondly, < t > can be easily calculated only from the measurement of the gas pressure
wave form (in the tube P(t) and in the reservoir Pr(t))"
/)
<q> = (5/2t) ,Ta• ma(t) ( (P(t)/P(t'))2 /
' 1+~T

5 -

1 ) dt

(2)

or
< 1> = 3/2 V,/

pr(t) (P(t)/P(t')) 2/5

1 dt

(3)

where Vr represents the reservoir volume, t the pulse period and Pr = Pr- P where P is
the average pressure and pr(t) = dPr/d., tj, t' and ma are defined below.
In any case, the pressure oscillation pr(t) is observed to be quasi-sinusoidal for any
pressure form in the tube. This is due to the fact that the orifice-reservoir system acts as
- a is
a low-pass RC filter which essentially restores the first harmonic. Thus, if Pr
minimum at t = t1 (Fig. 2), it is reasonably well approximated as:
pr(t) =

-

a cosw(t - tl)

(4)

Recording small pressure variations may reveal difficult. However, with the sinusoidal
approximation Eq. (4), only the peak-to-geak 2a amplitude of Pr is required. The gas
mass ma, downstream the hot exchanger, is equal to the mass mr in the reservoir if the
void volume between the hot exchanger and the reservoir is neglected. During the half
period It1, t1 + t/23, P) > 0 and m. increases so that the gas is flowing out of the hot
end. Consider the history of the element of gas that leaves the tube at some time
between tj and tj + t/2. It has entered the tube (x = L) at a time t' (Fig. 2) when the
tube pressure was P' = P(t') < P(t). The relationship between t and t' is obtained on
merely writing that ma
Orcquivalently :

mr(t) = mr(t').

I = P',t')(5
, .s illustrated in Fig. 2. According to the approximate
'-L
' Eq. (4) Y
cxp)ression (Eq. (3)) for 1), :', 2t, - t. In travelling back and forth alung the tube, the
element of gas has experienced an isentropic process. Conzsequently, its temperature has
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changed from Ta at t' to TL = T(L,t) in accordance with the isentropic law, of an ideal
2
monoatomic gas, T = const p /5 :
TL(t)

Ta (p/p') 2 /5 > Ta

(6)

The demonstration of the Eq. (3) can be found in Ref. 1. It is interesting to note that, in
the same manner, the temperature and the velocity of any element of gas entering the
tube at x = 0 can be calculated at any time during its travel in the tube. Thus, this
analytical model clearly exhibits that an element of gas entering the tube at t' will leave
the tube at t with a temperature T(t) < T(t') and consequently will extract some heat
from the cold end.
This paper has three objects:
i)
To describe a method to measure accurately the available power of an
experimental O.P.T.R. and to compare it with the ideal O.P.T.R. as defined
above (Eq. (3)).
ii)
To extend the analytical model of the O.P.T.R. (Ref. 1) to the D.I.P.T.R.
iii)
To describe a simple method to estimate the performances of an experimental
D.I.P.T.R. and to compare it with the ideal theoretical system.
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF OP.T.R. PERFORMANCES
An experimental apparatus has been designed as shown Fig. 3. By just recording P(t)
and Pr(t) with two piezoelectrical sensors, we get all the necessary data for calculating
<q•> the <-q'> exp can be measured by a double-weighing method. An auxiliary heater
was inserted in the hot beat exchanger. We observe (over a few K) the first rising of the
temperature Ta, (dT/dt)l,t=o, that resulted from a short interruption of the cooling
water flow. Then, in the same working conditions as previously (cold temperature,
pressure in 1iie tube and reservoir temperaturc T.), a known power < d > is injected in
the hot exchanger through the heater and simultaneously the cooling water flow is
stopped, -)roviding a second data (dT/dt),t =o. Thus <ct>¢
<q> XP = <qj> (((dT/dt)2!(dT/dt) 1 ) - 1)

can be easily calculated:
(7)

QROSS REFRIGERATION POWER OF THE D.J.P.T.R.
A lower temperature limit, and correlatively a most important available power at a
given temperature, can ..e achieved by a( dition of a second orificc, as shown Fig. 4.
These bettcr performances, obtained with a so callcd D.1P.1.R.. have never been
theoretically predicted.
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From the point of view of our analytical model, the only difference between the two
types of Pulse Tube Refrigerators is the <ma> calculation. In other words, in both
cases, the assumptions are the same, and Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) hold. Nevertheless, for the
D.I.P.T.R., <nia> cannot be only expressed as function of the rese-voir pressure
variations. Here:
0

0

ma =mo - rMDl

(8)

and the second orifice
and mD
m%
1 are respectively the mass flow rates through the first
the positive direction of the flow is shown in Fig. 4.
Assuming that the gas flow through the orifice and in the reservoir is adiabatic, a
relation follows between the variation of mr and the variations of P, of the reservoir
pressure:

0

0

Irn= 3/5 (Vr/rla) Pr = C Pr

(9)

Here Vr is the reservoir volume, r the ideal gas constant and C is defined as the
reservoir capacity in an electric analog (current/mass flow, voltage/pressure). Then we
assume that the mass flow through the orifice obeys a linear law in the form:

10)

PPr ==Ro ,.

which defines the resistance Ro of the or-fice. As the linear behavior implied by Eq.(9)
may be questionable at large dynamic pressures, the Ro constancy must be first checked
by comparing m, values obtained with both Eq. (9) and Eq. (10). Thus, if both valves of
the D.I.P.T.R. are the same, the previous calibration of Ro may be used to characterize
the resistance RDI of the auxiliary orifice, so that :

ma =-(P(t) - Pr(t))/Ro - (Pcomp(t) - P(t))/RDI

(11)

where PCOmp(t) is the input compressor pressure.
Therefore, Eq. (3) for a D.I.P.T. becomes:
2 5
< t> =(5/2t) rTa j ((P(t)/P(t')) / - 1)
- Pr(t))/Ro - (Pco 1 p(t) - P(t))/RDI ) dt
* ((P(t)

(12)

tl is now def'ied as the time between 0 and t/2 su:h as:
Ima(ti)

t13)

=0

and m% > 0 for t > t1.
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The relationship between t and t' has the same physical meaning as for an O.P.T.. But,
as maa cannot be measured directly, t' must be numerically deduced from t by the
following integral equation

"ir na(t) dt

-

rma(t)

(14)
dt

< t>exp is then compared to the theoretical value of the ideal D.I.P.T.R. by using the
same double-weighing method as described above.
In the two Pulse Tube Refrigerators, the regenerator losses <KqC'> can be deduced from
measurements of the gross refigeration power <4> and from the effective available
power at the cold part < tc + 4c'>. With our experimental apparatus, errors in
measuring <q > exp are lower than I %. Both the theoretical gross refrigeration power
of the O.P.T.R. and of the D.I.P.T.R. are known with a 5 % precision. Some
experimental res'Ats are reported in Ref. i.
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CRYOCOOLER TIP MOTION SU1PPRLbSION USING ACTIVE
CONTROL OF' PIEZOELECTRIC ACTUATORS
R. J. Glalset, R. G. Ross, Jr. and D). L. Johnson
let Propulsion Laboratory
Californiia Institute of Tlechnoloevy
Pasadena, California 91109

A!KYIRAC.F

Under Strategic Defense Initiative Office (SDIO) sponsorship the Jut Propulsion Laboratory' is
dcvelopingv a ffight cxpennicifft to demonstrate advariced corntro". tec(hnologies for quieting
cryocooler tip vidbration inl three a.xes. The experiment is schedluled to fly as a4small 15-watt
payload on the Spacc Tech-noiogy Research Vehicle (STRV-lb), at small EJnglish satellite
scheduled fo(r launch onl the Ariane-4 in late 1993. 'To meet strim~enit fiOWcr, A~eighit, and space
constraints, the experimeunt makes use of a tin): 1/5-watt 80)K Texas Instruments tactical Stirling
cooler. Two diffci-ent vibration-cancellation actuator tLalmliqneCS arc bcing deniursti ated: 1) an
applique ceiamic piezoelectric actuator set that is bonded to tht_ý coldlinger and stretches the
trainslatr ýel 11ti~
Teo~crir
low vctg
coldtingcr to c ancei tip mrilouo. and 2) aulilcca
similarly caneles tip motion by moving thec entire cryocooler in thrvee axes. Motion of the

coldfiinger tip is measured in all three axes to 10 nanomneter accuracy using eddy-current
tranisduc.ers. 'Iwo tesof control systemis are also being demni~strated: 1) an adaptive feedforward divia' control system that Continually updates the harmonic content of' the steady-state
comman1lld signial to each a'ctuator to cancel the t, ) vibitaion, and 2) an analog control systemn that
u~cs a bandpass filme to traAk the drive signal and suppre:,Is it. EiAther control systemn cati be
used wi'th efihcr actuati r system.
INlROl UCTWON
It unconpipesatcd, the moving parts arfid pressureC pulses withinu the compressor at~d displaccr of
a Strlflitg-tvc he ervocou)(Alr (ea cincte considcia!1e- mtrW antijal vibration that can adversly affect
ulen
lls v ibrattliu l~io colu."IZA tii e ithe (t
thec pcurtlot
ic of' it pfcc -01 Sj'aUC-ScC1UlLL HI sti1111t
transmiussion of v ittati ot forces ft in Oh mvic oue into thll 1instrutiorent via tthe coderv supports,
orviratoty Ition oI ilic tip oA the ci,-I)coA)ic ColtdfiilLCu reaive to the 111lsuteliv1t o0dca
bet ich t(lis latter c.ategiory\- -cold ITi tI2.)tOiol -1.. pat licularly Ittipourtitt lu1 apphKicariotrs where theC
9-ACold tip
d(ICIC0tO is directly t1"I'uttCdI to tiecolt'

bil 1Lcoo]
C)l~St( s
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ainmtt loicc 11 2,231
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Thtre are two fundamental mani!estations of cold-tip vibratory motion: 1) mootion of the
coidfingef cold-tip relative to the base of the cold-finger, and 2) motion of the overall crxocooler
including the coldfinger. The largest component of the cold-tip relative motion is caused by
mechanical distortion of the cold finger caused by the large sinusoidal pressure variation
(typically around 300 psi peak-to-peak) that is output from the cryocooler compressor. This
cyclic pressure loading, which is fundamental to the StirlI:ng-cooler operation, results in the coid
finger undergoing cyclic elongation along its lomgitudinal axis, and can lead to lateral bending
of the cold finger if the wall thickness of Cie cold-finger is not uniform around its circumference. The lateral motion is also amplified by the natural cantilever-bending-mode resonances
of the coldlmnger.

As shown in Fig. I, the resulting motion of the coldfinger tip is often on [ie ordei of on,. to two
microns in the longitudinal (Z) axis, and is somewhat less in the lateral (X,Y) directions [4].Notice the high level of fifth harmonic in the lateral vibration in Fi-. 1; this is caused by the
first lateral bending frequency of the co!dfinper being close to the fIfit

harmonic of the 60-1IL

drivc signal. '!hus, the high frequency lateral response iPconsideratly amplified by the lateral
modal respoise of the coldfinger.
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of the JPL STI(V c' -ocooler vibration suppression experiment is to
demonstrate the applicability of pie7.o)electric niotion suppression technology to the problem of
cr-yocooler cold-tip motion suppression. In addition to gathering enigineering data on the
performance of' the unique control-system features, the experiment wxill also provide a flightheritage eiisuring that the technology has successfully dealt wit.* the important spacecraft
interface issues including launch survivability, tolerance to operating temiperatures, ENIl
compatibility, and radiation hardness: in short, successfully building a flight experiment
demonstrates that the technology' i's mature enough to fly. It is expected that the availability of
successful flight data will speed the adoption of these technologies by future applications, as
unexpected problems will already have been uncovered. Since a variety of techniques are being
demonustrated, comp~risons can be made between the techniques, and informed choices .;an be
made for future projects.
In addition to the: primary objectives for the experiment, there are also two secondary objectives:
one is to measure the vibration of the satellite re-sulting from the operation of the ervocooler;
the second is to provide a ci-yogenicly cooled environment for a two-pixel IR-detector experiment
mounted to the coldfinger tip. T'he IR experiment involves measuring the detector dark current
as a function of the integrated radiation exposure as the satellite passes through the Van Allen
belts. With the limited power of the STRV-lb satellite, the longest duration of continuous
cooling i,, likely to be a periou of a few days wheji ihec saitdilitc Is in ContinuoMIUS SUM.ii7ht.

SPACE TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH VEHICLE (STRV-la)
The STRV- lb is,a small 50-kg British Royal Aerospace Establishment (RLAE) satellite [5] being
designed to fly on a Frenchi Ariane-4, and will be placed into a geostationary transfer orbit that
involves passing through the Van Allen bells twice per 10.5-houi orbit. As, a resuit, the satellite
will receive approximately 100, k-rad/yr radiat~on .:xposure at the outside of its structure, and will
have a design life of one year.
Th'le sat'.!lite is about the size of a PC computer (480 X480 X400 mmn), is spin stabilize~d at 5
rpin, and uses a nutatiomi damper and a niagneCtor(qUe to maintain spin stahilization. Power,
which is extretnely limilted, is providLA 1by solar cells on the surface of' the satellite.
Temnperature control is tutirely passive-, wvith thec internal pa-loads designed to operate bc-tween
-50'C anmd 50'~C.
(..ommimunmcationls ar1c provided by th~e (AL f.Iroim Fartubo-ou,e will it
acapability ci 125 hit'shsec
U1111nk. anld 1(00)0is/c dow"1lirik. D atit storage i,, imitedO to -10) khytcs of datit and 31J kbvtcs
Ui eCotumnatids.
'Ilie mmmlmauc11d par
i iatim
OIL:
(d
eXperimenlt is all ):atud 1 .75 kg of tiiaiss Inl additioni to thec
(lt: totaIl 3111 SI R\ expiClimncmmIi 11ludcus ;ill Clectinomms tn'x uýImqtdiliitir, timec taldhkltý)ii
ijt)Ul, CPC
ex C1HinL alid 01Ce (:()()I(: Cloecirrmic.
'I Il, ciccIoJIllcl, hox is
.lctc
1 75 1,P (A
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mass and 400 x 150 x 75 mm of space. The radiation exposure experiments are a chiip sized
radiation monitor, anl advanced IR detector., and a neural net chip. Thle STRV also contains a
European radiation-environmient monitor, a solar ceil technology experiment, laser reflectors.
and several technology items incorporated into the basic satellite design.
In one respect the STRV-1b satellite provides an ideal testhed for a hardware demonstration
because the demanding constraints of its environment should encompass most future applications
of vibration suppression techniology. There is very little power, space, weight, or data storage.
In addition, the thermal and radiation enviroami-nts are very severe.

CRYOCOOLER EXPERIMENTNMECHANICAL DESIGN
Figure 2 illustrates the hardware elements ot the experiment. These include:
"* Texas Instruments 1/5-watt 80K tactical Stirling cooler
"o Physik P-842. 10 lowv voltage piezo translators
"* 120' tubular segments of Vernitron PZTSH applique ceramic bonded to the coldfinger
"o Kaman SMIU 9200-15N eddy current displacement transducers
* L-ake Shore Cryotronics PT- Ill platinum thermiometers
"* Kistler 8692B35M I triaxial accelerometer
"* Assorted structural elements including thermal mounting plate, motor-mount truss,
titanium flexures, housing, housing bottom, and non-flight lid
1I he Texas Instruments 1/5-watt 80K tactical Stirling cooler is a back-to-back, dual-piston, linearJrivv compressor with integral displacer mounted or-thogonal to the compressor pistoni axis-, this
balanced, dual-piston cuolci achieves a low vibration level bulovc 5 N.
Thlc coolcr weighis 380 gramns without electronics and is about 100 i~v h oi), I~ 40 min in
In v.; cxpcrimc.nt,
dianieter. lihe coldlminizf. is about 70 irm long and 6.35 mm in dialleIr.
ejj
be-.''; 3.7/'i
hie
the coulet will be operated with a cold-tip temperature of 95 K; this will -N
and 5.75 watts Of inp)ut power, deperiding on the hcatsiolk tuniperaturebe .c -32)C arni
-32 0 C.
50'C. The coohic is not des'gncd to operate at heatsink tuncmmr,,turcs be
I1'ici(uelcctvic Actuator 2i'n
b. '. dimu1imtd Ilc
i tiý
'I wo di! ci cii %.ibirAHl L)f
l C CsvidlZt iou atAuatol tChA)RLC ;11Cu~
t ~If
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fabricating and using the applique ceramics was developed as part of the flight experiment.
The ceramic length (25.4 11m), thicliatss (1 ram), voltage (500 volts), and material (Vernitron's
PZTSH) wer,. selected to optimize the anplique performance. The ceramic tube is cut into three
parts using a diamond sawv, and is bondcd to the coldfingcr using Ilysol 9396. The bond line
thickness is 0.0254 mm and is maintained with glass fiber threads uniformly wrapped around
the coldfinger. During the bonding process, the specimen is clamped along its entire length
between two precision-machined circular clamps. The clamp is designed to leave just enough
room for the cerz "Ic and bond-line without causing deformation. The coldfinger is also
pressurized to 68 atm and raised to 93°C throughout the 1-hour bonding process. Conducting
the bonding operation while pressurized a'rd heated preloads the ceramic in compression upon
cooling; this helps ensure that the ceramic will not be placed in tension during normal operation.
In the second piezoelectric actuation teclhique, three Physik P-842. 10 low voltage piezo
translators are used to move the entire cooler to cancel the tip motion. These piezos ace
designed to move 18 >m at 120 volts, but are being operated at 32 volts to provide 4.8 jim of
motion. The actuators have been preloaded to 450 N to prevent the translators from
experiencing tension during launch. The capacitance of these actuators is 1.8 jiF, and the power
consumption is expected to be about 0.1 watts per actuator.
F-Ady-Current Motion Sensiag
To provide the necessary co!d-tip motion feedback to the control system, motion of the
coldfinger tip is measured in all three axes to 10 nanometer accuracy using eddy-current
transducers. The Karnan SMU 9200-15N eddy-current transducers are a non-contacting method
of precisely measuring the distance between an aluminum target attached to the coldfinger tip
and the cryocooler experiment structural housing. The units have the additional advantage that
their signal processing electronics are very small (about 5 cm by 5 cm of board space) and
consume very litt!e power (about 0.1 watts/channel). Although some penalty in sensitivity was
accruea, i:.. ditance between the eddy-current transducer and the target was opened up to 0.5
mm to maintain sufficient clearance fo" hunch. More clearance would be needed if the support
structure was not as stiff as it is. The cooler supports (inciudirig the piezo translators) are
designed to maintain the first-mod{, resonance above 400 1Iz.

In another aspect of the transducer selection and operation, there was initially concern that the
eddy-current electronics would sulter degradation due to the severe radiation environrint-tl.
Subsequent testing revealed significant shifts iMthe DC measureme-nt over the radiation range
expected in flight. Hlowever, the AC gain of the device was nut sensitive to radia'tion. As a
result of these tests, and to increase tolerance to diflecntial thermal expansion motion, the cdoycurrent transducers were AC coupled for this application.
Thermal and Vibration listrumnicntatiOn

"Yo iticasuine the tWinp2iatuic ol the coidtingerc and tIte l(I
icatsiuk, lakc ShliC0(e vot tonics P ll-111
phlaitiuni thclllliCt
h
o
rir were selected ba;Cd on It hiir Lood radi:tion resitanMc 11
(0'.sti l
C
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electronics were developed to operate the thermometeis in pulse mode so that current will only
be applied to the thereto neters when measurements ae being made.
Finally, a Kistler 8692B5M1 triaxial accelerometer was selected to measure the very small
acceleration levels associated with the cuoler vibration. The expected vibration force--of the
order of 5 N--will move the 50 kg spacecraft approximately 0.01 g at the cooler drive frequency
of 60 Htz. The accelerometer was selected based on its good sensitivity and low power
consumption. Again, custom electronics were developed to operate the accelerometers in the
STRV environment.
VIBRATION SUPPRESSION ELECTRONICS
Two types of control systems are being demonstrated in the STRV vibration suppression
experiment: 1) an adaptive feed-forward digital control system that continually updates the
harmonic content of the steady-state command signal to each actuator to cancel the tip vibration,
and 2) an analog control system that uses a bandpass filter to track the motion signal and
suppress it. Either control system can be used with either of the above two piezoelectric
actuator systems. A block diagram of the overall experiment electronics is presented in Fig. 3.
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Digiw2 A.;,lptive Feed-forward Control
The three-axis, digital adaptive feed-forward control system is based on the control of four signal
generators: one 80-point digital waveforn generator outputs a sinusoid to the cooler at the
fundamental 60-i-Iz cooler drive frequency; the other three 80-point wavelorn generators output
harmonic wavefonns of the drive frequency to the piezo actuators and arc adjusted to exactly
cancel the cold-ti!; motion. The central processor unit (CPU) is used to setup the waveforms
initially, and to update the waveforms to reflect gradual changes in the cooler transfer functions
over time (approx. 1/3 second per update).
At the start of cryocooler operation, the waveform buffers are loaded with arbitrary sinusoidal
command signals, and the change in the cold-tip displacement signals is measured. This
provides the transfer function between the cooler drive electronics and the resulting cryocooler
cold-tip motion. '1lie resulting system of equations iF then solved for the command signals that
will cancel the vibration. From this point on, the system continuously updates the transfer
functions and the command signals to cancel the tip motion. Corrmctions are always made one
channel at a time. This allows the effect of the chauge on the three eddy-current transducers
to be isolated.
Once underway, the CPU is not directly involved in operating the wavcfonn generators. The
waveform generator frolt'-cnd
i.....n.ouosy outputs
wa'efrm
.h... •..r
buffers.
This is done using direct memory access (DMA) from the CPU to avoid bus contention between
the four channel waveform p-nerator and the CPU. Internally the memory is double buffered.
One buffer is aczessud by tL 1)'MA while the other buffer is accessed by the CPU. Switching
between buffers is conmandtK )y the CPU and occurs on the next frame boundary.
cri,,-,,,

To drive the cooler and actuators, a programmable clock cycles through the data, converting the
digital waveforms to volts with a i2-bit digital-to-analog convertor (DAC). The DAC output
is demultiplexed and held with a sample-and-hold. The four sample-and-hold signals are filtered
and amplified to drive the cooler and the vibration-suppression actuators. This electronics is
illustrated on the right side of Figure 3.
To obtain the motion feedback signal, three eddy-current transducers are multiplexed and held
for the ADC by a sainple-and-hold. Again, access io the bus is managed using DMA to avoid
bus contention. Also, the input data is double buffered in the same manner as the output data.
Both the input and output buffers switch together, with one command, to keep the data
synchronized.
The software extracts drive-ha~mollic amplitudes from the cady-cuiient signals using a curvefitting procedure based on Equation 1. This deceptively normal-looking set of definitions hides
the basic difference between a lannonic analysis and a gcneral lourici analysis- Normally there
is no period, X, for the signal to repeat, and the length of acquired data is arbitrary. In a
harmonic analysis, time' length of data acquired, t,I. is oinc period, N,. ' is the tiue bctwccn
sarples and n,, is the number of points in cho
buffeCr. II the STRV cc,1n,. = 80 (10 points oi
8 lharmiionics)), X
1/60 sccoids,I1
1/4800 secoids (60 111. y 10 pi nrt x 8 11ý,io
r
ics).
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Once the harmonic drive amplitude.Q b!ve been determined using Equation 1, the change in the
eddy-current signal (D,) from the previous time is calculated, and the ratio of the change in
eddy-current signal to the change in command signal (C1) is calculated. This is done using
Equation 2.
3
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In Equation 2, the subszript n means now, o means old, and c means command.
derivatives derived in the above process are next entered into Equation 3:
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By inverting the mati iX, Equation 3 is solved for the change in command signal needed to cancel
the measured cddy-cuncnt displacement:;. Only one command is solved for at a tune, using
Cramcr's nile. If more than Gcm coninitnd is updated, it is n10t IMssjh: It10ci
lN WIich
hIt paIr
of the change is caused by which command.
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Analog Control
To assess the relative advantages of digital and analog vibration control systems, the STRV
experiment also includes an analog cold-tip motion control system based upon feeding back the
eddy-current signals to adjust the command voltages to cancel the cold-tip displace-taents.
The feedback-system parameters are derived empirically, based upon measured properties of the
complete cooler system. This is done by commanding a voltage on each command line, and
measuring the resulting eddy-current displacements. This provides the parameters for a system
of equations, similar to Equation 3 above, that can be inverted to provide the resulting
coefficients for the analog circuit.
Unfortunately the equations for the ceramic appliques are not the same as for the piezo
translators. For this reason, the control system must switch between the two systems of
equations, depending on the actuators being used.
In order for the analog system to remain stable, the frequency content of the closed-loop circuit
must be limited. The first structural flexibility of the system is expected to be the lateral
bending of the coldfinger around 300 Hz. The next highest mode is a 420-Hz bounce mode
where the cryocooler bounces on the translators. Around these frequencies the phase of the eddy
cunent displacement will change significantly from the rigid-body response characteristic that
predominates near the 60-Hz cooler drive frequcyo.c.

AN a irult, tie Cot.ol •

. Vb
-,Sy.stc
must

carefully designed to avoid instabilities at these frequencies.
Initial attempts to use a simple cutoff filter to achieve the necessary stability margin were
unsuiccessful. As a result, the final system design uses a sysetem of tracking filters tuned to the
drive frequency. These are implemented with switched-capacitor filters driven from the digital
programmable clock.
Cryocooler Drive Electronics
During operation, the electrical drive of the cryocooler compressor is aiso controlled by the
digital controller electronics; this guarantees frequency and phase locking between the two
systems. The cryocooler drive cont,-, includes closed-loop control of the cold-tip temperature,
and closed-loop control of the r .lcr di iý, Crcqucncy to obtain iiaximum drive motor efficiency.
"This maximurm motor effici.Ancy is itchic, ed if the ciyocoolcr is operated at its mechanical
resonant frequency, which also (,orresp, .ds to the point wheec the cooler drive current and
voltage are in phase tunity power fact(
Based upon cold-tip and hear-sink LCHIperature measurements, the temperature controller works

on a simple dead-band principle whereby two tcmperature limits (e.g., 94.75 K to 95.25 K) are
established. Whcn the coldfinger temperature is above the high limit, 95.25 K, the coolhr drive
voltage is increased slightly to drive tht temperature down; when the coldfinger temperature is
below the lower limit, 94.75 K, the cooler di ivc voltauc is decreased slightly, allowing the
needcd in this applicatiOn.
tciipcrature to increasc. Prcci:c control is ii Ti
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In addition to the temperature measurements, the current going tc the cryocooler is measured
to establish the phase angle between the current and the voltagc. Equation 1 is used to curve
fit the current to calculate the phase angle. When the phase angles are the same, the drive
frequency is on resonance. During operation, the current and voltage at digital frequencies on
either side of the nominal 60-1Hz frequency are used to update the drive frequency and bring the
cooler back into resonance. TLe drive frequency is changed by the progranmmable clock in the
flow diagram in Figure 3.
The frequency controller takes advantage of the rapid change in phase angle compared to the
change in temperature. Frequency tables provide a starting point, and give changes to be
applied for heatsink variations.

SUMMARY
STRV-lb offers an interesting opportunity to test state-of-the-art piezoelectric adaptive control
technologies in orbit. The many challciig-s associated with STRV, e.g., a maximum of 20 watts
of power, poor thermal control, very little available weight, and a high radiation environment,
have led to a number of innovative developments that should be useful for future applications.
Two types of controi-system drive acttmtnrs bhve been develoned and are beinrg contrasted: an
applique ceramic applied directly to the coldfinger, and piezo translators supporting the entire
cooler. New, non-contacting, low-wattage, low-profile eddy-current transducers are being used
to measure the cryocooler cold-lip displacement amplitudes.
Two types of control systems are also being conr-asted: a fully adaptive digital control s,'stem
that controls both the cryocooier and the vibration suppression, and an analog controller that uses
a tracking filter to suppress the fundamental drive frequency. Either control system can operate
either type of actuator. This redundancy provides some protection against total loss of the
experiment due to single-point failures; however, several single-point failures do exist in the
experiment (e.g., loss of the CPU).
The digital control concept developed here is applicable to a wide variety of vibration suppression hard\kare. Force cancellation, or dual drive coils, could easily be accommrnodated within
the spme control systein.
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ABSTRACTF
T'he High Temperature Superconductivity Spatce Experiment (HISSE) programn
wvas initiated by the U.S. Naval Researchý Laboratory (NRL) in 1988 to promote and
develop the. pitentialy significant beenefiis of utilizing High Temperature Superconducting
(H-TS) ma~cilals in satellite electronic components. Lon,- life, high reliability cryogenic
cooling i-, ~he 60 to 80K range is essential for the successald utilizationl of HTS electronics
in operat %
nal space applications. [he riew generations of clearance seal Stirling cycle
mechaniLai refrigerators offer die potential for continuous, >5 year operation at >0.95
reliabi~lities, but there has b-een little space fltight experi encu. J. UUditoi to
11nI-ITSA
device per-formnance in the space environment an important HTSSE objective is to develop
the engineering experience to integrate, launch, and operate long life spacecraft cryogenic
systems. The I-TSSE cryogenic subsystem consists of 15 microwave I-TS experiments
cooled by a production British Aerospace (BAe) 80K cryocooler. Extensive on-board
instrumentation monitons cryocooler perfurnnance and assists iii problem ýliagnosis from the
ground. HTSSE has been integrated and tested on a host DOD spacecraft and awaits a
1993 launch. This paper describes the thermal design, instrumlentation, and integration
experience of utilizing a BAe cryoco-oler in a HI'S space application.

INTRODUCTION: THE IIT'SSE PIROGRAýjM
Each new evolutionary step in electronic technology has led to commensurate
increases in spacecraft capabilities. T1his is evidciit by comparling thic history ofl spacecraft
systcni capabilities with the de-velopment of the transistor, IC, and VLSI. In late 1987,
just after the discovery of 11ThS materialos with a T'c above 90K, and in-house NRL survey
0f on',oing IITS R&D was conductrd. T-he resuit of the study indicated that the p)otential
be-neiits Of I-IS Materials for enhancing satellite eIlectronic coinpc~nents was potentially
signlificant. In 1988, NRL form~ulated the 1ITSSE program iniitree successively miore,
sophisticated phases: IMTSE-i, 1-FISSE-li, and I['ISSFlI to promnote tho dexelopnierit
of HIl'S technology into space app)i~cations. llic IITSSL plan is to dcnionstratc II"'lS
and survivability on~ IITSSE-l to he launched in 19931, (lelionst.rate advarteed
IW81~
'~iability,
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HTS de-vices on HTSSE -11 in a 1996 launich, and eventually denionsti ate operability of a
fully functional H-TS sy-stemi in) a 20(X) launch of 1lESSE-Ill. TPhe 1ITSSE programn goal
was to provide- a focus antd a forumi for the IITS R&D commun1.1ityN to make practical
hardware for space applications and to de~elop and demionstrate the crifical cryogenic
subsystems required to suptu~rt 11TS technology. The approach was to p)rovide the I ITS
community acccss to space and leverage off of existing H1'S programs such as those
funded by DARPA, SL~lO, NASA, and corporate R&D efforts. l1*1SSE does not fund
research in HTS device development but does fund adapting acid repackaging IITS devices
for the HTSSE payload.
H1TSSE-I, tie subject of this paper, contains 15 HTS experimenis froni
government, industry, and academia.These I-ITS experimients will demonstrate passive
microwave circuit devices including: thin-film ring and linear resonators, coate-d-bulkcavity' resonator band-pass filter, bianchline coupler-, and at miniaturized patch antenna.
Most of these device have otie to two orders of miagnitu~de increase in quality factor (Q9,
or reduction in size as compared to normial nietal circuitry. H-TSSI3-1 is a secondary
experiment on a DOD spacecraft anid runs on the BOL Ipowex 11nW 1:i1 of the spacecr-aft.
The host spacecraft orbit will subject 1-ITSSE-I hardware to a fairly high radiation dose of
106 to IV~ rads(Si") In tie planned 6 month life of the expe-riment. The six dosimeters on
board HTSSE will allow correlation of device degradation with high energy particle dose,
if observed. Bioth the electronic and mechanical systemis of HTFSSE-i were conceived,
uesigned, fabricated, and tested at NRL in a short time to meet the host spacecraft schedule.
Concurrent engineering.-and de:.-lopnient of the 1ITS experimients and IITSSE-l flight
experiment was necessary to meet the schedule. Prelliminary design review, to the delivery
of flight hardwar was a 14 month pe.iod. IITSSE-1 has been integrated on host spacecraft
and tested successfully' and is awaiting, a mid 1993 launch.
There air. three subsystems to IITS SE-I the cryogenic experiment subsystem, the
microwave measurement subsystem, and the digital control electronic subsystem. Thle
rnicrow~ive measurement subsystem functions as a scalar network analyzer which mt asures
insertion loss of the IITS devices. Thc dligitil control1 CIeCCU01on icssbsystemi performis
Coniniaril, control, signal process.ing and data collection for all IHTFSE-I subsystemis.
Gryoco~l~ing is provided by it !ritishi Aerosp~ace (BAc) 80~K coilcr, one of die firs;t
production lot of 6 cr-yocoolers thi~t TAe Ii;Ls built. An ii qoi tant patrt of the IITSSE
pzograin is to dcvelop and dIcnioiisuate the cr\'ogcnilc subsystenis necessary for IITJS sp~ace
apphica' ions. [or this recasoii th ro.ciackagc and cr--o~coolei ha~ve keni exhl.isivclv
instrun icnted to pio\'idt hticaldthitU and
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presents the theinial environment and performance of H1TSSE-I, zliernial and structural
design specifics of tie I3Ae cryocooler interface, and information Oil the cryogenic
subsystemn diagnostic instrumrictation included oil IITSSE-l.
HTSSE-I CON1IGURATION & ENVIRONMENT
The 15 1ITS experiments and 4 conventional RF metal reference devics onl
HTSSE-I are packaged in the 9 inich diameter by 9 inch tall cryogenic cold bus. The cold
bus is structurally secured in an aluminum frame by six glass-fiber epoxy composite straps.
The 1-TS experiments anrd metal r-eferencf- &-vices are radially located on the circumnfere~nce
of the cold bus, foi easy access and evcn unattenuated exposure to the high energy, particles
of the orbit environment. Figure 1,an early CAD drawing of the H-TSSE-I experiment
deck, illustrates the location of the cold bus, it's structure and the BAe 80K cryocooler.

Figure 1. 1HTSSE-l IExperimient Deck Withiout Theninal

Blankets

Tie. cold bus tension suppoxr-t Str-ucture is mtached to a trapezoiddl shaped hioney comlb deck
that sits flushi with the exterior skin of Rihe spacecraft. The I3Ae cryx,ý:xxler displacer is
po~sitioned jUSt above iueek with thre cold finger protruding just underneath the cold bus.
Th1e flexible copper strap that conductively links thc cold finger to the cold bus isnot
Ohe foflI( )W!ii,- section. 1 he I ICunn11
is described in (Icuin
shown in this CAI) drililt" 1i1Wh
11I0W
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gas transfer tube of the BAe displacer can be .,seen leading to the compressor which is
located under the deck. There are two 100 mil thick cylindricad aluminum radiation shields
for the displacer :nd compressor which are not shown in this figure for clarity. Also not
shown for clarit, s a 40 layer MILI blanket on the cold bus to minimize thermal radiation
parasitics and .,e silver Teflon surfaced radiators on the trhree sides and top of the tension
strap frm-ne to minimize the temperature of the outer MLI layer. The Lockheed Research
Laboratory designed and fabricated a high performance 40 layer MLI radiation blanket.
Heat is reject;d from the cryocooler into the honeycomb deck and then radiated to space.
Figure 2 shows the ttTSSE-J experiment and electronics decks on the aft end of a
spacecraft.
ELECTRONICS
OECK

Figure 2. HTSSE-i Position on a Spacecr-aft Aft End
The spacecraft spins about it's cylindrical center line. The sun angle varies between
it 45' anglc fwioii Oie spin axis on the aft end io a 450 angle with the spin axis on the forw~ard
side of the spacfecraft over a 120 day period. The hot condition occurs when the sun is 450
on the aft end at the end of 1ifc, the cold condition occurs at the beginning of life with the
sun onl the for~vard side. Thlere are three principle thermal loads on thle cryogenic cold bus;
Ilherinal radiation parasitics, conductive lparasitics through tile Six tension support straps,
and conductive. parasitics through thle Coax 110 cables that interface with the I ITlS dc;viccs in
the cryogenic cold package. There are two 0.02 1 diameter coax RF cables to provido input
arid outp)ut for each device maikin~g a total of 38 cryog;:nic 1/0)Coax cables. Tlablu 1 preciisc~
thle, significant therinal paramecters o f the hiot and cold cond itionsI~ of Ill
FSS I
110
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Parametr

Cold

Cryogenic Parasitic Load
MU Radia•m
Structure Conduction

as Condition

lio Case Condition

131mW
5%9mW

205noW
72moW

250mW

356mW

Outer MNL Avg.Temp.
BAe Cryocoolet Temp.
Cold Bus Temnp.
Cryocoolcr Cold Tip Temp.

187K
263K
77.0K
76.2K

227K
293K
77.0K
75.9K

Displacer Stroke, p-p
Compressor Stroke, p-p

2.9nu
5.10mm

2.9"m
6.15amm

7U1W,

Lnf)
Cducj6,.
Total

Table 1. Predicted On-Orbit HTSSE-I Hot and Cold Conditions

BAe CRYOC2OOLER CRYOGENIC PAYLOAD INTERFACE
"TheBAe 80K cryocooler has been designed with the intent of meeting the long life
and high rehability requirements of space applications. To accomplish this goal rite "*'^University design has eliminated the wear mechanism of contacting dynamic seals in the
compressor and displacer by using close gap clearance seals. Great design and assembly
effort is exercised by the cryocooler manufacturer to maintain alignment of the regenerator
piston within the cold finger bore of the displacer to avoid contacting. The cold finger
inside diameter is the bore of the clearance seal. The cold finger is aiso designed to
minimize the conductive parasitic heat flow from the warm displacer body to the cryogenic
end in order to maximize cooling capacity. For this reason the cold finger has a thin wall
and is vulnerable to deflection from transverse forces. A flexible conductive strap is
employed at the cold finger/payload interface to minimize transverse forces. Flexibility is
needed to allow for the mismatch that occurs from tolerance build up and thermal
contraction, and to mintimize force transfer during the dynamic launch environment.
Conflicting requirements are inherent in thermal link design, flexibility is not compatible
with the high theimal conductivity required to maximize the cryocooler cold tip temperature
and thus cooling capacity. From the HTSSE-1 pcrspective the thermal link interface is the
highest risk aspect of integrating t clearumce seal cryocooler in a space application. This
section present' the configuration and perfonnance of the IITSSE-I thermal link interface.
t!I'SSE-I thermal link was not fuily o;ti:niz,.dt due to the short dvclopnrnt schedule but

1102
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does seem to offer a good compromise between flexibility and conductivity. HTSSE-i
utilized a bundled copper wire approach for a thermal link design as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Cryocooler / Cryogenic Payload Flexible Thermnal Link
Flexibility and heat conduction are provided in this thermal link design by four fine wire.
bundles as shown. The copper end blocks interface with a the cryocooler cold finger and a
berylliumn stem that penetrates the cryogenic bus MLI as shown in Figure 4. To assemble

1103
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~.Cryocooler Cold Finge~r & 'Berylliumr Stem Interikicc
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he thermal link, the copper block with the large bore in the background of Figure 3 is fit
over the the outside diameter of the beryllium st;.i shown on the right in Figure 4 and
pinned in piacc. With the thermal link assembly in place on the beryllium stem, the
cryocooler/bracket assembly is slid forward along the cold finger axis until the cold finger
end is adjacent to the bore of the copper block face shown in the foreground of Figure 3.
The thermal link bore to cold finger alignment was checked and some bending ot the
thermal link was required !o eliminate mismatch due to tolerance buildup. Once alignment
was established to minimize residual tran-;vwrse forces, the cryocooler was pushed into the
bore of the copper block it's full ilhickne;:,. Epoxy is used to bond the cold finger to the
thermal link. In operation, cool down causes the copper thermal link to shrink onto the
beryllium stem causing high surface pressures to provide a low thermal resistance interface.
The Cu/Be shrink fit design and hardware was provided by the Lockheed Research
Laboratory.
Each oi the four wire bundles in the thermal link consists of 900 wires of 0.005
inch diameter oxygen free copper. The unassembled length of each bundle is 1.40 inches.
'the ernds of each bundi. are sliver epoxicd and clamped to ,qucLc out excess epoxy. -lTh
cured bundle ends are silver epoxy bonded in 0.25 deep by 0.190 inch diameter hoWes in
the solid copper end blocks. The termination holes aic oriented at a 30 degree angle f.om
the long axis to provide a natural bend to reducc the axial stiffness. Figure 5 presents the
avcrage spring rate of this thermal link design as function of maximum deflection hi the
axial and transverse directions. The thermal conductance of this thermal link is 380omW
per °K.
8
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tI'SSE-I FLIGIII' CRX'O, . STEM
DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTATION
An implortant element of the ItTSSE program is to develop and demonstrate the
cryogeinic subsystems required to utilize HTS devices in space applications. There have
been few mechanical cryocoolers flown for durations longer than 6 months. Cryocoolers
having the potential for 5 year life with high reliabiiity have only just begun operating in
orbit within the past year. The two Stirling cycle clearance seal cryocoolers -urrently
operating are of different designs from Oxford University and Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory. The launch of HTSSE-I in midyear 1993 is likely to be the first production
clearance cryocooler on orbit. For these reasons I-ITSSE-I has been extensively
instrumented to monitor cryocooler and cryogenic payload health while on orbit. Table 2.
presents a list of the cryogenic subsystem instrumentation included on HTSSE-I. Fast
simultaneous
Item Monitored

&nsor Comments

Displacer Motor Current*

HTSSE-1 Electron'cs

Displacer Motor Voltage*

Compressor Motor Current*
Compressor Motor VolLtge*
Displacer Axial Accelerometer*
Displacer Transverse Accelerometer*

E.devco #7290- t0

Ccmpressor Axial Acwlcrometcr*
Compressor Transverse Accelerometer*
2 Channel Fast Sample Wavf7Form Plot Capability,
1600 samplelsec. rate for 62 msec wi•idow on each channel
Temperature Sensors, Cryogenic ±0.1K

Lakeshore Platinum

Resistance Thermometers
Outer MLI Blanket Temp.
Cryogenic Bus Temp.
Thermal Link Cold Finger End Temp.

Themial Link Cryogenic Bus End Temp.
Temperature Sensors, Ambient ±20K
T'hernial lHeat Flow Meter

14 Total
Calibrated Thermal Rcsis race
of Thermal Link

Cryogenic
Table 2. 1ITSSE-I
Subsystem Instrumentation
sampling of any two channels of the first eight items in Table 2 is po•ssible on I ITSSF-i.
Accelerometer and cryocooler voltage and current wave formr data will lx' useful for
1105
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moaitoring cryocooler health. Tempe.ature sensors wkill provide data to accurately predict
the cryogenic cooling load, and the heat flow meter will provide cryocooler cooling
capacity. A fast samplu data baseline will be established after initial cool down in orbit.
The hot and cold conditions are 120 days apart in orbit, thus it wili be difficult to obtain
subsequent cryocoolcr health data under similar environmental conditions as the initial
baseline data. Large changes in cryocooler performance should be detectable. The data
from the sensors listed above will be down linked to an NRL ground station and will be
available for operations monitoring from a central NRL computer via modem.

SUMMARY

"TlheHTSSE program was developed at NRL to promote the use of HTS electronics
in space applications. A critical aspect of this program is the development and
demonstration of the cryogenic technologies and subsystcms to support electronic devices
in a 77K environment in space. HTSSE-I utilizes a BAe 80K cryocooler for cryocooling.
Cryocooler vibration and motor voltage and current wave forms can be monitored from the
ground after a 1993 launch. Great attention is required in cryocooler integration to avoid
residual transverse loads on the cold finger that can cause clearance seal contacting and
premature cryocooler failure.
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ABSTRAAT
This paper presents an ovcrview of the objectives and design of !he Brilliant Eyes Ten-Kelvin
Sorption Cryocooler Experiment (BETSCE) planned for launch on the Space Shuttle in 1994.
The BETSCE objectives are to: (1) demonstrate 10 K sorption cooler technology in a
microgravity space environment, (2) advance the enabling technologies and integrationi
techniques by developing an automated, space flightworthy instrument, and (3) characterize
spaceflight performance and develop the needed flight database to aid the future cooler
development effort. Key technologies and elements to be characterized include hydride sorbent
beds, phase change materials, heat sinks, heat exchangers and other refrigeration loop
components, the cold head assembly containing a wicked solid/ liquid cryogen reservoir, cycle
process controls, and cycle repeatability. This spaceflight experiment is designed to mitigate the
risks of utilizing sorption cooler technology for spacecraft sensor cooling applications that
require periodic quick-cooldown, negligible vibration, low power consumption, and long-life (5
to 10 years).
INTRO[)UCTION
Sorption cooler technology provides an ideal method to produce intermittent operation of
cryogenic infrared sensors for future astronomy, earth-observatiron and surveillance satellite
systems. Sorption cooling provides low-vibration, long-life, ard repeated quick cooldown
capability, and the intermittent o•peration results in I , average power consumption. A potential
L) surveillance satellite system, since one
application for this technology is the Brilliant Eyes
of the BE system concepts includes a very long-wavelength infrared (VLWIR) detector focal
plane that needs to be pcriodically operated at near 10 K.
1107
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Thle periodic 10 1 soIrption cooler concept for 13_1 was originally conceived by Joh-~son and
Jonles j 1,2]. T'he concept has been invecstigatedj analytically, and the prool-of-princ!1)le of a 10 1.
stage has been experimientally demionstrated in laboratory experiments [ 3]. Alternately heat'n
and cooling beds of mectal hydride po~wuers circulates hydrogen in a closed Cyl and pe~riodijc-ally,
cools the. detector cold head assemibly to 10 K on conimiane Figure I (lescribes the basic cycle
Con cept.
A comprehensive technology development program is underway to advance thle maturity level
and mitigate the risks of utilizing this novel technology for spaceflight systems such as BE [4].
The various elementis of this development program [5] include compoxnent-level Characterization
and reliability physics investigations, engineering model and protoflight development by industry,
and a near-term spacefllgigt technology dem-onstration experiment (BETSCE). BETSCE is an
elemnent of the Shuttle Pallet Satellite (SPAS 111) mission that is mounted on the Shuttle side
wall. Specific B1ITSCE objectives are wo:
"* Demonstrate 10 K sorption cooler technology in a mnicrogravity space environment,
"* Advance thle enabling technologies and develop integration techniques by developing an
automated, space P ahtworthy instrument, and
*Chmmmr~ter-

sp~iceflipht nerforma~nce and develop thle noA-fled flifht datqbase to aid the

future cooler development effort.

Releasing high-pressure GH,

'3)

lj
from lank to fast sorbent bed
produces LH2 at •ý 30 K in
cryostat reservoirHeto
2~Vacuum pumping of reservoir
by low-pressure sc~rbent bed
produces SH2 at _<11 K in
cr3 ,ostat reservoir
Detector heat load a! s 11 K
sublimates SH2 aria drives GH2
into low-pressure sorbent bed
4)Heatir~q sorbent beds drives
ofi CH2 and rcprcs:;uriZCZ

Gr 2

Sorbent
Bed
Hetr

A)

yrd
obn

ecin'I

Bd

3

tdrik

.3.

Figure 1. Periodic 10 K sorption cryocooier basic cycle.
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!c0'huologites

iind elements to be cha-rlacterizedi InCl tde h VdrideC sorbent beds,', pha1,se change1
ima~terials. he~at sinks, hea~t cxch;~ingers anid other rC Irigerat 'onI loo~p Corn ponc its, te
iCcold hecad
assembly cotanig
1
atý icked sol id/ I itud cryogcn reservoir, cycle process controls, and cycle

IKey

repextability
[UN("l IONAI RFQUI.IIRNIL:NTS
TO111O
m
thle ObýJctivC of' demionstrating thle 16 K sOrption coolcr process inl "pacc, tile BETSCE
fl ight instrument requireilents are realsonably representative (A typical 1(0 K cooler goals for tile
BE VLWVIR wsysem. Sonie of thle BE goals may be relaxed I-r the DEASC flight i nSMrii mcnt
to accommodate conlstral nts mimposed by the SPAS Ill Shutitle flight, such ats unfavorable thecrinal
enivironment, safety, limited development, schedule, and hecat rejection limitations. Althou~gh
these constraints may cause the BETSCEi flight instrument wkeighit, power, and voIlume1 to be
greaiter than for a GiPAPS 111' cooler, I3ETSCE wkill still effectively de moc -ýtrate thle critical
!L-chnologles. Also, to demonstrate the 10 K sorption cooler process in space, thle I3LTSCL
flight instrument (hoes not need to contain ancillary equipinci.. such as anl IR detector and optlics;,
only thle hydrogen ref'rigerattion cycle systemi and suppiorting, systems need to be flown.

Tlhe basic functional requiremnirts selected,( for the 13L'S(E' inst rumnien are a scaled version of'
representative 111" 10 K cooling goals:
A. Cooldown in < 2 minutes f-rom 00-70 K to:
II
A cold stage detecoor interface ternpcrattirc of< I.
(1I)
(2 )
Anl intermeincate stalve tempe-rature of < 30 K.

K.

13. Sus~tain an lCR simulated detector heat load oft > 1CX mW at < I11 K fo! 10 minutes.
C. Recycle the system to operate again inl < 24 hours.
D). Demonstrate > 3 full repeatable cycles.
E. Record data required to characterize spacef'lliht] raicrogravitV perf-ormanice of- thle IITSCE
inst rum'en t.
Table I sum in11aiizs the( keytccl nolo01gies, and phelnomena
chiara-cterize, and (the associated instrumentation sensors.

UlmETSCE lis tiesignedW to
tha

EXPElRiIENIT I)ISIGN
Physically, th~e 1315 SCL-1 flight equipment comprises a Sorbent Bed Assembly, TFank and Valve
Assembly, Cryostat Assemrbly, Control Electronics Assemibly, Structure, and Cabling/'1nstallatiOn
hiardwxare. Figure 2 depicts thle BL1'SCE- instrument mounted onl a (jet Away Special (GAS)
adaptei beami on thle Shittlec payload bly sidViewll. B-1.1SC, 1;(raw s po.er fCoi thle S hutthc 28
V DC po~wer bus, dowuýl inks data and uplinks coininands, stores daita oilIl131Sd s dedlicatc(1
wass storate (device, receives thle Shuttilte NfI slon Elaped i m(Nil, Y) feed! at the data initerlace
1109
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TFable 1. Key 1IFF]SCL- Measuremients
JII1C1UO111cI](1X

to

SCiIN() rN

lbe Measiii'ed
Achieven-ent of s\'Steml futict ionlal
requirements

Soir bcnt bed hecAt tr~it-Nstr

fast sorption
ISorbent beddcsorption!
recyclingl
capability/
Sorbcnt migration" conw.ctilon

-

lelnimplatuires at1%im;ulated detector iintcrtace
\ ol tage and currentm to :old liead hecatcr
SBA and *Lank pressures and tenpoeratu!r',s

-

SBA tealiperdwtros & P)TCSSUtI CS

-

1Ti1me

-

P.A!/TV A pr essur e
SBA / CA te mpjera tures, & S
Time

-

-

-

3A tem1peli ttires & plressures
r and peKSt-flight 'Sinspcton1 & X-ray,
leaik-check
'inie

V

SBA temips. , pressures, hetvoltS & amps.;

hetswth heat transf-cr
Phase change
thaw! heit transfer

SBA temiperatures
Timet
1

-aeilhce
-

Cryostat reservoir liquid! solid
Scryogen retention and phiase
separationl

-

CA temperaturcs & p~ressu~res
Tinlie

J-T loop thermody~namics & hea~t
transfer

-

CA and TVA temipcratures & pressures
Time

Thermal storage device and
mrechanical cryowcooler interfaIce
performance

-

CA and T[VA temperatuies &Lpressures

Cycle process controls and

-

____

______________________

repeatability

SBA, TVA, CA, CEA tC0mprat.uiCS, pressures,
volts & amps for hea~ters
-_____

~Thermal radiator liareject ion
Notes:

-

~-

CA, SB3A, CEA tempera-,tureCS

SBA
Sorberit Ik-d Assembly; TVA = Tank & Valve AssemblyI; ('A=
Assemnbly-; CLA = Conti o! 1lctironmics Assembly
-=

ryostait

connector, accepts crew inputs via thec Standard 1'ayloac4 Switch Paiwl, and] rejlects iheat to Spawe
with radiative coolcrs.connector, accepts crew inputsý v'a the' Standard lPavload Switch Planel, and
rejctis heat to space -with radiative coolers.

vil' tire 2.

11PTSCIT instrument mounted on atCet-Away Specald (GAS) adapter bedill

'The LFITSCE cyýcle exploits the properties o! certain metallic hy~drid
odr
htdsr
hydrogenl to hij;h pr evsu res xs0I
heMiaedad adsorb, h-Wdrogen to hihvacuums when cooledL
133 allternatel. hea,1,in" arid
holn
eds of dicese hydride ptwders, HIfTSC il Circulates
hydrogen' gýas thloluoh it closed Nsvsten . 'lhc p)i ocC:s pi odiics (-3 1 gof sol d hvdlrooeni in about
2 mm ueseno L' to cool si
Sinlluatcd infrared skmi~or for 10U inim ts at <_ I I K. SeeC Figure 3.

FIC~i
~mv 3 shows the: Bl"'lS(7I fluiid sceltaratC

F L IIrC sos
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BEFSCE operating sequence.

LaNI 4 Sn°
HYDRIDE
POWDER

-

ZrNi
HYDRIDE

2

GAS.-GAP

-

FILTER

,\./,
HOUSING

-PRESSURL

VESSEL

FAST ABSORPTION
SORBENT BED
Absorbs 5.29 g H 2 in !S 90 sec
(generating 90.SkJ) at 0.2E MPa
('nB psift)

HIGH PRESSURE
SORBENT BED
Desorb, 5.78 g H 2 at high
pressure, 10.3WeMP (1495 psia)

LOW PRESSURE
SORBENT BED
Absorbs 0.49 g H 2 in s 30 oec
(gereratirng 16.8 kJ),
and
0.31 g H2 al 1.3 x 10"4 MPa
(1 trir) in 10 minutes

I:igurc 5.

BEI3S(T!- Sotbcnt l3ie Assciitvi
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Table 11.

Nominal Design and Performance Parameters

Cooldown from 60 K to 27 K:

9

initial storage tank pressure (1358 psia at 0'QC
0
Final storage tank pressure (1030 psia at 0 C)

9.36 MPa

gas depleted from storage ta.nk
LH, produced in cold head reservoir
H2 gas absorbed by Fast Absorption Sorbent Bed
Energy dissipated by Fast Absorption Sorbent Bed

6.09
0.50
5.29
90.5

7. 10 MPd

112

Cooldown from

g
g
g
KJ

27 K to < I I K:
< 30 seconds

Time
SH.. produced in cold head reservoirT
H 2 gas absorbed by Low-Pressure Sorbent Bed
Energy dissipated by Low-Pressure Sorbent Bed

0.31 g
0.49 g
16.8 KJ

Steady-slate operationi at < 11 K;
Trime
Csold head heat Lo~ad:
(100 mW)
12 R simulated detector heat load
Conductive & radiative parasitics
(•. 150 inW)
Sublimated H, gas absorbed by Low-Pressure Sorbent Bed
Energy dissipated in Low-Pressure Sorhenlt lied

10 minutes
250 mW
0.31 g

10. 6 K.J

Recycle Parameters:

Heater power to each sorbent bed,
J Total heating timle for 3 beds
Total energy to desorb beds! recharge storage tank

Total time-averaged desorption power over 24

JourTs

180 W
3.9 hours
2.6 Mi

29.3 W

flesides hydride sorbent material, each sorbent bed contains heater clemients, a hoeat sinkiradiator,
and either a gas- gap heat switch or a thermal capacitor. The hyd-ide powders are enclosed in
cylindrical pressure containers. Mulitip]C cartridge-type heaters mte brazk7.4 to the outside of tile
pressure containers. Suirolinding the high pressure and low pre, ýure bed5' hydride containers
arc 3.8 min (0. 150 inch) v~dc vacuu-i spaces_ that function as Lga' --ap hceat switches. T'hese gaps
may be filled with helium gas a-, a pressure of about 1.3 x 10' M41a (10 torr) onl command, to
provide conductive pathis between thle hydrides arid heat sinks! radiators. \Vhen, ihe beds are
subsejticintly heated to recharge the system, the gaps arc ev 'cuated to the vacuum of- space to
provide thermial isolation. 'The low iprcs.suie sorbent bed is hCZ.ued to about OWX K to desorb thle
hyuLrogen at about 0.21 M11? (30 psia) to transler it to thle high pressure bed. Then tile high
l)[cssurc bed is heated to 540 K 1, dcsorb the hydrogen at about 10.3 MI'a (1~495 psilt v:'ho the
tank t(inlicrature is 300 K) to reklhargc. the storage taink.

1114
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The fast absorption sorbent bed consists of seven separatc hydride containers located within an

aluminum housing. Surrounding each hydride container is an aluminum chamber filled with
n-hexadecane, a paraffin phase change material (PCM) that acts as a thermal capacitor, in a
copper heat transfer enhancement matrix containing 15.7 fins per centimeter. As 5.29 g of
hydrogen arc absorbed by the fast absorption sorbent bed in about 80 seconds, the 90.5 KJ given
off by the exothermic hydride reaction melts the PCM. Thus, the hydride temperature remains
fairly isothermal at about 20 K above the PCM phase transition temperature of 289 K, allowing
the hydrogen absorption pressure to remain at about 0.26 MPa (38 psia) in the fast absorption
sorbent bed, which corresponds to about 0.39 MPa (57 psia) in the cryostat assembly cold head
reservoir. To recharge the system, the fast absorption sorbent bed is then heated to about 360 K
to desorb the hydrogm:n at about 0.41 MPa (60 psia), tiansferring the hydrogen to the high
pressure ýorbent bed. Then, as the radiator cools the n-hexadecane PCM to below 289 K it
again solidifies.
The BETSCE Cryostat Assembly comprises the thermal storage device (TSD), mechanical
cryocoolers, cryogen reservoir, heat exchangers, Joule-Thomson valve, outer shell, and
associated piping. See Figures 2 and 3. The TSD is a 2.0-kg aluminum block cold sink. It is
supported inside an evacuated cryostat outer shell that is vented to space by motorized valve V I
whenever BETSCE is operating. Heat is removed from the TSD by mechanical cryocoolers.
When chilled to 60-65 K, the TSD is available to support the hydrogen cycle. In the initial stage
of the cooldown cycle, hydrogen gas circulated past the TSD raises the TSD temperature by
about 10 K.
The mechanical cryocoolers are split-Stirling rotary drive advanced tactical coolers manufactured
by Hughes Electrot, Dynamics Division (Model No. 7044H). These coolers are identical to
those used in the Cryogenic Heat Pipe Experiment (CRYOHP) planned for launch in 1992
aboard STS-53 [7], and the NASA Cryo System Flight Experiment planned for launch in 1994
[8]. BETSCE contains three of these mechanical cryocoolers; two are operated simultaneously,
and the third provides relundancy.
The BETSCE Tank and Valve Assembly integrates 2 tanks, II valves, and associated
pressurized pipijg into a single unit. This allows many of BETSCE's joints, seals, and pressure
vessels to be intensively addressed and their performance verified before integration with the
other flight equipment. The 11 normally-closed solenoid valves are activated by BETSCE
Control Electronic Assembly drive circuits to produce the desired flows. See Figure 3.
The BETSCE Control Electronics Assembly directs the instrument through a series of preprogrammed sequences. Data on the status and performance of instrument components are
acquired and stored in nonvolatile solid-state flash lcmnory. l',rfoimance data are also
downlinked to ground pcrsonrell so that experiment progress can be assessed. BETSCE can
accept uplinked commands to modify sequences or configurations based on observed
performance. All comumiands from the Iround involve software, parameter adjustments, or valve
configura'ions that have no .ifety implications.

Sec Figure 2.
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To measure and characterize the phenomena summarized in Table 1, the BETSCE instrument
contains an array of 96 sensors monitored by the Control Electronics Assembly. Temperatures
are measured by an assortment of silicon diodes, platinum resistance thermometers (PRT's) and
thermocoupies. Other telemetry includes pressure sensors, and current and voltage monitors for
determining electrical power consumed by heaters and mechanical cryocoolers.
The Control Electronics Assembly also provides power conditioning as needed of the 28+4
VDC supplied by the Shuttle. The strawman power and energy consumption profiles are shown
in Figure 6.
MISSION SCENARIO
Figure 7 summarizes the strawman mission timeline. On orbit, BETSCE is powered-on at the
start of payload activities, and is capable of running continuously and operating autonomously
for the full mission duration. When powered-on, BETSCE immediately djoe a self-check and
status appraisal. In the event of power interruption, BETSCE will resume operation "atthe
sequence where it left off.
Initially, the sorbent beds are sequentially heatedl to desorb their hydrogen and charge the storage
tank. Simultaneously, BETSCE will vent the cryostat guard vacuum to space via valve VI and
turn on the 60 K mechanical cooler assembly, to begin pre-cooiing the cryostat thermal sktnagr
device. These off-line conditioning sequences take about 18-24 hours. Then, BETSCE will
execute an initial full cycle for evaluation, and a full check cycle incorporating any modifications
that are necessary. Next, BETSCE will execute four conditioning cycles to establish repeatable
cycle parameter data patterns. Data patterns are expected to approach the nominal 12-hour cycle
in 3 or 4 cycles. See Figure 4. Additional cycles will be necessary if the data patterns have not
stabilizcd by the fourth cycle.
Following establishment of cycle repeatability, several utilization cycles follow, where various
effects of parametric tuning arc investigated. In one of these studies, it is planned to have a
pressure release through calibrated orifices that bypass the cryostat to independently define
sorbent bed performance. The one cycle per 12-hour period rate will be maintained. If mission
duration and resources permit, additional cycles should be inserted to address any issues of
oppxorturiity that arise in the course of preplanned sequences.
Following the final sorption cycle, the mechanical coolers are shut down and the warmup of the
thermal storage device and cold head is observed. While warmnup is proceeding, hydrogen is
returned to the :r!Ant beds until they are fully hydridcd. Then BETI'SCE is configured for
landing and l;,.Vwer(uj-off.
D)ATA ANALYSIS PI.AN
"The full data set will be downlinked in near-rcal time via the standard Shuttle communications
data link, and archivcd. -xtx-rimnert pcrformaicec will be evaluated on the ground and parameter
changes will be uplinked if necessary After BE3ISCEL is deintegrated fkom the Shuttle IX)st1116
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flight, data will be retrieved from the on-board data storage device and again archived. After
reduction and analysis, the microgravity spaiceflight performance data will be compared and
correlated with ground test data, and to analytical model predictions. Particular emphasis will
be placed on gaining a quantitative understanding of the phenomena listed in Table I.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The BETSCE offers tl'e first opportunity to demonstrate the spaceflight performance of a
sorption• cry.ocooler. E,*.tensive test data obtained from the 9 day mission will permit correlation
of microgravity performance with ground test data and analytical model predictions. The
spacellight performance characterization database will aid in the design of future lightweight,
efficient, periodic 10 K sorption coolers for Brilliant Eyes, as well as other infrared sensor
cooling applications for surveillance, astronomy, planetary and earth observation satellite
systems.
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GAS ATOMIZED Er-3Ni POWDER FOR CRYOCOOLER APPLlCATlON,,ý

I. E. ANDERSON', Mv.G. OSBORNE, 1-. TAKEYA, AND) K. A. GSCHNEIDNER, JR-1.
AME2S LIBORATORY AND DEPARTMENTY OF MATERIALS SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING, IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
AMES, IOWA 50011, USA

ABSTRACT

Although Er-3Ni powdei has become an important cryocooler regeneration matcna.] due to its
significantly enhanced heat capacity at temperatures in the range of liquid He, an efficient method is
still needed to produce commecrcial quantities of high quality E-r3Ni powder. A high pressure gas
atomnization (HPGA) approach %%asde~clopcd to produce uniform spherical powde-rs of 'high purit\
EI3Ni and 3 batches of about 1.3Kg each were prepar-ed The aver-age yicld of high quality
MIcrKostructural analysis of sectioned powder sample-s revealed single phase particies with some
internal cracking but no evidence of an oxidized surface shell. Chemica! -anallysis and x-ray,
diffraction measurements verified that single phase particles of the stoichiomerinc composition hz. I
been generated. Vacuum fusion measurements indicated that the powkder contained 2(M)pprn of
oxygen (by wvt.). The heat capacity of- a hot pressed, partially sintered Et3.Ni powder sample was
measured from 2K to about 80K. The results indicated a maximumi heat capacity of'0.43 i1cm 3 K
at about! 7K. The hicat capacity peak appears to be about 0.(A J/crn 3 K higher than that reported b>
Sahashi et al. (1) and it is also narrower. Compared to the single peak- for t! is sample, the Sahlashi
et a]. (1) heat capacity peak- has two maxima suggesting the existence of- two phiases in their
material- In addition, our Er3Ni fxowder has a larger heat capacity than Pb over the entire range ul
temiperatures up to about 25K \\ filch should pecrmit a lower finial ternperatureI 101ixoxdrtg
r
comix~sed of this material.
I1
N-1RODU C1'l ON
Er31\i powder has bc,-omne an impoi-tant crvocoolcc regener-ation miateriAl due to its si gi; ficantl\
enhlaniced heat cap~acity at tenlipeCiurues in thc ranige of liquid l ie. I luwev% the111
pace ol
deveclopenict of reliable naetcrieraHIKtionl deVICes whic t1101
1.1A
1120

earthitelvc!(
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alloys as the heat exchanger bed maternal has been slowedcL by several problems associated with thle
characteristics of available alloy particulate. Most of these alloys have ninherently poor mechanical
propertics, primarily poor fracture toughness. Only limited commercial sources of suitable powdci
of these alloys currently exist, typically supplying powder which is non-spherical. of- low purity
and sized between about 0. 1 to 0.3mm.
The most typical1 commercial praitice involves mcchanical grinding or crushing of cast allovs to
size which produces irregular fragmented powders that are often partially fr-,:ct ured (2). Prematuire
disintegration of this substandard particulate material generally occurs af-ter a limi1ted period of
testing in a packed bed heat exchanger. Thle disintegration prx~ess causes the bed to shiflt and lose
stability, creating a loose bed that promotes further parilcle attrition and dusting. The abrasive duos
can also severely affect the lifetime of moving parts in the refrigeration unit (2).
An improved experimenta tc.:hnique, spark erosion, Produces a yield of Er3Ni po\%ders that
consists of both "shatters" and spheres (3). Recent research results reported by Ludeman (4)
indicate that a drop tube atomnizaton devicex with at Fine diameter orifice and a iiiei mitii
overpressure is ci'pablc of producing extremely high yields of REI alloy spheres, albiet at a low
production rate. However, because the Ra~legh disintegration process requires increasingly finer
melt orifice sizes for finer powders and because of their tendency to frecze-off, this device appears
to have a natural lower size limit of about 0.3mm for production of RiBI alloy powders. Recently,
one commercial source has emerged f, c 0.3mmn spheres (1) which are produced by a "Rotating
Disk" Process" method but uncertainty exists about its efficiency, adaptability f-or smaller size
SphereCs, and suitability for higher melting point REI alloys.

To permit widespread development of advanced cryocooler designs that utitlize this high
performance material, an efficient method is needed to produce uniform spheiccal powders, of high
purity LI3NI in commercial quantities. A modified high pressure gas atomi/ation (l-PGA)
technique has been demonstr-ated to be effecti-V'e lOf prodJuction of rare carth-' ron-bovnn Pei Ilncilr
miagnect alloy po'\v~ders (5), a RUI alluy of similar oxidation tendency, al thotugh in a much tine;
particle size. Because thle modified HPGA tccniqtiqe already pr-oduces h11ih purity%Spheiclal
rxwdcers aiid includes provisions for powder surface passivation of PEI alloys (5), thle chief
development needed for adapting HPGA for this application is a "detuning" of thle atomizlationl
ener gy level (6) to produce signif icantly coarjser pXV% dcrs.

l
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EXPERIMIENITAL PROCEDURE
The starting materials usedj in thiis study %%CiC99.8ýat.%7 pure Er bar, which had been prepared at
the Materials Preparation Center, Ames Laboratory, and 99.9,at.%c pure Ni shot which was
purchascd from INCO. Thc major impurities in the Er in pprna (atomlic) were: 1-I - 828, C - 97, N
- 60, 0 - _546, F - 246, C1 - 14, and Fe - 19 (all the remaining impurities present were < 10 ppmla
and most < 1 ppma). The major impurities in thc Ni in ppmna xxere: H - 330, C - 580, 0 - 107, C1
- 1, and Mn - 2 (all the remaining Impurities present were < I ppma). Weighted amounts of Er and
Ni wvere arc-melted on a water coo~led Cu hearth in an inert atmosphere of Ar (99.998wt.%ý p~ure)
and ca~stin 25g buttons. A total of about 37 00g of alloy was prepared and split into three Similfar
batches for atomnization processing.
The high pressure gas atomnization process incorporated a melting systemn with at high purity
(99.55%;-), contitolled porosity (2 1.0% porositv) alumina crucible, a high purity (99.8%1), hiardfired alumina stopper rod, arid a boron nitride (93%T BN) pour tube. Based onl an estimated
anoi eixibu.'iui (Ei - i0.47x/ NN'
liquidus temperature of t00r-C o[ the Er1
3 1Ni W

a Itpru

tcmrpcrature of 11000~C was selected to proý ide about '-0()YC of superheat tfo effecctive alloy
homogenization and atomiization. The melting and atomization chamber, as shown schematically in
Figure 1, was evacuated initially to about 6 x 1lO 2 toiT and, then, backfi'lled with ultra high purity
(99.998%ý") Ar gas to a positive pressure (1.1 atm) for the melting and atonmiation operations. Thle
atomlization nozzle (7) was operated at a gas pressure of 2.8MPa (4(X0psig) %%ithultra high purity
(99.998%y) Ar gas utilizing a mielt tip configuration designed to reduce the energy of disintegration
process (6) to promote production of large (0. 15 to 0_35mn) pow%dei particle~s. In addition, an Insitu particle passivation piocess (5) was perf-ormied dunring the atomni/ation of thle lx)\ter to tender
thle po~wder surfaces resistant to ambient environmental degradation.
Since initial screening of thle aiorni/,er Nield resulted in both spher"Ical lxm dcrs and flattcnced 'splat"
[lakes, a [luidized bed sorting technique was developed which utili-ed a 2.5cmn diamctci by 0.7i11
long separation tube with anl upward flow%of Ar. At a selected gas flow setting the splats welt'
transprx~ted up and out of thle top of the open scparation tube wýith thle spliei cal pxtxdcr retained in
the lower p.ortion of the tube, for collection alter 'cinii nati on of thle gas, Ii1(mW
To chatacteniz.e particle1

shape, loose jxiwvdcr was obser ved wvithr SEMN-IMUsin a CunldlIC1iii adllcsix

miount. Microstructural ainalysis

nd

:s
tilded optical niicroscop% and SE L (I p. iwdcr l),rticl~e en

sections in etched (212( nital) and tinectlied colidiil'uMS it)
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r~strespvcctivelv. NlIctalIlogiaphilc ýanlple pi eplalaton o! thcsC SaiiiplcsIC iivoivcd epoK\\
tuiountiliug of'the loose pw\ders and ,;ravn~d pni
n anr~~
d po~lishinei techniiques.
Be,'ýase the nic~asurcment fi xture ol the sub-anibiewi caldomijintcrri
ireimd at samiple shaped l ike a
ri;Igh circukf cvNiander r-ather thain loo\se xailiculate, thec spheric~al Li13 NI px ders w\ere partizrhlvsuineied into thiss shape. Powder thart had bc-cn sciecncd to 0.2 12 < dia. -ý0.33(Xniinr wid sortled It)
remove flakes was po~ured into a C%
lindr ical BN die cavity, 3mmi dia. b%3mum height, which \vasv

fitted with a B3N plunger. The plunger wa-s wcighted with " stainless steel blc~k of about SOxg.
The Powder sample and die asscm bl\ waS loladed Into aI-stac furýUIC
naHCe chlinibei and \iuu
J:III k
\ 104)trm) sinteied at 7(X~oC ior 441hr. The partiall\ siniitered SampleI eXhibi ted sufficient
tuecharnical intcgillN to pimli t reimoval hoim the BN die and hiandling Iin the czdorimeter.
ThC low%temperCIatureC (2 to 80)K) hecat capaicity wasý rncasured usmng an aidiiabatic heat-pulse ty pe
caioimete (8). The acceur-c\ of the hecat cea),ici t\ meamuvcnienits is Csti
the reported

tII.Id to be w ithinl 1 01

valueC below%20K, %i hin 2-51;. bmetwee 20. aind O0K, and wNithin 5-10i', atxo\ e 60iKý,

wit the accuracy decicz~sinL \\ itli IIn[CVe
reni(xviw ihhI

Mg temper)Cature- InI the r-ange atv\ c 20K. The

hoi~l one
)l run to aniother ho~k ever.I,is1muchI better: less than or equal to 1 , below\

401K, 2(, betweeni 4U and 50K, Y"(. betm con 50 and 60K, and 4 to 5K,ý abo%c N)K".
RESULTS
Uniformi sphecricfl ixnv\dcr s of Er3M \Nciic produced b\ athi gl pressure eatoini aton (I iPG A)
iappmoach in 3 batcheCS 01 ab)OLIt 1.3 KV each.

heaverage Nield of- liiI h +1ualMv spherical- t)o\Wedi

between U.15 and 0.35mm wasX, alxmtl 10(-, of tire initial atonli iCr cliarpe kkei ht. 'Fie t\ picail sIliap
and Sul 1aýce chalac!Ci of the I IPGYA lv\\ dcr ýs givecin
II FL cur 2 \ý linchl sh
X)s
\ý dcis scc
icnd to
0. 100k < dia. < 0. 150nnim. Oc),casional snradl Isinglar
'U1 n
lubs" a] c corn mloni

but no larize cIluSters Of 'satellite" Ixturticls arc obseir ed, ;v, 1-ipgu
that It 1,11i1 v 1wIp I lad"on l

LitattOf

mc

a111(Ilchd to the splhCI C"

2 indicates. It shoiý!.d be n. 'ted

vyild (appioxinuiatelx I () t. 20Kl" 1"'v.c:t

o~se

'A splat fl :ikS and that1 the flakes wkere iemlo~ d by a Ii tidi ied bed scpat ti'
un witli xl desciimbed
'y.Observations of the Er NiI atemi1A0
lati onsrysuggeSted
,I
thatL thcV wide
con kk 1C~ilc
C011

ICsulted
CI 1torn

thec dctIjined atori~/1ltionI p1:11uur1WNet
contribted
0111
tUImpict

ol a Illr~

noIlten dioplecu ont thc nlu row spi;Ni clhamlber %%all, probably pi oduciry._ thespt
pkm' dcl

yield.
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Mic(_rostruetural anal vsis o!* sectioned and etched powder samples, represented by Figurel' 3 %khich
shows 0.2 12 < dia. < 0.30(Ximm powdcis, reveCalcd single phaSe

Vart;ClCS

cr-acking and a proportion k,10 to 30%) con tai iii
nIlarge internal pre-s.

V 11.11
Som1

linternal1

Als o. Figtilie 3 showks thai

tilc IxM dci siirfaccs do not exhibit a thick exterior shell suggcstingp that thle in-situ passivation1
ticatinent p1 oduC:CS a surface film thiinner than Lthe SENI resolution limiti. Howmever, evidence of*the
pa~ssi'~auon treatmntil c1I cctiveiness is pro(-

1dcd

by our recent observations of the lack of obvIOuIS

dqgntdation, t\,picall1y in the form of a light colored oxide dust, of the H-PGA powder suifi'ccs eveni
aftLer exteInded exr". u~e (nearly 2 years) in [the arnbwnt enivironmnitt.
X-irax diffI raction measurements Indicated that single, phase powders of the Er-lNi compound
(ortho0rhornbic, Pomai, DOI -) had beeni ienci-atcd b\ rapid solidification of the igas atomizecd
pat tickcs. In spite of- the complex Bragg dilifaction Pattern shown in Figure 4, a compu1ter-aided
companson ol'the o~served anid ca)culiated patternts, including both reflection po~sitions and
intonivriels, revealed execlient. agrceement. This sug-gests that the particles Lite s~ngle phase Lr-jNi
wi thin dih resollution limit of the

i-ra\ diffraction techniqjue.

C hcminIcal pu ritNvAi ti ajtoti iIA~d pxmkdc i wIiicI isý iro thcr 1r ipo rtatnt chiaractecristIic thllat allI ects
ci yoc(Kolcr peiltormance was analyzed by atoimc emission spcctrosc,-opy (AE.S), titrimetrcic titration,
and vacuum fusion. The Er conccntrati.)n of a random s~u'nplc of as-atominiid particulate was
measured b\ both titration anid ALS, while the Ni con"-miration was measured only by AL'S. TIhe
results indicated that [thc nominal alloy compo-sition, i.e., the initial compoxsitio)n charged into thle
atomnizer crucible, was maintained in [the resultinl- powder and that the fI nal powder adloy

stoichwionetry wvas r3'Niwithin the resol uton of the analys~is lechni'.ucs. Vacuum"l ILISI

Hi

i nczsurcctinet~s i ndicatcd that the powdci containci 63ppim% of hvdrogen, 07ppn w of iii tO 82cil,

an~d 2((Xppniw ()I oxyge.n. TIhe elevated oxygecn contcnt of [the p-n ticulate is piobably afflcctcd by
tile signitficant fruacti ( m of splat flakes in the i-andow sumple of tile yielId. Si rice the oxygen c(Hi term
I';

PO)I'KllY1\

0as)OAiltcd

prilmanlv with palticu late sti f aCcS, theC conrimbution to

ii

SLac aiC'a
stiota

(0

the sp lat IIakecs c'.mnmparcd to the sphliical lx)\m'(lcr is Iikel to bex. di~pio~lmijonatcly kvlaie (MK
:,

weigtlm and p)1obablyx nhates
i
tile ox \'ecii
Tllc heat'l cap~acity of a ll
alxni SOK

tent ofI the t A'd lxlti enlJate: Nield.

p1 e:'scd, 1)i ia~fll Sint(cicd Li 3fýl Px)wdci xc

ie

as, nncw~txund I ;cmn'

u

I igtirc 5 gives oil Ln3ý icImat caplcliý iureul Ls i omi 2 to 30K' along withf tho, Sasiihih vi

a.( I) IesuLJ tS for L),l

0.43 J.'cnin'Vl

ii

woi

I-th
rNi and IPh. 'hec result-s of this studyv Show a n1iaxi m111111
hica[ eapacit

at about 71". A lit- lheal wijmci t\(f kur Ln' _'jiN .aiiphe i'ý

tel-od by Sýilmasjni ct Al. (Ij1lii ii 5 to 2.51,
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1iw

3. SEM mficrographl of as-atomized Er3N'I nwe Iu.._IhiiT-Ckl 111 NI
fA Amhe sc!eCnirg9 1()
0.2 1 2 < dia. < U.3(XMinnand remouval of Hlake particulate. Powder was encapsuialtci Iin cp )xy.
incuillograph Ica',1) sectluned, and etched (2~nital ) to revc-al pail iculatc i ictý:oslrllclurc.
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Figure 4

Result,. of x-ray dlittI ctrion.
analysis using CI- K,111)1,1 i adiation of
as-atomized I r3Ni povwder prtpared by 111)6CA.
tlIower x axis Sý a
t112I
and hlc lelt v - ax i, scaic Is In arhi traiv count."
I per scound (CPS.
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Data

Sahiashi et al.7
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Figuie 5. Low temnjkrature portion of subainbient (2 to 80K) calorlmaeuy rCsLJ It, or L13NiI lloy
sample prepared from H-PGA po)wder af!er screening to 0.21 2 < dia. < .3(X)mnin. removal of flake
parlicu late, and partial sinteri ug. Al so shown I-or corupairison arc thc rc!,t;lts that Sah asin ct al . (1)
rcport,:cl flu lLr3AJ and Ph.
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anti ferromagrictic ordering tcrnpc-aturc. This is due to the broade, heat capacity peak of the
Sahashi et al. (1) sample. The heat capacity peak of our sample is abou 0.4 i/mKhghrta
that of Sahashi, ct al. (1) and is also narrower.

High pre;ssurc gas atomnization (H-PGA) expeiriments at the Ames Laboratory have yielded research
quantities of FX3Ni. These experiments resulted in 0. 15 to 0.35m111 spheres with an avcragc yield
of I 61(. of the original atomizer charge weight at a production rate of abo~ut 75g per second. Most
Of' the remaining yield was splat flakes or finer powders. While the HPGA process yield of 16%
spheries In the desired size ranrge doe-s not appear especially laudable, o.spcially. in light of the'lhigh
cost of the alloy, our average yield is probably ai least four times that o! a competing ga-s
atomiz.ation research program at NIST (2) which reported a 3% yield of both spheres and Ir-regula~r
particulate between 0. 12 arid 0.25mm.
Unfortunately, all gas atomized powders with diamcetrý ýivalter 1.,

ibout 0.0'75mm contain a

4

fraction, usually abou~t 1 cof particles with large centr-al pores fth, aiise from gas trapped during
the atomiza,1tion proceýss. These hollow spheres are difficult to separate from the solid ones and canl
contribute to a reduction in total heat capacity of the packed bed. Itis mrnportant to note that if the
particle size requirements in new packed bed heat c':chwnger designs are decreased below
(5.075mmn, the I IPGA process could produce significantly greater yields of solhd spherical1
ix)wdevs. Alternatively, a new atomization piocess under development at the Ames Laboxratory (9)
can produce internally sound spherical powders of large (0. 15 to abo-ut 0.71nn) pure metal1s and
al loys of transition metas. This centrifugal atomizau nov
into a rotatinrg quench bath (CA!RQI3)
apprua-cn1IScurrently
is
being extended to RE[ alloys, including EnI-NI, and the results of these
experimecnts will be repo~rted in the ltICttr.
III Figure 5, we also compare the results of our heat capacitv nieasuiementcis onl i3N1 ýwth those
repo~rted by Silhashi ct al . (1) ! or ELi 3Ni d I oi 11b. Thec shar-per peak inr otir samplec comipared to
fu it ()f t lie sahlashi Ct al . (I1)s;lm iel indicates that our material is p)urer,

thrice
ci

ica!lvy 01

struLcturllyll, or bo~th. Uin ioitu natel y, _Sahash i et all. (!) do not t epowmr che innical analv\si s resu ILs

Whic1h Could be tnýed 10or corn piU is n of chem ical purity. I Iiwever, the dounbl e ptcak inl the Salmashil
c t al. (I ) LIAN spLe tae

byisl01i

iuo x-liay dill r actwi in

sul ts), sugge(sts- that a second

plilase INpresenit illi their all()\. T[he pice;erlee of this seconld phaise mla\ alsi) vr'milii

the litat caipaeitN

(if

thirci -saillitple iss llel , 1l1,11 ('Ils (',%(I the( 5 r2 1 ~ig
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note that the hcat capacity of our Er3NI samplcei larger than that of lead over thle cntirc ran1

of

tcmiperatures shown in Figure 5. TVhis should permit a lower final tenipcraLu-,c for a cryo~oolcr
stage coin posed of our matcrial and also may aflov% for a shorter initial cooling time to a given
temperature.
SUMMARY'
1.

High pressiire gas atomnization (HPGA) is a viable technique for production of research
quantities of spherical, passivated Er3Ni powders for cr-vocooler applications.

2.

Chemical, structural, and calorimetric characterization of- the HPGA powders indicates that
single phiase powders of- the stoichiometric Er3Ni compound were produced without any
signifiiant level of contamination except possibly for oxylgen.

3.

As a result. of the high quality of the IP-iPGA Er3Nl, the W'-orirnetnc measurements ecvealed
that the peak heat capacity of our sample at 7K exceeded all reported measurementris of this
alloy and is larger than that of lead from 2K to at least 30K which should Permit a lower
final temnperature for a ervocooler stage ocomposed o)f our mazenal and also may al)low for a
Shorter initial cooling time to a 9giver temperature.
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MAGNETIC NANOCOMIPOSITES AS MAGNETIC REITIGERANTS

R.D. SHULL, R.D. MCMICHAEL, J.J. RI-FLER, L.J. SWARTZENDRUBER,
and L.H. BENNETT
MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20899

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been found that materials possessing nanometer-scale dimensions, called
nanocrystalline or nanostructured materials, may possess properties or property
combinations which are different from those possessed by conventional materials having
larger dimensionsl 1 . The unique properties of these new materials are a consequence of
either the large volume percent of interfaces in the material or the reduction in size to less
than that of the critical length scale appropriate to the particular property. For
nanocompositesi21, wherein the material is a composite of nanometer-scale species, the
properties are different from, but related to, those of the individual constituents.
Consequently, the properties of this subset of the class of nanostructured materials are
sensitive to the volume fraction of its components. This additional degree of freedom is
useful for the atomic engineering of materials with very specific properties since volume
fraction is a relatively easy variable to control. For magnetic nanocomposites, a new
bulk magnetic state, called superparamagnetism, may exist. This magnetic state only
exists when the magnetic particles are very small. At the last cryocooler conference, this
type of magnetic material was first suggested as a new type of refrigerant for magnetic
refrigerators'3'4 1. Theoretical reasons for this suggestion were presented which showed
that enhanced magnetocaloric effects are potentially obtainable in this type of material at
higher temperatures and lower fields than in paramagnetic refrigerants. Preliminary data
was also presented at that conference for a 10%Fe+silica gel magnetic nanocomposite.
The magnetocaloric effects in this dilute nanocomposite, although being significantly
enhanced over that of pure bulk Fe at 70 K, v, -re still small in magnitude. Since that
initial announcement, an analysis of the losses, refrigeration quality factor, and power
density of magnetic refrigerators using magnetic nanocomposites t'l showed that these
materials represent a real potential as magnetic refrigerants. In the following section, the
theoretical basis for the enhanced magnetocaloric effects in superparamagnetic and
"super-ferromagnetic" (wherein the magnetic clusters are allowed to magnetically interact)
1133
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nanocomposites will be reviewed, including improvements on the theory'"8 made since
the last cryocooler conference. A new rnagnetocaloric effect measurement method
191 for the fast screening of material candidates is described
developed in this laboratory
and dat," measured on several new magnetic nanocomposites is reviewed showing the
predicted enhancements. Includew in die last section is a description of a new type of
magnetic nanocomposite: one which is single phase Lrystallographically, but multiple
phase magnetically. This new material, Fe-doped gadolinium gallium garnet (GGIG),
possesses magnetocaloric effects at 15 K and 1 T which are larger than that for the
presently used low temperature magnetic refrigerant gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG)11 °J.
GGIG also has sufficiently large magnetocaloric effects at higher temperatures to suggest
potential applications at temperatures in excess of 20 K.

HMIAGNETOCALORIC EFFECT
The change in internal energy (dU) of a closed system with no volume change occurring
may be expressed in terms of the incremental changes in the entropy (dS) and
magnetization (dM) as follows:
dU = TdS + HdM

(1)

where T and H are respectively the temperature and applied magnetic field. From this
exact differential, the following Maxwell relation may be derived relating the incremental
entropy change accompanying an incremental change in magnetic field to the easily
measurable quantities of magnetization and temperature:

as

aM

(2)

T

a

Upon integrating over H, the total entropy change of the system upon the application of
a magnetic ficld may be determined:
H

AS = f(-OM
0

dal.

(3)

o

The magnetocaloric effect (defined as a temperature change) is just AS multiplied by the
temperature and divided by the heat capacity (at constant 11). For the purposes ot this
paper we will focus on variations in AS instead of AT, keeping in mind they are closely
related.
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A. For Paramagnets:
For the case of a paramagnet, the temperature and field dependence of M is described by
the Langevin functiont"":
M = Np[coth(a)

-

(A)1
aa

(4)

kDT

where p and N are respectively the size and number of non-interacting magnetic moments
in the system, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Substituting the equation 4 relationship
into equation 3 and performing the integration, one obtains the following for the entropy
change upon application of the fieldflAS = NkBI[l - a coth(a) + ln(sinh())A

a

(5)

At low fields or high temperatures (well away from 4saturation), M follows the Curie Law
and AS reduces to the following simple expression[ J:
AS-

N=IH2
6k nTa

(6)

Because AS diverges to very large values at low temperatures, adiabatic demagnetization
refrigerators in this temperature range can be made using paramagnetic salts like chromic
potassium alum" 2' (for T< 1 K) or gadolinium gallium garnet"3 "'I (for 1 K<T<20 K)
as the refrigerant. Note, however, from equation 6 that AS decreases as l/T. Therefore,
at high temperatures the nmagnetocaloric effect in paramagnets is small, and they cease
to be useful refrigerants.

B, For Nanocomposites with No Interaction Between Magnetic Clusters;
Operation of a magnetic refrigerator at higher temperatures than 20 K requires a
refrigerant with a larger AS value than obtainable with a paramagnet. One potential way
to obtain the larger AS values required for higher temperature magnetic refrigerator
1 4'61 j.
operation is to use magnetic nariocomposites possessing superparamagnetic behavior"
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Note from equation 6, that if p is made larger
(and N is simultaneously made smaller to
keep the saturation magnetization, Np,

1.0-

constant),

08

AS increases because of the

squared dependence on u (and only linear
dependence with N).
This is the same
situation as grouping the N spins (each with
a magnetic moment of I,) in the system
together into "n" clusters (i.e. each cluster
having N/n magnetic spins). Using equation
6, one can show that AS for this situation at
low values of 14H/k 8T is described by
equation 7:
H2
2(N)
AS.

n
6 kT

2
a

0

ates
I
--- 10
clusters
100 atom cIusters
1

E 0.6.
v, I
.-. ,
u
v
< 0.2

atn
6tc%

4
-.
.

01
0

20

40

60

80

100-

C
Termp(K)

(7)
Figure 1.

Calculated entropy change of a

system of spin-7/2 atoms induced by the
Sremovat
of a 00. kA/m field for individual
Since "n" is much smaller than N,spins (GGG) and for clusters of 10. 30, and
comparison of equations 7 and 6 (in equation 100 spilns.
6, A=pA)

shows that AS.

can be much

larger than AS for a paramagnet at low fields
and high temperatures. This is the situation of a superparamagnetic nanocomposite where
the atomic magnetic moments cluster to form fewer, but larger, independently acting
magnetic moments. There is a limit to this enhancement, however. According to
equation 5, at high fields or very low temperatures (when saturation is approached), AS
will decrease when j is increased further. In this regime M is no longer proportional to
p? (it approaches the constant value of the saturation magnetization), and the reduction
in N factor upon clustering becomes more important by comparison. In fact there is a
maximum in AS with respect to variations in NIA, as given in equation 5, at
X
%=-ax
=
=H/kBT 3.5 I'l. This means that for the maximum magnetocaloric effect
there is an optimum cluster size (i.e. an optimal value for 1) for any given temperature
of operation and applied magnetic field. Figure 1 shows mean field theory calculations
of AS vs. T for a system of N spin-7/2 atoms (e.g. Gd atoms) isolated and clustered into
various magnetic cluster sizes. The enhancements in AS at lower fields and/or higher
temperatures on clustering the spins is obvious. Note also the points of intersection of
the various curves. At temperatures lower than these crossover points, the smaller
cluster sizes are better. Superparamagnetic nanocomposites do not create new entropy;
they just skew the available entropy to different field and temperature ranges not normally
accessible to refrigeration systems using conventional materials.
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C. For Ferromagnets:

In order to increase the operation temperature to very large values, ferromagnetic
materials have historically been considered. In the case of a ferromagnet, examination
of equation 3 indicates that the magnetocaloric effect would be small at temperatures
much higher or much lower than the Curie temperature, Tc, since (dM/dT)H is very small
in those ranges. Accordingly, at Tc the magnetocaloric effect would be expected to be
large. Above the Curie Point, the field and temperature dependence of the magnetization
may be analyzed in the mean field approximation in a similar way as was done above for
a paramagnet. The effect of the interaction between magnetic moments which occurs at
temperatures below Tc is taken into account by replacing T in the above equations by TTc so that the parameter oc in equations 4 and 5 becomes
pH

(8)

kB(T - Td)

For T > Tc, at low fields and high temperatures the entropy change on application of a
magnetic field would be similar to that described in equation 6 tor a paramagnet:
AS

2 2
NpOH
6 kB(T-7c)2

(9)

In this case, AS diverges to very large values as T approaches Tc. Consequently, near
the Curie point ferromagnets are potentially useful as magnetic refrigerants. Below Tc,
the magnetic spins are ordered in domains, but with an order which is incomplete at Tc.
The magnetocaloric effect is proportional to the "disorder" within the domains at H=0
(i.e. inversely with the spontaneous magnetization of the material below Tc). As T
decreases from Tc, the spin order within the domains increases, so AS below T. also
decreases with T. Consequently, AS for a ferromagnet is a sharply peaked function of
T at the Curie point. Mean field theory calculations for AS were performed as a function
of T for a ferromagnet with a TC near 300 K (e.g. Gd), and these are shown as the single
atom curve in figure 2. Note in this figure the AS systematics described above.

D. For Nanocomposi(es with Interacting ClustersMagnetic nanocomposites may also be prepared so that the magnetic clusters interact with
each other?"'

61 .

This situation describes the case of ferromagnetically-interacting
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Figure 2. Calculated entropy change of a system of interacting spin-7/2 atoms (with T, =300

K) induced by the removal of an 800 kA/m field for individual atomic spins (Gd) and for
clusters of 10 and 100 spins.

superparamagnetic clusters. Nanocomnposites of this type will possess an effective
interaction temperature, TI, analogous to the Curie temperature of a ferromagnet, which
describes the interaction between clusters. Below T1 there is long range magnetic order
between the clusters, and above T, the material is superparamagnetic. Some authors have
referred to this case as "super-ferromagnetic"''7 . In this case, there is also an
enhancement in AS above T, (compared to that of a ferrornagnet with Tc=Ti) at low
fields as AzN (the saturation magnetization) is kept constant while ji is increased in
magnitudet47' J. In the low field/high temperature limit AS (called AS.,,f,,f,, in this case)
will be similar to that expressed in equation 9:
n [(NIln)p]

2

6kB (T-T 1)

H2
2

(10)

where "n" is the number of interacting clusters and i, is the magnetic moment of an

individual elemental atomic spin. For low fields and high temperatures, the factor
2 which appears in equation I0 may be much larger than
ii[(N/n) ]j
the factor N/i2 which
appears in equation 9 (where ji=;,). The same limit to these enhancements described
above for the superparamagnetic materials occurs for the ferromagnedically-interacting
superparamagnets.
Maximum enhancements in IS,,P,,,,.
are expected when
1
jtH/kj'I-3.5, where j/c=[N/n]j,1 is defined as the cluster magnetic r, oment. For
temperatures less than or equal to TI, i.e. when magnetic saturation is approached, AS
is smaller when ju is increased by clusteiing the atomic moments 1'J. The mean field
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theory calculations are showvn in f-igure 2. More --xact Monte Carlo calculations of AS
for ferfomagnetically-i'iteracti ng superpararnagrietic clusters 7[ ] above anid below Tc
confirm the mecan field theory calculations. li, both calculations, the entropy charge for
a given applied field is peaked around the critical temperature (T. for a fe-rrornagnet and
T, for the clustered miagnet). In tecase of clustered magnetic moinents, as in a
nanocom~posite, figure 2 shows that AS is also spread out over a broade-r temperature
range. For some miagnetb- refriAgerato.; designs the large breadth in AS is important.
Also, for refrigeration cycles using an active magnCtic regonerator, the slope of the AS
vs. T relationship below Tc is particilarl,, important for attaining high efficiency"
Magnetic nartocomposites with interacting clusters provide a means for selecting that
slope. In addition, they also provide a means for selecting T, and for provik'ing enhanced
AS values at temperatures higher than T, j7!* All thesc adjustments are possible without
diluting or chiangitiig the magnetic spins in the system, unlike composite ferromagnet
r-e.figer~nts' 2 1 2-'. Recent calculations for an active mnagnetic refrigerator substantiate the
potential provided tby nanocomposites for obLiining refrigeration withi enhaticed power
density and lower magnetic 'fields'51 . Uniaxial n.... :.,etic anisotropy can also affect the
peak magnitude, peak temperature, and breadth of AS. For ferromagnetic refrigerants,
optimnal characteristics are obtained wheni the magnetic field is directed normal to the easy
plane of inagnictization'"'. If, however, one wished to employ superp-aramnagnetic partlicles
in their paramagnetic regime to obtatin a broad AS vs T curve, then the applied field
should be- parallel to th~e favored axis of magnetization'8 1 .

HI1. ENTROPY CALCULATION FROM MAGNTETIZATION DATA

Equation 3 relates the entropy change for the application of the magnetic field, H-, in
termis of the measurable quantities of M, 1 , and H. If une micasures the magnetization
as a function of field at various temperatures, then the integral in equatIion 3 becomes Just
the area enclosed between any two isotheirns divided by the temtpcrature difference
be-tween the jsotliermis[91:
AS,

f[M(7. 1 ýJ1)
AT,

=

-

II

M(T,,H)]dll

T7.1-1>

Thus the niaf~netoc-loric effect can be measured without calorimietry. TI. method was
teste-d for gadoliniumn gallium garnet and compafed to direct calculations for spinl-7/2
atomis (i.e. a systeti, of independent Gd' atcms). The agreenwint between the measured
.,
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data using equation 11 and the calculated values was quite good (within 10%), thereby
providing confidence in this method for determining AS. Since magnetization data is
much faster to measure than AT and heat capacity data, this non-calorimetric method is
a fast way to screen prospective magnetic refrigerants. In our laboratory, it has been
especially valuable for assessing the utility of various magnetic nanocomposite processing
methods., including co-precipitation, solution reduction, and metal-organo complex routes,
for making magnetic refrigerants.

W, EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Magnetic nanocomposites are usually prepared as a physical mixture of two distinctly
different crystallographic phases (e.g. Fe + aluminal'3u, Ni + silicatlJ, and Fe3O4 + silverl 5 ),
one of which is ferromagnetic and one phase which is not magnetic. In the last
cryocooler conferctrce, we reported on some data for a 10%Fe+silica gel
nanocomposite(41 which showed that this dilute superparamagnetic material possessed a
magn etwaioric effect at 70 K which, .although small, far exceeded that which pure Fe
would have at that temperature. In fact, the dilute nanocomposite possessed an effect
which was one quarter as large as the maximum effect possessed by pure Fe at its Curie
temperature. These results were consistent with the enhancements predicted above for
superparamagnetic nanocomposites. Subsequent investigation of the temperature and
concentration dependence of AS for the Fe+silica gel nanocomposites also provided
.osistent results with the predictions described above, but the magnetocaloric effects
w.',', ffill small191 .
Recenity, in our laboratory a magnetic nanocomposite of Gd magnetic clusters'26' in a
garnet structure was prepared using a metal-organo complex process. Specifically, this
type of magnetic narnocomposite was created by complexing the mixed nitrates of Gd and
Fe with an excess of tartaric acid in water solution. The solvent was thermally removed
(T ý:300'C) anl tlýc nanocompoaitc was formed by Lteating the resultant precursors in air
at 950'C. This process has the advantage that large amounts of material (in excess of
several cubic centimeters) may be prepared relatively easi~y.
This magnetic
nanocomposite, however, is different from the ones previously examined (and described
above) in the sense that it is a single crystallographic phase rather than a mixture of
structurally different phases. The overall crystal structure of the nanocomposite was
confirmed by x-ray diffraction to be that of a garnet, similar to the crystal structure of
gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG), and with a stoichiometry of Gd 3Ga..1 Fe1 O 2 (x <5).
In this nanocomposite, Fe ,tonis have substituted for Ga atoms in the lattice of GGG
(.Gd 3Ga,0 2). Concurrently, the field dependence of the magnetization for the Fe-doped
1140
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ga-nets (for x <5) near 20 K lost its

linearity,

indicating

the

loss

of

-

Analysis of the
paramagnetism.
magnetization of the Gd3Ga 5 -.Fe.O1 2
(x < 5) materials showed the paramagnetic
state of GGG had been changed by the Fe
addition to that indicative of small
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weakly magnetic matrix (earlier referred
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The ironto as superparamagnetism).
doped gadolinium gallium garnet (GaGIG)E:LW
0
is, therefore, comprised of at least two
D E]
magnetically different regions (or phases)
even though crystallographically it is only
Ga E ,
Fe U
Gdc
a single phase. It is believed that the
superparamagnetic state formed in the
GGIG nanocomposite is a consequence of Figure 3. Schematic of the Gd3Ga5 .,Fe1O1 2
the onset of ferromagnetic interactions magnetic nanocomposite structure showing atomic
b.t-ee. those
..
d atoms,4,
which are;ne
positions, spin directions (via arrows) of the Gd
atoms and the locations of magnetic clusters
neighbors to the Fe atoms. This Gd-Gd (dashed lines).
interaction (absent in GGG) is possibly a
magnetic superexchange-type interaction
via the Fe atom, as has been observed to occur between transition metal atoms in some
transition metal alloys' 71 . A schematic of the structure of the gadolinium gallium iron
garnet magnetic nanocomposite is shown in figure 3. In this figure the magnetic clusters
are pictorially represented by the atoms enclosed in the areas bounded by the dashed
lines, and inside these areas the spins of the Gd atoms are aligned. The intermediate
regions contain non-interacting (non-aligned) paramagnetic Gd atoms. This picture
(which does not properly reflect the crystal symmetry) was drawn only for visualizing the
correspondence between atomic position and magnetic state possessed by the various Gd
atoms in this novel magnetic nanocomposite. Note, that in this type of nanocomposite,
there is no dilution of magnetic material required for creating superparamagnetic
behavior. Consequently, there is no loss in total magnetic-spin entropy, a problem with
nanocomposites like the Fe+silica gel material where non-magnetic silica must be added
to break up the Fe into small regions.
As an experimental test of the above predictions for enhanced magnetocaloric effects in
magnetic nanocomposites, the magnetization as a function of H and T were measured for
several Gd3GaG..Fe.,( 1 2 (GGIG) samples with x<5 up to a field of 800 kA/h (I tesla)
between 4.2 K and 100 K. Calculation of the entropy change, AS, for these materials
upon a field change of 800 kA/m as a function of temperature was performed according
1141
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2.4
to the method described in equation 11
and compared to that measured for GGG.
x :- 2.5
2.0
The result: are fhcv.,v ;- figure, 41101. Note
that as Fe is substituted for Ga in the
x = 1.75
1.6
AS systematically
nanocomposite,
+ x = i
ou
increases as more magnetic clusters are
formed, in accordance with the AS- • 1.2
enhancement predictions of equation 7.
Maximum enhancements occur when half E 0.8
A
the Ga atoms are substituted by Fe. U 0.x8
in (n0.4
Further Fe addition was found to result
< 0
over
a decrease in the AS enhancements
0.01
The optimal AS enhancement
GGG.
100
80
60
40
20
0
behavior would be expected according to
Temperature C(K)
the predictions of equation 7, if the
I
and
optimal cluster size for this field
vs T for a
temperature range is attained at the ; ==2.5 Figure 4. Measured entropy change
change of 800 k.A/m for GGG (x=0) and the
composition. We argue that this proof of field
containing 1,
nanocomposites
magnetic
GGIG
%Fe,
2.5 atomic
75, and
t~eeariert~horeicA pedictio~sshnicl1.
be used as motivation for an accelerated
effort in the development of magnetic
nanocomposite refrigerants. Furthermore, note from figure 4 that when half the Ga
atoms are replaced by Fe atons (x=2.5), AS was enhanced over that for GGG at all
temperatures greater than 7 K. At 15 K, the GGIG nanocomposite possessed a AS value
at 800 kA/m (1 tesla) 3.4 times larger than that for GGG, the best present magnetic
refrigerant at this temperature. At 20 K, the x=2.5 GGIG possessed a AS value 4.5
times larger than that of GGG. In fact, the Gd 3Ga2.5Fe2ý.O, 2 nanocomposite possessed a
AS value at temperatures in excess of 70 K that was larger than that possessed by GGG
at 15 K, the present maximum refrigeration temperature using GGG. This nanocomposite
does not possess a remanent magnetization, and, therefore, no hysteretic losses during
field cycling.

V. CQNCLUS

N

Magnetic refrigeration, which used 'o be restricted to T< 1 K in one-shot adiabatic
demagnetization refrigerators, is a viable technology at higher temperatures.
Paramagnetic refrigerants are rcstricted to low temperature applications, while
ferromagnetic refrigerants and narocomposite refrigerants hold the promise for high
)142
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temperature refrigerators. Previous theoretical predictions for enhanced magnetocaloric
effects in superparamagnetic nanocomposites have been substantiated by measurements
on a new magnetic nanocomposite, GC! 3Ga5 .1Fe1 OQ2 (x < 5). This nanocomposite even has
potential applications as a substitute refrigerant for GGG in the 7 K< r<20 K
temperature range, and perhaps at temperatures as high as 40 K. It has also been shown
that magnetocaloric entropy changes can be calculated from the temperature and magnetic
field dependence of the magnetization. This provides a fast method for screening
potential magnetic refrigerants.
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EN"TIALPY FLOW TRANSITION LOSSES LN REGENERATIVE CRYOCOOLERS
PETER KITFEL
Technology Development Branch
Space Projects Division
NASA, Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000
AB ;TR.CIn regenerative cryocoolers, enthalpy flow is characterized by an oscillating temperature within the
working fluid. When there are changes in enthalpy flow, the amplitude of the temperature
oscillation also changes. This is an irreversible process that generates entropy. Thus, this process
is a loss mechanism. Such losses occur at the transition between heat exchangers (isothermal
regions) and adiabatic regions.
This paper presents a generalized method of calculating these losses. For a sinusoidal temperature
variation, the fractional loss per cycle is
(xcs)-f2n
I{l+xsinO
(l +xsinO) I-}sin(0-4)+dO
where x is the ratio of the temperature oscillation amplitude to the average temperature, a is ratio of
the change in the mean temperatiue at the transition to the temperature oscillation amplitude, and 0
is the phase angle between the mass flow and the temperature oscillation.
Approximate solutions are also developed for cases relevant to pulse tube and Stirling cryocoolers.
INTRODUCTION
Enthalpy flow analysis has become a useful tool in understanding how regenerative cryocoolers
work. 1 Finite enthalpy flows occur in adiabatic regions of coolers and in regions with poor heat
transfer between the working fluid and the surroundings. Regions with finite enthalpy flow include
the pulse tube in pulse tube coolers, the expansion space in Stirling and G-M coolers that are
operating to fast for isothermal expansion, and between a valveless compressor and the aftercooler
Enthalpy flow analysis has mostly been used to analyzc the gross cooling power. However this
technique may also be used to quantify losses within coolers. This paper discusses a loss that
occurs when thcre is a change in enthilpy flow, in particular, when the cnthalpy flow challgcs
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adiabatic

.isrothermial
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ý71i

transition zone
Figure 1. Representation of the change in the amplitude of the temperature oscillation at a
transition from a finite enthalpy flow to isothermal flow. The ampllude changes from Td to
0. In this example the mean temperature Ta does not change.
zen a finite value and zero. This is shown pictorially in Figure 1. Such transitions may be
-id at the junction of heat exchangers and adiabatic sections.
In regions with enthalpy flow the local temperature T, and mass flow, rh, of the working fluid
oscillate. The enthalpy flow per cycle is given by
Hd = Cpfo0

rhT dt

(1)

On entering an isothermal section, the enthalpy flow goes to zero, be-ause the amplitude, Td, of the
temperature oscillation goes to zero. The transition occurs over a finite distance in a transition zone.
In this zone gas elements undergo a temperature change from T to Ta, the mean temperature. The
time it takes for this transition is small compared to the cycle time (2Q/o). This is the same as
saying that the displacement of a gas element during a cycle is large compared to to the length of
the transition zone. Thus, we may treat the process as quasi-static. During the time it takes for an
element of gas to cross the transition zone,

mh

and the pressure, P, do not change and T in the

adiabatic section does not change. However, while crossing the transition zone, the temperature of
the gas element changes. The temperature change is not caused work being done because, on the
time scale of crossing the transition zone, P and in' are constant. Thus, the temperature change is
caused by transferring heat to or from the surroundings. The rate heat is transferred by an
incremental change in temperature, di, of the gas element is

dQ - Cprid¶C
1146
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(Positive heat flow is from the heat exchanger to the gas.) The total heat transferred by an clement
of gas is
dQ

m

(3)

dE dt

The net heat trnsfer per cycle is found by integrating over one cycle:
=CpJ

TT

-

(4)

Ta)dt =-Hd

This is the expected result since for infinitesimal processes dH = dQ + V dP and dP = 0 for this
process.
However the process is not reversible. During tIh: incremental process de.:,ibed above the heat
flows across a temperature difference. Thus entropy is produced. The rLe eu-opy changes is
dS = Cp rtii

-1dt

(5)

where -t is the instantaneous temperature of an element of gas within the transition zone and the
absolute value sign is a reflectioni of dic

cond
"
law of 'ieiOdynai-i
.d ._s, th.at

0' -

for all

processes. The entropy change within the transition zone is found by integrating eq. (5) over the
complete temperature change:
Cp jri{J
•fTa [Ta
dS dS
=C,
{T

- I ijdjdt

(6)

In a more generalized case the mean temperature is different in the two regions. This is depicted in
figure 2 where the mean temperature changes from Ta in the adiabatic region to ('Ia + Tb) in the
isothermal region. This situation is representative of the expander in regenerative coolers and of the
flow between a compressor and its aftercooler. Equation (6) may be easily rewritten for this

situation:
dS =-Cp nhd(d

(7)

dJTa+Tb ýi'a+Tb

Similarly eq. (4) imay be rewritten as
r27ioa

Q = -Cj

mIT - (Ta + Tb)]dt =-id

(8)

Equation (7) may be integrated over a cycle to yield the entropy produced per cycle:
AS=Cpf

1

JTi

0

[

-

-a+Tb.{'a
+Tb
3
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transition zone

Figure 2. Representation of the change in temperature amplitude at a generalized transition
from a finite enthalpy flow to isothermal flow. The amplitude changes from Td to 0. The
mean temperature. changes from Ta in the adiabatic region to (Ta + Tb) in the isothermal

This entropy is produced by an irreversible process, the flow of heat across a temperature gradient.
The enthalpy change during a process can be expressed as dH = T dS + V dP. Here, there is no
pressure loss. Thus, the irreversible entropy reduces the enthalpy flow available for refrigeration.
I.e., a portion of the heat transfer, eq. (8), is the result of this entropy pioduction and is not available
for cooling an external load. The lost entha!py is "aAS. The fractional enthalpy lost per cycle is

r:T IAS/Hd

(10)

For simplicity we will assume that the temperature and mass flow are sinusoidal:
T = Ta + Td Sin(Wt)
Tr = md sit'("It-4)

(11)
(12)

where the subscripts a and d refer to the mean and dynamic components, w is the frequency and 0
is the phase shift. Substituting eqs. (8), (9), (11), and (12) into eq. (10) and integrating over t
results in :
oax+•I
where x = TdFa, ox = Tbid, andi

(=

( Cx+l

.

t. The. variables x, of, arid 4)are constrained to the following

ranges by physical considerations: 0 < x _<.1, -1 •<cxx, and -n/2 < ý < n/2.
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(The loss, eq. (10), uses Ta as the reference temperature. This temperature was chosen because it is
the mean temperature of the gas and it is the gas that carries the enthalpy flow. However, in cooler
analysis it is more common to use the temperature of the isothermal sections, (Ta + Tb), as the
reference temperature. In this case one can define a loss: ris = (Ta + Tb)AS / Hd where
TI" = T1(Ta + Tb) / Ta = Tl('•x + 1). This paper will deal with TI rather than rl*.)
APPROXIMATE SOLUTION
The integrand of eq. (13) is shown in figure 3. This is not a simple function to integrate in closed
form. Fortunately, there are ways of approximating it. It is also possible to numerically integrate
eq. (13).
A lower limit, i,

to eq. (13) can be found by making use of the relation: fIlId0

_Ii d0l.

These

two integrals are equal when I does not change sign over the range of integration; i.e., I >_
0 or I
thioughout the integration range. Here
I{
xsinO

n-

sin(O-

-

(14)
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Figure 3. Plot of I(x,o,0,O)I, where I is given by eq. (14), for x
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ixs(n

[{
i I +7 Sn

1 sin(0-€) dO (15)

An approximate form of rTg can be found by expanding tie logarithmic term in eq. (15) as a power
series in x and keeping the lowest order term. This results in

1te - 1'=IoCIx(cx+ I)'
= Irbl(Ta + Tlb)-(
This approximation is the same as saying that the heat transfer process nominally involves the
irreversible transport of heat from Ta to Ta + Tb; which generates entropy:
S = Qj Ta-

- (Ta + Tby[.

The same result can be reached by approximating the l/T term in eq.

(7) by i/Ta. However eq. (16) is derived, it is only an approximate lower limit. It does not have the
0 dependence that is explicitly contained in eq. (13). Nor does it adequately predict the behavior
near - 0. Equation (7) and, therefore, eq. (13) are clearly not 0 at a = 0, yet eq. (16) is.
Another approach is to find an approximate closed formi solution of eq. (13) in the limit of small x
and c. The integral in eq. (13) can be written as IIde. This integral may be rewritten, since
(otx+l)

00, as JjIId0 = (ax +1)-l JjJjd0 where
J

(ax+1)I=- xsinO -ax-(axx+l)ln

+xsinO

in(-

(17)

This can be expanded in a Taylor series of x. Keeping the lowest order term results in
J ý ,Y(U-sia0)2x2 sin((-(p)
(18)
The functionlJI may be integrated by first dividing it into segments where J > 0 or J •_0 and then
integrating each segment separately. These regions are illustrated in figure 4. The boundaries

/I2

0

:
-------

--------------

4)4

-'

n/

0

:

-4-

2

n

Figure 4. Regions in (0,4,) space where eq. (18) is positive (unshaded) or negative (shaded).
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between the J Ž!0 and J •5 0 segmients only depend onl 0 and ~

Integrating

IJ(x,c~,O,iý)j over 0 in this piecewiseI fashiion yields
l"=
r1ý

(18)

(Y3 cos(20) + 2CC +

COMPARISON TO NUMERICAL SOLUTION
It is possible to solve eq. (13) by numerical integration. Figure 5 shows such a solution for x
0.1. T7he solution has a broad central region (where (x and 0 are small) in which il is slowly
varying. At (0 = 0, (x =0) 71 has avalue of about 4x/3~T for a loss of about 4.2% when x = 0. 1.
Outside of this region, Ti increases rapidly. Figures 6, 7, and 8 show comparisons between rj and
the approximations, P,' and Tf". These comparisons are done around several operating conditions
that are representative of conditions that might occur in coolers: 0

0, x =0. 1, and cc = 1, 0, and 1.

0.09

1/

0.08

0.07

-0.5

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0/7[
Figure 5. Contours of c-onstant loss, il, in

(~t)space
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Figure 6. Comparison as a function of ox of the approximate lower limit, ri', and the
approximation, r1", with the numerical solution of 71for x 0.1 and 0 = 0.
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approximation, 1"", with the numerical solution1 of il for x = 0. 1 and (1. -1. ).and 1. 1et cx
0, '1 and 11" are indistinguishable on this scale and il' = 0.
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0.2
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approxiluationl

S0.1
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0-0

0

0.05

('1

0.15
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Figure S. Comparfison as a fuinction of amplitude, x = TVFla, of the approximate lower limuit,
TrI
,and the approximatiou, vi", with the numrerical solution of ri for ý 0 and a ---1, 0, arid
1. For ccx 0, r1 and 71" are indistinguishable on this :'. ale and il' =0.

The approximate lower limit, r'u,behaves as was expected from the earlier discussion- It is not a
good approximation. It does not have a phase dependerice nor does it adequately predict the
behavior for small cx or for large cc. It is only a good predictor for 4 0 anid 0.5 '--Jul ýS 1. The
approximation ri" is a far better predictor. It tracks the ý and x depender-A of ri over the range of
interest. Thle errors are insignificant.
DJ5SCU SSION
Table 1 gives \'alu-s Jx and (x t1 .u rgt

be e<.pected for coo-lers. For hiot heat exchangers, the
exchange,- ten, --ra-ire is near die miniminlu-1 gas xiempaturc. For cold heat cxchiangers, the
exchanger tenipxra! -~i',: near 0,
b&y~,
', tcmen-rltUre. Tht total loss may be found by combining
the individual losses iiKag. i =I -1-HAil. r'.or the case given .n Table I the overall loss would
be 30 ,0. TIhis 'i,,r.y be. (inpar,ýd t-j hlc inodel of Wanrg dt al. 2 A -3.',' loss in gross coo)-,lngT powxer
alrn( St.c-olt ac:-.),nts fut the. diffcret .e between jir calculated a-id e~xperikrýental results.te
Cqsei.. Suchl Sgxx a-treervent III Y be inst coinc1idntmal. Thf- kcsses calculated Ini 71able i assume
siusoidal wvavefomis- th-ý ica' wvavofwm arc not. /,[
ofn:rdin0
eqs. (8) and
4)
sino 0heC.~
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Table 1: T 'pica] valucs
location

x

Ut

com pre ssor/aftcrc;ooler

01.1

-I

cold heat exchanger

0.1

10

hot heat exchanger, *

0.1

-100.12

*

(1

.(12
0.10

estimated from ref. 2ý

waveformis v/ould give a different result. Also, the vallues listcdi I- able I are only rough est-imates.
Thli( data presented in thle tableý are consistent with the published data but may not adequatciy
desc:ribe the process. Furthermnore, some of the enthalpy flow. losses rmay be already included in
their model. As ýk ill be discussed below, thie loss at the hot heat e\changer should not bc included
in the overall loss. Excluding t~his would reduce the total loss fromn 3Vr, to 20/6C.
t N- ir-reversibly dissipated
In an ideal pulse ftube, all of the enthalpy flow musm
at the hot hecat

exchanger. 3 The mechanism discussed in this paper cau account foi- part of this dissipafion.
(Ar~il~(~rsouce
f los a th ho en

isth- V dP work done in the orifice.) Since this total

dissipation is inherent to pulse tubes, most models probably aL~ready account for it. In any case a
loss in enthalpy flow at the hot end of a pulse tube does not reduce the cooling powerThe estimate of ri found in Table I was based on calcuilated waveformns at tbhe ends of the. pulse
tube.

TAhese waveform-s arc pro~baby taken from within thc transition zone. Th'lerefore TFable I

probably unider estimiates the los-,. I'o improve on this, we can take a look at the temperature, profile
in the pulse tube. TFhis profile has been meaISUred for a w.Iis-e tube. I Estimated parameters based on
these nieasurements arc stiminarizd iii Table 2
There is a difliculty in, using this data in the enthalpy flow loss model, ']he 11odel assumes that T.
is coii~s1unt in thec jdiabat*W( rcgion. Yet, 1ina rcal puke' tube "a'j has a Stcep1 "radient. [h'lis is
especiallv irc iicar the- hot end. We would like to use teminpe ratutre estimiates that are neither
uIffecc;ed by the transition zonec nor by this gradient. On,- method is to use the ninimumn (or
madmnum) value of T'a. '[his chioice- reduces thl' effect of thle tranisitiotn zone. I lowever, since the
nin1itnum111 (or m1aximnuml) cxcurs aw~ay from the end, dieiestimate is still i-feetcd by the gradienit.
iluis results Inl underestiuiating fl. Another chuice IS to extraptlolate 'l'a from tie central regio near11
thle.

itr

(or) 1na xiii mm) to the

nd (ld
othe ulse Ulbe. lBotho0!tliesi ritetliods arc used inl

c 2.
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Table 2: Pulse Tube Performance Parameters positioS i

I'd

Ta

Ta + Tb

cold end*

10K

185 K

200 K

0.09

9.7 K

180 K

200 K

0.15

30 K

360 K

300 K

0.31

33-35 K

400-425 K

300 K

0.75-1.11

hot end §
-

from ref. 1
• using minimum reported Ta
44estimated

§ using maximum reported Ta
t Ta estimated by extrapolating to end of pulse tube
Td estimated by assuming TdfT'a is same for both cases

The two methods give about the same result (i" -12%) for the cold end loss. This loss is simnildr to
the one found in Tabie 1.
The hot end loss is quite different. Using the extrapolated data, the loss is -90%. Thus, this
accounts for a substantial portion of the required dissipation. It also accounts for the large
overshoot of the gas ter.peraturc above the hot end heat exchanger, a trait of pulse tubes. Again,
this good agreement between calculated and expected loss may just be fortuitous. At the hot end of
a pulse tube the mass flow is small. Only a small fraction of the mass flow through at the
regenerator makes it through the orifice at the hot end. The assumption that the time to cross the
transition zone is << 2r.w is questionable. A gas element may not even traverse the transition zone
at the hot end. It may only move through part of the zone during a cycle. Thus, some of the
temperature change may due to changes in in and P. Such changes are reversible and do not
increase the entropy. Therefore, the loss calculated here is an upper limit for the mechanism
discussed in this paper.

SUM MAP Y
a method of calculating the losscs c;aus.d bly tlansitons in cnthalpy flow has been developed in the

convective limit. In this limit, the time anl clement of gas take,, to cross the transition zone is <<
2rit0o. Equivalently, the displaccmcnt of a gas element during a cycle is >> the lenith of tei
transition zo!it.

Sinece, these cond itions are not alv,,Ivs 11.1t iii a real cooler: tiuc los:. presented hcrc
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is an upper limit of the real !oss from thiQ mccharJism. Addi iorial losses from other mechanisms
may also bc present.
The losses caused by transitions vnienalny flow are sigrnificant. Losses -10% a:c .p
aftercoolers and cold heat excha.'-,

i foi

s in regenerutive cryocoolers. Even greate. losses can be

experted at the hot end of the ;.T!,,-e tut-L where !his transiton loss accounts fob a large part of the
heat rejected. While the exm:,!-,ýwd used here were for pulse tubes, oth,-r regenerative coolers have
similar values of x and x a1"hcir cold elwat exchangers and in tltI:-compressors. Thus, they should
have sirn'ar !osscs. For re.-.'. cooers there is likely to be a ',gnificant deviation front these
calculated results which co;- a¢,efrom the real waveforms not being sinusoidal. 1.2
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presents the thermal environment and performance of HTSSE-I, thermal and structural
design specifics of the BAe cryocooler interface, and information on the cryogenic
subsystem diagnostic instrumentation included oni HTSSE-I.
HTSSE-I CONFIGURATION & ENVIRONMENT
The 15 HTS experiments and 4 conventional RF metal reference devices on
HTSSE-I are packaged in the 9 inch diameter by 9 inch tall cryogenic cold bus, The cold
bus is structurally secured in an aluminum frame by six glass-fiber epoxy composite straps.
The HTS experiments and metal reference devices are radially located on the circumference
of the cold bus for easy access and even unattenuated exposure to the high energy particles
of the orbit environment. Figure 1, an early CAD drawing of the HTSSE-I experiment
deck, illustrates the location of the cold bus, it's structure and the BAe 80K cryocooler.

Figure 1. HTSSE-I Experiment Deck Without Thermal Blankets
The cold bus tension support structure is attached to a trapezoidal shaped honey comb deck
that sits flush with the exterior skin of the spacecraft. The BAe cryocooler displacer is
positioned just above deck with the cold finger protruding just underneath the cold bus.
The flexible copper strap that conductively links the cold finger to the cold bus is not
shown in this CAD drawing but is described in dctail in the following section. The Helium
1100
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gas transfer tube of the BAe displacer can be seen leading to the compressor which is
located under the deck. There are two 100 mil thick cylindrical aluminum radiation shields
for the displace and compressor which are not shown in this figure for clarity. Also not
shown for clar 'is a 40 layer MLI blanket on the cold bus to minimize thermal radiation
parasitics anr the silver Teflon surfaced radiators on the three sides and top of the tension
strap frame to minimize the temperature of the outer MLI layer. The Lockheed Research
Laboratory designed and fabricated a high performance 40 layer MILT radiation blanket..
Heat is rejected from the cryocooler into the honeycomb deck and then radiated to space.
Figure 2 shows the HTSSE-I experiment and electronics decks on the aft end of a
spacecraft.
HTSSP
ELECTRONICS
DECK

I4TSSE
EXPERIMENT
DECK

Figure 2. HTSSE-I Position on a Spacecraft Aft End
The spacecraft spins about it's cylindrical center line. The sun angle varies between
a 450 angle from the spin axis en the aft end to a 450 angle with the spin axis on the forward
side of the spacecraft over a 120 day period. The hot condition occurs when the sun is 450
on the aft end at the end of life, the cold condition occurs at the beginning of life with the
sun on the forward side. There are three principle thermal loads on the cryogenic cold bus;
thermal radiation parasitics, conductive parasitics through the six tension support straps,
and conductive parasitics through the coax 1/0 cables that interface with the HTS devices in
the cryogenic cold package. There are two 0.021 diameter coax RF cables to provide input
and output for each device making a total of 38 cryogenic 110 coax cables. Table 1 presents
the significant thermal parameters of the hot and cold conditions of HTSSE-i.
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SCold
Cryogenic Parasitic Load
ML1 Radiation
Structurc Conduction

Case Condition

Hot Case Condition

131mW
59mW

205mW
72mW

250mW

356mW

Outer MU Avg. Temp.
BAe Cryocooler Temp.
Cald Bus Temp.
Cryocooler Cold Tip Temp.

187K
263K
77.0K
76.2K

227K
293K
77.0K
75.9K

Displa=er Stroke, p-p
Compressor Stoke, p-p

2.9mm
5.10mma

2.9mm
6.15mm

Q Condwb

Total

M

60omw

Table 1. Predicted On-Orbit HTSSE-I Hot and Cold Conditions

BAe CRYOCOOLER CRYOGENIC PAYLOAD INTERFACE
The BAe 80K cryocooler has been designed with the intent of meeting the long life
and high reliability requirements of space applications. To accomplish this goal the Oxford
University design has eliminated the wear mechanism of contacting dynamic seals in the
compressor and displacer by using close gap clearance seals. Great design and assembly
effort is exercised by the cryocooler manufacturer to maintain alignment of the regenerator
piston within the cold finger bore of the displacer to avoid contacting. The cold fingt•r
inside diameter is the bore of the clearance seal. The cold finger is also designed to
minimize the conductive parasitic heat flow from the warm displacer body to the cryogenic
end in order to maximize cooling capacity. For this reason the cold finger has a thin wall
and is vulnerable to deflection from transverse forces. A flexible conductive strap is
employed at the cold finger/payload interface to minimize transverse forces. Flexibility is
needed to allow for the mismatch that occurs from tolerance build up and thermal
contraction, and to minimize force transfer during the dynamic launch environment.
Conflicting requirements are inherent in thermal link design, flexibility is not compatible
with the high thermal conductivity required to maximize the cryocooler cold tip temperature
and thus cooling capacity. From the HTSSE-I perspective the thermal link interface is the
highest risk aspect of integrating a clearance seal cryocooler in a space application. This
section prese; is the configuration and performance of the HTSSE-I thermal link interface.
HTSSE-I thermal link was not ful!y optimized due to the short development schedule but
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does seem to offer a good compromise between flexibility and conductivity. HTSSE-I
utilized a bundled copper wire approach for a thermal link design as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Cryocooler / Cryogenic Payload Flexible Thermal Link
Flexibility and heat conduction are provided in this thermal link design by four fine wire,
bundles as shown. The copper end blocks interface with a the cryocooler cold finger and a
beryllium stem that penetrates the cryogenic bus MLI as shown in Figure 4. To assemble

F',

4. (ryocooler Cold Finger & Beryllium Stem Interface
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Mhe thermal link, the copper block with the large bore in the background of Figure 3 is fit
over the the outside diameter of the beryllium stem shown on the right in Figure 4 and
pinned in piac,. With the thermal link assembly in place on the beryllium stem, the
cryocooler/bracket assembly is slid forward along the cold finger axis until the cold finger
end is adjacent to the bore of the copper block face shown in the foreground of Figure 3.
The thermal link bore to cold finger alignment was checked and some bending of the
thermal link was required to eliminate mismatch due to tolerance buildup. Once alignment
was established to minimize residual transverse forces, the cryocooler was pushed into the
bore of the copper block it's full thicknes:,. Epoxy is used to bond the cold finger to the
thermal link. In operation, cool down causes the copper thermal link to shrink onto the
beryllium stem causing high surface pressures to provide a low thermal resistance interface.
The Cu/Be shrink fit design and hardware was provided by the Lockheed Research
Laboratory.
Each ot the four wire bundles in the thermal link consists of 900 wires of 0.005
inch diameter oxygen free copper. The unassembled length of each bundle is 1.40 inches.
The ends of each bundle are silver epoxied and clamped to squeeze out excess epoxy. The
cured bundle ends are silver epoxy bonded in 0.25 deep by 0.190 inch diameter holes in
the solid copper end blocks. The termination holes are oriented at a 30 degree angle from
the long axis to provide a natural bend to reduce the axial stiffness. Figure 5 presents the
average spring rate of this thermal link design as function of maximum deflection in the
axial and transverse directions. The thermal conductance of this thermal link is 380mW
per OK.

"
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Figure 5. HTSSE -I Thermal Link
Spring Rate Vs. Deflection
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HTSSE-I FLIGHT CRYO., f STEM
DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTATION
An important element of the HTSSE program is to develop and demonstrate the
cryogenic subsystems required to utilize HTS devices in space applications. There have
been few mechanical cryocoolers flown for durations longer than 6 months. Cryocoolers
having the potential for 5 year life with high reliabiiity have only just begun operating in
orbit within the past year. The two Stirling cycle clearance seal cryocoolers currently
operating are of different designs from Oxford University and Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory. The launch of HT,.SE-I in midyear 1993 is likely to be the first production
clearance cryocooler on orbit. For these reasons HTSSE-I has been extensively
instrumented to monitor cryocooler and cryogenic payload health while on orbit. Table 2.
presents a list of the cryogenic subsystem instrumentation included on HTSSE-I. Fast
simultaneous
Item Monitored
Displacer Motor Current*
Displacer Motor Voltage*

ensor Comments
HTSSE-I Electronics

Displacer Axial Accelerometer*
Displacer Transverse Accelerometer5
Compressor Axial Accelerometer*
Compressor Transverse Accelerometer

Ealdevco #7290-10

Compressor Motor Current*
Compressor Motor Voltage*

* 2 Channel Fast Sample Wave Form Plot Capability.

1600 sample/sec. rate for 62 msec wi6dow on each channel

Temperature Sensors, Cryogenic ±0.1K

Lakeshore Platinum
Resistance Thermometers

Outer MLI Blanket Temp.
Cryogenic Bus Temp.
Thermal Link Cold Finger End Temp.
Thermal Link Cryogenic Bus End Temp.
Temperature Sensors, Ambient ±2.0K
"lThermal Heat Flow Meter

14 Total
Calibrated Thermal Resi tance
of Thermal Link

Table 2. HTSSE-I Cryogenic
Subsystem Instrumentation
sampling of any two channels of the first eight items in Table 2 is possible on HTSSE-l.
Accelerometer and cryocooler voltage and current wave form data will be useful for
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monitoring cryocooler health. Temperature sensors will provide data to accurately predict
the cryogenic cooling load, and the heat flow meter will provide cryocooler cooling
capacity. A fast sample data baseline will be established after initial cool down in orbit.
The hot and cold conditions are 120 days apart in orbit, thus it will be difficult to obtain
subsequent cryocooler health data under similar environmental conditions as the initial
baseline data. Large changes in cryocooler performance should be detectable. The data
from the sensors listed above will be down linked to an NRL ground station and will be
available for operations monitoring from a central NRL computer via modem.

SUMMARY
The HTSSE program was developed at NRL to promote the use of HTS electronics
in space applications. A critical aspect of this program is the development and
demonstration of the cryogenic technologies and subsystems to support electronic devices
in a 77K environment in space. HTSSE-I utilizes a BAe 80K cryocooler for cryocooling.
Cryocooler vibration and motor voltage and current wave forms can be monitored from the
ground after a 1993 launch. Great attention is required in cryocooler integration to avoid
residual transverse loads on the cold finger that can cause clearance seal contacting and
premature cryocooler failure.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an overview of the objectives and design of the Brilliant Eyes Ten-Kelvin
Sorption Cryocooler Experiment (BETSCE) planned for launch on the Space Shuttle in 1994.
The BETSCE objectives are to: (1) demonstrate 10 K sorption cooler technology in a
microgravity space environment, (2) advance the enabling technologies and integration
techniques by developing an automated, space flightworthy instrument, and (3) characterize
spaceflight performance and develop the needed flight database to aid the future cooler
development effort. Key technologies and elements to be characterized include hydride sorbent
beds, phase change materials, heat sinks, heat exchangers and other refrigeration loop
components, the cold head assembly containing a wicked solid/ liquid cryogen reservoir, cycle
process controls, and cycle repeatability. This spaceflight experiment is designed to mitigate the
risks of utilizing sorption cooler technology for spacecraft sensor cooling applications that
require periodic quick-cooldown, negligible vibration, low power consumption, a.id long-life (5
to 10 years).
INTRODUCTION
Sorption cooler technology provides an ideal method to produce intermittent operation of
cryogenic infrared sensors for future astronomy, earth-observation and surveillance satellite
systems. Sorption cooling provides low-vibration, long-life, vid repeated quick cooldown
capability, and the intermittent operation results ir, ': w average power consumption. A potential
application for this technology is the Brilliant Eye. 3E) surveillance satellite system, since one
of the BE system concepts includes a very long-wavelength infrared (VLWIR) detector focal
plane that needs to be periodically operated at near 10 K.
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The periodic 10 K sorption cooler concept for BE was originally conceived by Johnson and
Jones [ 1,2]. The concept has been investigated analytically, and the proof-of-principle of a 10 K
stage has been experimentally demonstrated in laboratory experiments [3). Alternately heating
and cooling beds of metal hydride powders circulates hydropen in a closed cycle and periodically
cools the detector cold head assembly to 10 K on comman, Figure 1 describes the basic cycle
concept.
A comprehensive technology development program is underway to advance the maturity level
and mitigate the risks of utilizing this novel technology for spaceflight systems such as BE [4].
The various elements of this development program [5] include component-level characterization
and reliability physics investigations, engineering model and protoflight development by industry,
and a near-term spaceflight technology demonstration experiment (BETSCE). BETSCE is an
element of the Shuttle Pallet Satellite (SPAS III) mission that is mounted on the Shuttle side
wall. Specific BETSCE objectives are to:
"* Demonstrate 10 K sorption cooler technology in a microgravity space environment,
"* Advance the enabling technologies and develop integration techniques by developing an
automated, space fi';htworthy instrument, and
* Characterize ,spaceflight performance and develop the needed flight database to aid the
future cooler development effort.

(1) Releasing high-pressure GH 2
from lank to fast sorbent bed
produces LH2 al S 30 K in
cryostat reservoir
Vacuum pumping of reservoir
by low-pressure sorbent bed
produces SH 2 at ! 11 K in
cryostat reservoir
4) Detector heat load at !; 11 K
sublimates SH 2 and drives GH 2
into low-pressure sorbent bed
C4) Heating sorbent beds drive-,
ofl GH 2 and repressurizes

Sorbent
Bed
Heaters
Heat of
Reaction

Hydride

Sorbent
Beds

C
C21
C__

40

(hj

GH2 tank

Tank

Cryostat
• .•

Detector

Heat Load

Figure 1.

Periodic 10 K sorption cryocooler basic cycle.
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Key technologies and elements to be characterized include hydride sorbent beds, phase change
materials, heat sinks, heat exchangers and other refrigeration loop components, the cold head
assembly containing a wicked solid/ liquid cryogen reservoir, cycle process controls, and cycle
repeatability.
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
To meet the objective of demonstrating the 10 K sorption cooler process in space, the BETSCE
flight instrument requirements are reasonably representative of typical 10 K cooler goals for the
BE VLWIR system. Some of the BE goals may be relaxed for the BETSCE flight instrument
to accommodate constraints imposed by the SPAS III Shuttle flight, such as unfavorable thermal
environment, safety, limited development schedule, and heat rejection limitations. Although
these constraints may cause the BETSCE flight instrument weight, power, and volume to be
greater than for a GPALS BE cooler, BETSCE will still effectively demo,'strate the critical
technologies. Also, to demonstrate the 10 K sorption cooler process in space, the BETSCE
flight instrument does not need to contain ancillary equipmt.unt such as an IR detector and optics;
only the hydrogen refrigeration cycle system and supporting systems need to be flown.
The basic functional requirements selected for the BETSCE instrument are a scaled version of
iepresentative BE 10 K cooling goals:
A. Cooldown in < 2 minutes from 60-70 K to:
A cold stage detector interface temperature of < 11 K.
(1)
(2)
An intermediate stage temperature of _< 30 K.
B. Sustain an IPR simulated detector heat load of > 100 mW at < 11 K for 10 minutes.
C. Recycle the system to operate again in < 24 hours.
D. Demonstrate > 3 full repeatable cycles.
E. Record data required to characterize spaceflight/ microgravity performance of the BETSCE
instrument.
Table I summarizes the key technologies and phenomena that BETSCE is designed to
characterize, and the associated instrumentation sensors.
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Physically, the BETSCE flight equipment comprises a Sorbent Bed Assembly, Tank and Valve
Assembly, Cryostat Assembly, Control Electronics Assembly, Structure, and Cabling/Installation
hardware. Figure 2 depicts the BETSCE instrument mounted on a Get Away Special (GAS)
adapter beam on the Shuttle payload bay sidewall. BETSCE draws power from the Shuttle 28
VDC power bus, downlinks data and uplinks commands, stores data on BETSCE's dedicated
mass storage device, receives the Shuttle Mission Elapsed Time(MET) feed at the data interface
1109
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Table I. Key BEISCE Measurements
Phenomenon to
be Measured

Seisors
-

Temperatures at simulated detector interface
Voltage and current to cold head heater
SBA and tank pressures and temperatures

-

Time

-

SBA temperatures & pressures

Sorbent bed fast sorption
capability/ desorption/ recycling

-

SBAi CA temperatures, & SBA/ TVA pressures
Time

Sorbent migration/ compaction

-

Achievement of system functional
requirements

Sorbent bed heat transfer

Heat switch heat transfer

Time

-

'

3A temperatures & pressures

Pre and post-flight inspection & X-ray, valve
leak-check

-

Time

-

SBA temps., pressures, heater volts & amps

-

Time

Phase change material freeze/

-

SBA temperatures

thaw/ heat transfer

-

Time

Cryostat reservoir liquid/ solid
cryogen retention and phase

-

CA temperatures & pressures
Time

J-T loop thermodynamics & heat

-

CA and TVA temperatures & pressures

transfer

-

Time

Thermal storage device and
mechanical cryocooler interface
performance

-

CA and TVA temperatures & pressures

Cycle process controls and
repeatability

-

SBA, TVA, CA, CEA temperatures, pressures,
volts & amps for heaters

separation

Thermal radiator heat rejection

Notes:

CA, SBA, CEA temperatures

SBA = Sorbernt Bed Assembly; TVA = Tank & Valve Assembly; CA = CryostLat
Assembly; CEA = Control Electronics Assembly

connector, accepts crew inputs via the Standard Payload Switch Panel, and rejects heat to space
with radiative coolers.connector, accepts crew inputs via the Standard Payload Switch Panel, and
rejects heat to space with radiative coolers.
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.140

Figure 2.

BETSCE instrument mounted on a Get-Away Special (GAS) adapter beam.

The rETSCE cycle exploits the properties of certain metallic hydride powders that desorb
hydrogen to high pressures when heated and adsorb hydrogen to high vacuums when cooled.
By alternately heating and cooling beds of these hydride powders, BETSCE circulates
hydrogen gas through a closed system. The process produces 0.31 g of solid hydrogen in about
2 minutes, enough to cool a simulated infrared sensor for 10 minutes at < 11 K. See Figure 3.
Figure 3 shows thle BETSCE fluid schematic. Figure 4 shows the basic operating sequence.
At launch, the total fill of hydrogen in the BETSCE system is less than 34 g, about 57% of
which is in hydride form. When the experiment is powered-up, the high pressure sorbent bed
is heated to desorb, pressurize, and transfer its H2 to the H2 storage tank. After hydrogen
desorption is completed, the high pressure bed is cooled. The low pressure and fast absorption
sorbent beds are next heated in turn, Transferring their It2 gas to the high pressure sorbent bed.
The high pressure sorbent bed is then heated again to pressurize the H, storage tank to its
operating pressure.
Also during BETSCE startup, mechanical cryocoolers pre-chill the crvostat thermal storage
device to 60-70 K. With startup conditioning sequences completed, BETSCE is ready to enter
its operating cycle. Cooldown is initiated by' releasing pressurized H: gas from the storage tank
to the fast absorption sorbent bed via the cryostat, whose yre-chilled therm~al storage !c\ icc. hex'
exchangers, and Joule-Thomson valve prod ice li qiid tt at 2(• "S; K
h:..,
c,•iJ ,,\..Next, solid H2 at K_ I1 K is produced bv \J:CUI:i nIm:," i..
..
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sequcntiallv heating the three sorbent beds as before. The cycle repeats about every 12 to 14
hours. In each cycle, pre-planned variations of event timing are introduced to fully map
operating characteristics and microgravity effects.
Table 11 nurnmarizes some key experiment design and performance parameters.
SUBSYSTEM HARDWARE DESIGN
The BETSCE Sorbent Bed Assembly comprises radiator panels, a fast absorption sorbent bed,
a high pressure sorbeat bed, and a low pressure sorbent bed. Design implementation of the
three beds is tailored to meet performance requirements. See Figure 5. The high pressure bed
pumnps hydrogen to moderate pressures (<. 10.3 MPa, 1495 psia, when the tank temperature is
300 K) when heated. The fast absorption sorbent bed adsorbs large quantities of hydrogen
rapidly [6]. The fast absorption and highl pressure bed sorbent material is lanthanum-nickel-tin
(L~aNi,41Sn 0 2) hydride.

The low pressure bed sorbent bed, designed to absorb hydrogen at

moderate vacuum levt.,ls, contains zirconium-nickel (ZrNi) hydride.
111~2
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Table II. Nominal Design and Performance Parameters

Cooldown from 60 K to 27 K:
Time
Initial storage tank pressure (1358 psia at 0'C)
Final storage tank pressure (1030 psia at 00 C)
H 2 gas depleted from storage tank
LH 2 produced in cold head reservoir
H2 gas absorbed by Fast Absorption Sorbent Bed
Energy dissipated by Fast Absorption Sorbent Bed
Cooldown from 27 K to < 11 K:
Time
SH 2 produced in cold head reservoir
H2 gas absorbed by Low-Pressure Sorbent Bed
Energy dissipated by Low-Pressure Sorbent Bed
Steady-state operation at < 11 K:
Time
Cold head heat Load:
12 R simulated detector heat load
(100 MW)
Conductive & radiative parasitics
(< 150 mW)
Sublimated H2 gas absorbed by Low-Pressure Sorbent Bed
Energy dissipated in Low-Pressure Sorbent Bed
Recycle Parameters:
Heater powei to each sorbent bed
Total heating time for 3 beds
Total energy to desorb beds/ recharge storage tank
Total time-averaged desorption power over 24 hours

< 90 seconds
9.36 MPa
7.10 MPa
6.09 g
0.50 g
5.29 g
90.5 KJ
< 30 seconds
0.31 g
0.49 g
16.8 K.J

10 minutes
250 mW
0.31 g
10.6 KJ
180 W
3.9 hours
2.6 MI
29.3 W

Besides hydride sorbent material, each sorbent bed contains heater elements, a heat sink/radiator,
and either a gas-gap heat switch or a thermal capacitor. The hydride powders are enclosed in
cylindrical pressure containers. Muitiple cartridge-type heaters are brazed to the outside of the
pressure containers. Surreunding the high pressure and low p: :ssure beds' hydride containers
are 3.8 mm (0.150-inch) wide vacuum spaces that function as gas-gap heat switches. These gaps
may be filled with helium gas at a pressure of about 1.3 x 10' MPa (10 torr) on command, to
provide conductive paths between the hydrides and heat sinks/ radiators. When the beds are
subsequently heated to recharge the system, the gaps are evacuated to the vacuum of space to
provide thermal isolation. The low pressure sorbent bed is heated to about 600 K to desorb the
ilydrogen at about 0.21 MPa (3r1 psia) to transfer it to the high pressure bed. Then the high
pressure bed is heated to 540 K to desorb the hydrogen at about 10.3 MPa (1495 psia when the
tank temperature is 300 K) to recharge the storage tank.
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The fast absorption sorbent bed consists of seven separate hydride containers located within an
aluminum housing. Surrounding each hydride container is an aluminum chamber filled with
n-hexadecane, a paraffin phase change material (PCM) that acts as a thermal capacitor, in a
copper heat transfer enhancement matrix containing 15.7 fins per centimeter. As 5.29 g of
hydrogen are absorbed by the fast absorption sorbent bed in about 80 seconds, the 90.5 KJ given
off by the exothermic hydride reaction melts the PCM. Thus, the hydride temperature remains
fairly isothermal at about 20 K above the PCM phase transition temperature of 289 K, allowing
the hydrogen absorption pressure to remain at about 0.26 MPa (38 psia) in the fast absorption
sorbent bed, which corresponds to about 0.39 MPa (57 psia) in the cryostat assembly cold head
reservoir. To recharge the system, the fast absorption sorbent bed is then heated to about 360 K
to desoib the hydrogzn at about 0.41 MPa (60 psia), transferring the hydrogen to the high
pressure .orbent bed. Then, as the radiator cools the n-hexadecane PCM to below 289 K it
again solidifies.
The BETSCE Cryostat Assembly comprises the thermal storage device (TSD), mechanical
cryocoolers, cryogen reservoir, heat exchangers, Joule-Thomson valve, outer shell, a'nd
associated piping. See Figures 2 and 3. The TSD is a 2.0-kg aluminum block cold sink. It is
supported inside an evacuated cryostat outer shell that is vented to space by motorized valve VI
whenever BETSCE is operating. Heat is removed from the TSD by mechanical cryocoolers.
When chilled to 60-65 K, the TSD is available to support the hydrogen cycle. In the initial stage
of the cooldown cycle, hydrogen gas circulated past the TSD raises the TSD temperature by
about 10 K.
The mechanical cryocoolers are split-Stirling rotary drive advanced tactical coolers manufactured

by Hughes Electron Dynamics Division (Model No. 7044H). These coolers are identical to
those used in the Cryogenic Heat Pipe Experiment (CRYOHP) planned for launch in 1992
aboard STS-53 [7], and the NASA Cryo System Flight Experiment planned for launch in 1994
[8]. BETSCE contains three of these. mechanical cryocoolers; two are operated simultaneously,
and the third provides redundancy.
The BETSCE Tank and Valve Assembly integrates 2 tanks, 11 valves, and associated
pressurized pipiig into a single unit. This allows many of BETSCE's joints, seals, and pressure
vessels to be intensively addressed and their performance verified before integration with the
other flight equipment. The 11 normally-closed solenoid valves are activated by BETSCE
Control Electronic Assembly drive circuits to produce the desired flows. See Figure 3.
The BETSCE Control Electronics Assembly directs the instrument through a series of preprogrammed sequences. Data on the status and performance of instrument components are
acquired and stored in nonvolatile solid-state flash memory. Performance data are also
downlinked to ground personnel so that experiment progress can be assessed. BETSCE can
accept uplinked commands to modify sequences or configurations based on observed
performance. All commands from the ground involve software, parameter adjustments, or valve
configurations that have no safety implications. See Figure 2.
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To measure and characterize the phenomena summarized in Table I, the BETSCE instrument
contains an array of 96 sensors monitored by the Control Electronics Assembly. Temperatures
are measured by an assortment of silicon diodes, platinum resistance thermometers (PRT's) and
thermocouples. Other telemetry includes pressure sensors, and current and voltage monitors for
determining electrical power consumed by heaters and mechanical cryocoolers.
The Control Electronics Assembly also provides power conditioning as needed of the 28+4
VDC supplied by the Shuttle. The strawman power and energy consumption profiles are shown
in Figure 6.
MISSION SCENARIO
Figure 7 summarizes the strawman mission timeline. On orbit, BETSCE is powered-on at the
start of payload activities, and is capable of running continuously and operating autonomously
for the full mission duration. When powered-on, BETSCE immediateiy does a self-check and
status appraisal. In the event of power interruption, BETSCE will resume operatiotn at the
sequence where it left off.
Initially, the sorbent beds are sequentially heated to desorb their hydrogen and charge the storage
tank. Simultaneously, BETSCE will vent the cryostat guard vacuum to space via valve V1 and
turn on the 60 K mechanical cooler assembly, to begin pre-cooling the cryostat thermal storage
device. These off-line conditioning sequences take about 18-24 hours. Then, BETSCE will
execute an initial full cycle for evaluation, and a full check cycle incorporating any modifications
that are necessary. Next, BETSCE will execute four conditioning cycles to establish repeatable
cycle parameter data patterns. Data patterns are expected to approach the nominal 12-hour cycle
in 3 or 4 cycles. See Figure 4. Additional cycles will be necessary if the data patterns have not
stabilized by the fourth cycle.
Following establishment of cycle repeatability, several utilization cycles follow, where various
effects of parametric tuning axe investigated. In one of these studies, it is planned to have a
pressure release through calibrated orifices that bypass the cryostat to independently define
sorbent bed performance. The one cycle per 12-hour period rate will be maintained. If mission
duration and resources permit, additional cycles should be inserted to address any issues of
opportunity that arise in the course of preplanned sequences.
Following the final sorption cycle, the mechanical coolers are shut down and the warmup of the
thermal storage device and cold head is observed. While warmup is proceeding, hydrogen is
returned to th,. sortent beds until they are fully hydrided. Then BETSCE is configured for
landing and powered-off.
DATA ANALYSIS PLAN
The full data set will be downlinked in near-real time via the standard Shuttle communications
data link, and archived. Experiment performance will be evaluated on the ground and parameter
changes will be uplinked if necessary. After BETSCE is deintegrated from the Shuttle post1116
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BETSCE strawman power and energy profiles.
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flight, data will be retrieved from the on-board data storage device and again archived. After
reduction and analysis, the microgravity spaceflight performance data will be compared and
correlated with ground test data, and to analytical model predictions. Particular emphasis will
be placed on gaining a quantitative understanding of the phenomena listed in Table I.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The BETSCE offers the first opportunity to demonstrate the spaceflight performance of a
sorption cryocooler. Extensive test data obtained from the 9 day mission will permit correlation
of microgravity performance with ground test data and analytical model predictions. The
spaceflight performance characterization database will aid in the design of future lightweight,
efficient, periodic 10 K sorption coolers for Brilliant Eyes, as well as other infrared sensor
cooling applications for surveillance, astronomy, planetary and earth observation satellite
systems.
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GAS ATOMIZED Ez3Ni POWDER FOR CRYOCOOLER APPLICATIONS

I. E. ANDERSON, M G. OSBORNE, H. TAKEYA, AND K. A. GSCHNEIDNER, JR.
AMES LABORATORY AND DEPARTMENT OF MATERIALS SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING, IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
AMES, IOWA 50011, USA

ABSTRACT

Although Er3NI powder has become an imponant cryocooler regeneration material due to its
significantly enhanced heat capacity at temperatures in the range of liquid He, an efficient method is
still needed to produce commercial quantities of high quality Er3Ni powder. A high pressure gas
atomization (HPGA) approach was developed to produce uniform spherical powders, of high purity
Er3Ni and 3 batches of about 1.3Kg each were prepared. The average yield of high quality
spherical powders between 0.15 and 0.35mm was about 16% of the initial atomizer charge weight.
Microstructural analysis of sectioned powder samples revealed single phase particles with some
internal cracking but no evidence of an oxidized surface shell. Chemical analysis and x-ray
diffraction measurements verified that single phase particles of the stoichiometric composition had
been generated. Vacuum fusion measurements indicated that the powder contained 2600ppm of
oxygen (by wt.). The heat capacity of a hot pressed, partially sintered Er3Ni powder sample was
measured from 2K to about 80K. The results indicated a maximum heat capacity of 0.43 J/cm 3 K
at about 7K. The heat capacity peak appears to be about 0.04 J/cm 3 K higher than that reported by
Sahashi et al. (1) and it is also narrower. Compared to the single peak for this sample, the Sahashi
et al. (1) heat capacity peak has two maxima suggesting the existence of two phases in their
material. In addition, our Er3Ni powder has a larger heat capacity than Pb over the entire range of
temperatures up to about 25K which should permit a lower final temperature for a cryocooler stage
composed of this material.
INTRODUCTION
Er3Ni powder has become an important cryocooler regeneration material due to its significantly
enhanced heat capacity at temperatures in the range of liquid He. However, the pace of
development of reliable magnetic refrigeration devices which utilize rare earth intermetallic (REI)
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alloys as the heat exchanger bed material has been slowed by several problems associated with the
characteristics of available alloy particulate. Most of these alloys have inherently poor mechanical
properties, primarily poor fracture toughness. Only limited commercial sources of suitable powder
of these alloys currently exist, typically supplying powder which is non-spherical, of low purity,
and sized between about 0.1 to 0.3mm.
The most typical commercial practice involves mechanical grinding or crushing of cast alloys to
size which produces irregular fragmented powders that are often partially fractured (2). Premature
disintegration of this substandard particulate material generally occurs after a limited period of
testing in a packed bed heat exchanger. The disintegration process causes the bed to shift and lose
stability, creating a loose bed that promotes further particle attrition and dusting. The abrasive dust
can also severely affect the lifetime of moving parts in the refrigeration unit (2).
An improved experimental technique, spark erosion, produces a yield of Er3Ni powders that
consists of both "shatters" and spheres (3). Recent research results reported by Ludeman (4)
indicate that a drop tube atomization device with a fine diameter orifice and a high melt
overpressure is cppable of producing extremely high yields of REI alloy spheres, albiet at a low
production rate. However, because the Raleigh disintegration process requires increasingly finer
melt orifice sizes for finer powders and because of their tendency to freeze-off, this device appears
to have a natural lower size limit of about 0.3mm for production of REI alloy powders. Recently,
one commercial source has emerged or 0.3mm spheres (1) which are produced by a "Rotating
Disk Process" method but uncertainty exists about its efficiency, adaptability for smaller size
spheres, and suitability for higher melting point REI alloys.
To permit widespread development of advanced cryocooler designs that utiliie this high
performance material, an efficient method is needed to produce uniform spherical powders of high
purity Lr3Ni in commercial quantities. A modified high pressure gas atomization (HPGA)
technique has been demonstrated to be effective for production of rare earth-iron-boron permanent
magnet alloy powders (5), a REI alloy of similar oxidation tendency, although in a much finer
particle size. Because the modified HPGA technique already produces high purity spherical
powders and includes provisions for powder surface passivation of REI alloys (5), the chief
development needed for adapting HPGA for this application is a "detuning" of the atomization
energy level (6) to produce significantly coarser powders.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The starting materials used in this study were 99.8at.% pure Er bar, which had been prepared at
the Materials Preparation Center, Ames Laboratory, and 99.9at.% pure Ni shot which was
purchased from INCO. The major impurities in the Er in ppma (atomic) were: H - 828, C - 97, N
- 60, 0 - 546, F - 246, Cl - 14, and Fe - 19 (all the remaining impurities present were < 10 ppma
and most < 1 ppma). The major impurities in the Ni in ppma were: H - 330, C - 580, 0 - 107, Cl
- 1,and Mn - 2 (all the remaining impurities present were < I ppma). Weighted amounts of Er and
Ni were arc-melted on a water cooled Cu hearth in an inert atmosphere of Ar (99.998wt.% pure)
and cast in 25g buttons. A total of about 3700g of alloy was prepared and split into three similar
batches for atomization processing.
The high pressure gas atomization process incorporated a melting system with a high purity
(99.55%), controlled porosity (21.0% porosity) alumina crucible, a high purity (99.8%), hardfired alumina stopper rod, and a boron nitride (93% BN) pour tube. Based on an estimated
liquidus temperature of 9000 C of the Er3Ni alloy composition (Er- 10.47wt.%Ni), a melt poXut
temperature of 11000C was selected to provide about 2000 C of superheat for effective alloy
homogenization and atomization. The melting and atomization chamber, as shown schematically in
Figure 1, was evacuated initially to about 6 x 10- 2 torr and, then, backfilled with ultra high purity
(99.998%) Ar gas to a positive pressure (1. latm) for the melting and atomization operations. The
atomization nozzle (7) was operated at a gas pressure of 2.8MPa (400psig) with ultra high purity
(99.998%) Ar gas utilizing a melt tip configuration designed to reduce the energy of disintegration
process (6) to promote production of large (0.15 to 0.35mm) powder particles. In addition, an insitu particle passivation process (5) was performed during the atomization of the powder to render
the powder surfaces resistant to ambient environmental degradation.
Since initial screening of the atomizer yield resulted in both spherical powders and flattened "splat"
flakes, a fluidized bed sorting technique was developed which utilized a 2.5cm diameter by 0.7m
long separation tube with an upward flow of Ar. At a selected gas flow setting the splats were
transported up and out of the top of the open separation tube with the spherical powder retained in
the lower portion of the tube for collection after termination of the gas flow,.
To characterize particle shape, loose powder was obser'ed with SEM using a conducting adhesive
mount. Microstructural analysis included optical microscopy and SEM of powder particle crosssections in etched (2% nital) and unetched conditions to observe internal particle microstructure and
1122
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Figure 1. Schematic uf higb pressure gas atomization (HPGA) at the Ames Laboratory, with inset
sketch of nozzle/pour tube configuration.
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porosity, respectively. Metallographic sample preparation of these samples involved epoxy
mounting of the loose powders and stundard grinding and polishing techniques.
Because the measurement fixture of the sub-ambient calorimeter required a sample shaped like a
right circular cylinder rather than loose particulate, the spherical Er3Ni powders were partially
sintercd into this shape. Powder that had been screened to 0.212 < dia. < 0.300mm and sorted to
remove flaes was poured into a cylindrical BN die cavity, 3mm dia. by 3rmm height, which was
fitted with a BN plunger. The plunger was weighted with a stainless steel block of about 500g.
The powder sample and die assembly was loaded into a resistance furnace chamber and vacuum t5
x 10'6torr) sintcred at 7000C for 44hr. The partially sintered sample exhibited sufficient
mechanical integrity to pcrmit removal from the BN die and handling in the calorimeter.
The low temperature (2 to 80K) heat capacity was measured using an adiabatic he-at-pulse type
calonmeter (8). The accuracy of the heat capacity measurements is estimated to be within 1% of
the reported value below 20K, within 2-5% between 20 and 60K, and within 5-10% above 60K,
with the accuracy decreasing with incrcasing temperature in the range above 20K. The
reproducibility from one rin to another, however, is much better: less than or equal to 1% below
40K, 2% between 40 and 50K, 3% between 50 and 60K, and 4 to 5% above 60K.
RESULTS
Uniform spherical powders of Er3Ni were produced by a high pressure gas atomization (HPGA)
approach in 3 batches of about 1.3Kg each. The average yield of high quality spherical powders
between 0.15 and 0.35mam was about 16% of the initial atomizer charge weight. The typical shape
and surface character of the HPGA powder is given in Figure 2 which shows powders screened to
0. 106 < dia. < 0.150mm. Occasional small singular "nubs" are commonly attached to the spheres,
but no large clusters of "satellite" particles are observed, as Figure 2 indicates. It should be noted
that a fairly large fraction of the as-atomized yield (approximately 10 to 2',Y7 by weight) co(nsisted
of splat flakes and that the flakes were removed by a fluidized bed separation method descnbed
above. Observations of the Er3Ni atomization spray suggested that the wide spray cone which
resulted from the detuned atomization parameters contributed to impingcment of it large number of
molten droplets on the narrow spray chamber wall, probably producing the splatis found it, thle
powder yield.
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Figure 2. SEM micrograph of as- atomiuzed ErINi powder prepared by HPCA after, screening to
0. 106 <dia. < 0. 150mm and removal of flake particuilate.
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Microstructural analysis of sectioned and etched powder samples, represented by Figure 3 which

shows 0.212 < dia. < 0.300mm powdeis, revealed single phase particles with some internal
cracking and a proportion (10 to 30%) containing large internal pores. Also, Figure 3 shows that
the powder surfaces do not exhibit a thick exterior shell suggesting that the in-situ pagsivation
treatment produces a surface film thinner than the SEM resolution limit. However, evidence of the
passivation treatment effectiveness is provided by our recent observations of the lack of obvious
degradation, typically in the form of a light colored oxide dust, of the HPGA powder surfaces even
after extended exposure (nearly 2 years) in the ambient environment.
X-ray diffraction measurements indicated that single phase powders of the Er3Ni compound
(orthorhombic, Pnma, DO 1i) had been generated by rapid solidification of the gas atomized
particles. In spite of the complex Bragg diffraction pattern shown in Figure 4, a computer-aided
comparison of the observed and calculated patterns, including both reflection positions and
intensifies, revealed excellent agreement. This suggests that the particles are single phase Er3NI
within the resolution limit of the x-ray diffraction technique.
Chemical purity of the atomized powder which is another important characteristic that affects
cryocooler performance was analyzed by atomic emission spectroscopy (AES), titrimetnc titration,
and vacuum fusion. The Er concentration of a random sample of as-atomized particulate was
measured by both titration and AES. while the Ni concentration was measured only by AES. The
results indicated that the nominal alloy composition, i.e., the initial composition charged into the
atomizer crucible, was maintained in the resulting powder and that the final powder alloy
stoichiomnetry was Er3.0oNi within the resolution of the analysis techniques. Vacuum fusion
measurements indicated that the powder contained 63ppmw of hydrogen, 67ppmw of nitrogen,
and 2600ppmw of oxygen. ThL elevated oxygen content of the particulate is probably affected by
the significant fraction of splat flakes in the random sample of the yield. Since :bP oxygen content
is probably associated primarily with particulate surfaces, the contribution to total surface area of
the splat flakes compared to the spherical powders is likely to be disproportionately large (by
weight) and probably inflates the oxygen content of the total particulate yield.
The heat capacity of a hot pressed, partially sintcred Er3Ni powder s,,:aple was measured [iom 2 to
about 80K. Figure 5 gives our Er3Ni heat capacity results from 2 to 30K along with the Sahashi et
al. (1) results foi both Er3Ni and Pb. The results of this study show a maximuin heat capacity of'
0.43 J/cm 3 K at about 7K, The heat capacity of our ErT3Ni sample is somce% hat higher than that
repxorted by Sahashi et al. (1) from 5 to 25K, except in the 8 to 10K rangc just albove the
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Figure 3. SEM micrograph of as-atomized Er3Ni powder prepared by HPGA after screening to
0.212 < dia. < 0.300mm and removal of flake particulate. Powder was encapsulated in epoxy,
metallographically sectioned, and etched (2% nital) to reveal particulate inicrostnicture.
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Figure 4. Results of x-ray diffraction analysis using Cu-Kalpha radiation of a random sample of
as-atomized Er3Ni powder prepared by HPGA, where the lower x-axis scale is in degrees 2 theta
and the left y-axis scale is in arbitrary counts per second (CPS).
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Figue 5. Low temperature portion of subambient (2 to 80K) calorimetry results for 'zr3Ni alloy
sample prepared from HPGA powder after screening to 0.212 < dia. < 0,300mm, removal of flake
particulate, and partial sintering. Also shown for comparison are the results that Sahashi et al. (1)
reported for Er3Ni and Pb.
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antiferromagnetic ordering temperature. This is due to the broadei heat capacity peak of the
Sahashi et al. (1) sample. The heat capacity peak of our sample is about 0.04 J/cm 3 K higher than
that of Sahashi, et al. (1) and is also narrower.
DISCUSSIVN
High pressure gas atomization (HPGA) experiments at the Ames Laboratory have yielded reswarch
quantities of Er3Ni. These experiments resulted in 0.15 to 0.35mm spheres with an average yield
of 16% of the original atomizer charge weight at a production rate of about 75g per second. Most
of the remaining yield was splat flakes or finer powders. While the HPGA process yield of 16%
spheres in the desired size range does not appear especially laudable, especially in light of the high
cost of the alloy, our average yield is probably at least four times that of a competing gas
atomization research program at NIST (2) which reported a 3% yield of both spheres and irregular
particulate between 0.12 and 0.25mm.
Unfortunately, all gas atomized powders with diameters greatc ;i,

about 0.075mm contain a

fraction, usually about 10%, of particles with large central pores that arise from gas trapped during
the atomization process. These hollow spheres are difficult to separate from the solid ones and can
contribute to a reduction in total heat capacity of the packed bed. It is important to note that if the
particle size requirements in new packed bed heat exchanger designs are decreased below
0.075mm, the HPGA process could produce significantly greater yields of solid spherical
powders. Alternatively, a new atomization process under development at the Ames Laboratory (9)
can produce internally sound spherical powders of large (0.15 to about 0.7mm) pure metals and
alloys of transition metals. This centrifugal atomization into a rotating quench bath (CA/RQB)
approach is currently being extended to REI alloys, including Er3Ni, and the results of these
experiments will be reported in the future.
In Figure 5, we also compare the results of our heat capacity measurements on Er3Ni with those
reported by Sahashi et al. (1) for EI3Ni and for Pb. The sharper peak in our sample compared to
that of the Sahashi et al. (1) sample indicates that our material is purer, either chemically or
structurally, or both. Unfortunately, Sahashi et al. (1) do not report chemical analysis results
which could be used for comparison of chemical purity. However, the double peak in the Sahashi
et al. (1) Er3Ni sample, taken by itself (in lieu of x-ray diffraction results), suggests that a second
phase is present in their alloy. The presence of this second phase may also account for the Iact that
the heat capacity of their sample is smallci than ours over thc 5 to 25K range. Fur thcrmore, \vc
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note that the heat capacity of our Er3Ni sample is larger than that of lead over the entire range of
temperatures shown in Figure 5. This should permit a lower final temperature for a cryocooler
stage composed of our material and also may allow for a shorter initial cooling time to a given
temperature.
SUMMARY
1.

High pressure gas atomization (HPGA) is a viable technique for production of research
quantities of spherical, passivated Er3Ni powders for cryocooler applications.

2.

Chemical, structural, and calorimetric characterization of the HPGA powders indicates that
single phase powders of the stoichiometric Er3Ni compound were produced without any
significant level of contamination except possibly for oxygen.

3.

As a result of the high quality of the HPGA Er3Ni, the calorimetric measurements revealed
that the peak heat capacity of our sample at 7K exceeded all reported measurements of this
alloy and is larger than that of lead from 2K to at least 30K which should permit a lower
final temperature for a cryocooler stage composed of our material and also may allow for a
shorter initial cooling time to a given temperature.
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MAGNETIC NANOCOMPOSITES AS MAGNETIC REFRIGERANTS
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GAITHERSBURG, MD 20899

1.INTRODUCTION
It has been found that materials possessing nanometer-scale dimensions, called
nanocrystalline or nanostructured materials, may possess properties or property
combinations which are different from those possessed by conventional materials having
larger dimensionst'. The unique properties of these new materials are a consequence of
either the large volume percent of interfaces in the material or the reduction in size to less
than that of the critical length scale appropriate to the particular property. For
nanocompositest2), wherein the material is a composite of nanometer-scale species, the
properties are different from, but related to, those of the individual constituents.
Consequently, the properties of this subset of the class of nanostructured materials are
sensitive to the volume fraction of its components. This additional degree of freedom is
useful for the atomic engineering of materials with very specific properties since volume
fraction is a relatively easy variable to control. For magnetic nanocomposites, a new
bulk magnetic state, called superparamagnetism, may exist. This magnetic state only
exists when the magnetic particles are very small. At the last cryocooler conference, this
type of magnetic material was first suggested as a new type of refrigerant for magnetic
refrigerators 3 .41. Theoretical reasons for this suggestion were presented which showed
that enhanced magnetocaloric effects are potentially obtainable in this type of material at
higher temperatures and lower fields than in paramagnetic refrigerants. Preliminary data
was also presented at that conference for a 10%Fe+silica gel magnetic nanocomposite.
The magnetocaloric effects in this dilute nanocomposite, although being significantly
enhanced over that of pure bulk Fe at 70 K, were still small in magnitude. Since that
initial announcement, an analysis of the losses, refrigeration quality factor, and power
density of magnetic refrigerators using magnetic nanocompositestSi showed that these
materials represent a real potential as magnetic refrigerants. In the following section, the
theoretical basis for the enhanced magnetocaloric effects in superparamagnetic and
"super-ferromagnetic" (wherein the magnetic clusters are allowed to magnetically interact)
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8 ) made since
nanocomposites will be reviewed, including improvements on the theoryt6
the last cryocooler conference. A new magnetocaloric effect measurement method
developed in this laboratoryt9 1for the fast screening of material candidates is described
and data measured on several new magnetic nanocomposites is reviewed showing the
predicted enhancements. Included in the last section is a description of a new type of
magnetic nanocomposite: one which is single phase crystallographically, but multiple
phase magnetically. This new material, Fe-doped gadolinium gallium garnet (GGIG),
possesses magnetocaloric effects at 15 K and 1 T which are larger than that for the
presently used low temperature magnetic refrigerant gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG)I'0 1 .
GGIG also has sufficiently large magnetocaloric effects at higher temperatures to suggest
potential applications at temperatures in excess of 20 K.

II. MAGNETOCALORICQ EFFECT
The change in internal energy (dU) of a closed system with no volume change occurring
may be expressed in terms of the incremental changes in the entropy (dS) and
magnetization (dM) as follows:
(1)

dU = TdS + HdM

where T and H are respectively the temperature and applied magnetic field. From this
exact differential, the following Maxwell relation may be derived relating the incremental
entropy change accompanying an incremental change in magnetic field to the easily
measurable quantities of magnetization and temperature:
= (-)

.

(2)

Upon integrating over H, the total entropy change of the system upon the application of
a magnetic field may be determined:
am

AS
0

dH.

(3)

d

The magnetocaloric effect (defined as a temperature change) is just AS multiplied by the
temperature and divided by the heat capacity (at constant 1H). For the purposes of this
paper we will focus on variations in AS instead of AT, keeping in mind they are closely
related.
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A. For Paramagnets:
For the case of a paramagnet, the temperature and field dependence of M is described by
the Langevin functiont"':

M = NV4coth(a)
aa

-

(-)(

S(4)

k8T

where 1 and N are respectively the size and number of non-interacting magnetic moments
in the system, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Substituting the equation 4 relationship

into equation 3 and performing the integration, one obtains the following for the entropy
change upon application of the field"61:
AS = NkVl - a coth(a) + ln(Sinh(a) )A
a

(5)

M follows the Curie Law
At low fields or high temperatures (well away from1 saturation),
41:
expression
simple
following
the
to
and AS reduces
AS-- Np 2H2
6k5 a

(6)

Because AS diverges to very large values at low temperatures, adiabatic demagnetization
refrigerators in this temperature range can be made using paramagnetic salts like chromic
potassium alum[1 21 (for T< I K) or gadolinium gallium garneti", 41 ) (for I K<T<20 K)
as the refrigerant. Note, however, from equation 6 that AS decreases as I/T. Therefore,
at high temperatures the magnetocaloric effect in paramagnets is small, and they cease
to be useful refrigerants.

B. For Nanocomposites with No Interaction Between Magnetic Clusters:
Operation of a magnetic refrigerator at higher temperatures than 20 K requires a
refrigerant with a larger AS value than obtainable with a paramagnet. One potential way
to obtain the larger AS values required for higher temperature magnetic refrigerator
4 691
operation is to use magnetic nanocomposites possessing superparamagnetic behavior[ ' .
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Note from equation 6, that if 1 is made larger
(and N is simultaneously made smaller to
keep the saturation magnetization, Ng,
constant), AS increases because of the
squared dependence on u (and only linear
dependence with N). This is the same
situation as grouping the N spins (each with
a magnetic moment of p1) in the system
together into "n" clusters (i.e. each cluster
having N/n magnetic spins). Using equation
6, one can show that AS for this situation at
low values of A-H/kBT is described by
equation 7:
n
Af,,l

(

__
n

1.0'

-

a
-

0 0.61
,
.
u
v
0.2,

(7)
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Figure 1. Calculated entropy change of a
system of spin-7/2 atoms induced by the
than N, removal of a 800 kA/m field for individual
Since "n" is much smaller
comparison of equations 7 and 6 (in equation spins (G.G) and for clusters of 10. 30, and
can be much
6, w=p,) shows that AS.
larger than AS for a paramagnet at low fields
and high temperatures. This is the situation of a superparamagnetic nanocomposite where
the atomic magnetic moments cluster to form fewer, but larger, independently acting
magnetic moments. There is a limit to this enhancement, however. According to
equation 5, at high fields or very low temperatures (when saturation is approached), AS
will decrease when u is increased further. In this regime M is no longer proportional to
I2(it approaches the constant value of the saturation magnetization), and the reduction
in N factor upon clustering becomes more important by comparison. In fact there is a
maximum in AS with respect to variations in NA, as given in equation 5, at
XM= =H/kBT=3.5 [6]. This means that for the maximum magnetocaloric effect
cc W=_
there is an optimum cluster size (i.e. an optimal value for 1) for any given temperature
of operation and applied magnetic field. Figure 1 shows mean field theory calculations
of AS vs. T for a system of N spin-7/2 atoms (e.g. Gd atoms) isolated and clustered into
various magnetic cluster sizes. The. enhancements in AS at lower fields and/or higher
temperatures on clustering the spins is obvious. Note also the points of intersection of
the various curves. At temperatures lower than these crossover points, the smaller
cluster sizes are better. Superparamagnetic nanocomposites do not create new entropy;
they just skew the available entropy to different field and temperature ranges not normally
accessible to refrigeration systems using conventional materials.
6 k, 7
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C. For Ferromagnets:
In order to increase the operation temperature to very large values, ferromagnetic
materials have historically been considered. In the case of a ferromagnet, examination
of equation 3 indicates that the magnetocaloric effect would be small at temperatures
much higher or much lower than the Curie temperature, To, since (dM/dT)H is very small
in those ranges. Accordingly, at Tc the magnetocaloric effect would be expected to be
large. Above the Curie Point, the field and temperature dependence of the magnetization
may be analyzed in the mean field approximation in a similar way as was done above for
a paramagnet. The effect of the interaction between magnetic moments which occurs at
temperatures below Tc is taken into account by replacing T in the above equations by TTc so that the parameter oc in equations 4 and 5 becomes
__

_

_

(8)

kE(T - Tc)
For T > Tc, at low fields and high temperatures the entropy change on application of a
magnetic field would be similar to that described in equation 6 for a paramagnet:
AS --- N2H2

(9)

6k(Th-Tc)2

In this case, AS diverges to very large values as T approaches Tc. Consequently, near
the Curie point ferromagnets are potentially useful as magnetic refrigerants. Below Tc,
the magnetic spins are ordered in domains, but with an order which is incomplete at Tc.
The magnetocaloric effect is proportional to the "disorder" within the domains at H=0
(i.e. inversely with the spontaneous magnetization of the material below Tc). As T
decreases from Tc, the spin order within the domains increases, so AS below Tc also
decreases with T. Consequently, AS for a ferromagnet is a sharply peaked function of
T at the Curie point. Mean field theory calculations for AS were performed as a function
of T for a ferromagnet with a Tc near 300 K (e.g. Gd), and these are shown as the single
atom curve in figure 2. Note in this figure the AS systematics described above.

D. For Nanocomposites with Interacting Clusters:

Magnetic nanocomposites may also be prepared so that the magnetic clusters interact with
each other""'I.

This situation describes the case of ferromagnetically-interacting
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Figure 2. Calculated entropy change of a system of interacting spin-7/2 atoms (with T,--300
K) induced by the removal of an 800 kA/m field for individual atomic spins (Gd) and for
clusters of 10 and 100 spins.

superpararnagnetic clusters. Nanocomposites of this type will possess an effective
interaction temperature, TI, analogous to the Curie temperature of a ferromagnet, which
describes the interaction between clusters. Below T, there is long range magnetic order
between the clusters, and above T, the material is superparamagnetic. Some authors have
referred to this case as "super-ferromagnetic"i"7 . In this case, there is also an
enhancement in AS above T, (compared to that of a ferromagnet with Tc=To) at low
fields as /IN (the saturation magnetization) is kept constant while p1 is increased in
magnitude"'-'. In the low field/high temperature limit AS (called AS,.,f,• in this case)
will be similar to that expressed in equation 9:
n [(Nn),]2 H
6kg (T-T,) 2

(10)

where "n" is the number of interacting clusters and u, is the magnetic moment of an
individual elemental atomic spin. For low fields and high temperatures, the factor
n[(N/n)pj 2 which appears in equation 10 may be much larger than the factor NA2 which
appears in equation 9 (where u=A,). The same limit to these enhancements described
above for the superparamagnetic materials occurs for the ferromagnetically-interacting
superparamagnets.
Maximum enhancements in AS,,.,, are expected when
3
5
jiH/kBT . , where pi=[N/n]pA, is defined as the cluster magnetic moment. For
temperatures less than or equal to TI, i.e. when magnetic saturation is approached, AS
is smaller when 1A is increased by clustering the atomic momentslTh. The mean field
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theory calculations are shown in figure 2. More exact Monte Carlo calculations of AS
for ferromagnetically-interacting superparamagnetic clusters17 l above and below Tc
confirm the mean field theory calculations. In both calculations, the entropy change for
a given applied field is peaked around the critical temperature (Tc for a ferromagnet and
T, for the clustered magnet). In the case of clustered magnetic moments, as in a
nanocomposite, figure 2 shows that AS is also spread out over a broader temperature
range. For some magnetic refrigerato," designs the large breadth in AS is important.
Also, for refrigeration cycles using an active magnetic regenerator, the slope of the AS
vs. T relationship below T. is particularly important for attaining high efficiencytlz].
Magnetic nanocomposites with interacting clusters provide a means for selecting that
slope. In addition, they also provide a means for selecting T, and for providing enhanced
AS values at temperatures higher than T, "'v. All these adjustments are possible without
diluting or changing the magnetic spins in the system, unlike composite ferromagnet
refrigerants(2t'21. Recent calculations for an active magnetic refrigerator substantiate the
potential provided by nanocomposites for obtaining refrigeration with enhanced power
density and lower magnetic fields1 l'. Uniaxial nr_.,.,,Atic anisotropy can also affect the
peak magnitude, peak temperature, and breadth of AS. For ferromagnetic refrigerants,
optimal characteristics are obtained when the magnetic field is directed normal to the easy
plane of magnetization'sJ. If, however, one wished to employ superparamagnetic particles
in their paramagnetic regime to obtain a broad AS vs T curve, then the applied field
should be parallel to the favored axis of magnetization 8t ).

W. ENTROPY CALCULATION FROM MAGNETIZATION DATA
Equation 3 relates the entropy change for the application of the magnetic field, H, in
terms of the measurable quantities of M, 1, and H. P" one measures the magnetization
as a function of field at various temperatures, then the integral in equation 3 becomes just
the area enclosed between any two isotherms divided by the temperature difference
between the isothermst91 :
H

AS,

Jf[M(T7+ 2,H) - M(T
1
AT, = -1

-)

a]dH(
(T1

Thus the magnetocaloric effect can be measured without calorimetry. Ths method was
tested for gadolinium gallium garnet and compared to direct calculations for spin-7/2
atoms (i.e. a systetn, of independent Gd atoms). The agreement between the measured
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data using equation 11 and the calculated values was quite good (within 10%), thereby
providing confidence in this method for determining AS. Since magnetization data is
much faster to measure than AT and heat capacity data, this non-calorimetric method is
a fast way to screen prospective magnetic refrigerants. In our laboratory, it has been
especially valuable for assessing the utility of various magnetic nanocomposite processing
methods, including co-precipitation, solution reduction, and metal-organo complex routes,
for making magnetic refrigerants.

WV. EXPEERMENTAL DATA
Magnetic nanocomposites are usually prepared as a physical mixture of two distinctly
different crystallographic phases (e.g. Fe + aluminaw"), Ni + silicacul, and Fe30 4 + silverP5),
one of which is ferromagnetic and one phase which is not magnetic. In the last
cryocooler conference, we reported on some data for a 10%Fe+silica gel
nanocomposite 4t' which showed that this dilute superparamagnetic material possessed a
magnetocaloric effect at 70 K which, although small, far exceeded that which pure Fe
would have at that temperature. In fact, the dilute nanocomposite possessed an effect
which was one quarter as large as the maximum effect possessed by pure Fe at its Curie
temperature. These results were consistent with the enhancements predicted above for
superparamagnetic nanocomposites. Subsequent investigation of the temperature and
concentration dependence of AS for the Fe+silica gel nanocomposites also provided
..onsistent results with the predictions described above, but the magnetocaloric effects
w.,re still smalltl.

Recently, in our laboratory a magnetic nanocomposite of Gd magnetic clustersrl in a
garnet structurc was prepared using a metal-organo complex process. Specifically, this
type of magnetic nanocomposite was created by complexing the mixed nitrates of Gd and
Fe with an excess of tartaric acid in water solution. The solvent was thermally removed
(T - 300°C) and the nanocomposite was formed by treating the resultant precursors in air
at 950'C. This process has the advantage that large amounts of material (in excess of
several cubic centimeters) may be prepared relatively easily.
This magnetic
nanocomposite, however, is different from the ones previously examined (and described
above) in the sense that it is a single crystallographic phase rather than a mixture of
structurally different phases. The overall crystal structure of the nanocomposite was
confirmed by x-ray diffraction to be that of a garnet, similar to the crystal structure of
gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG), and with a stoichiometry of Gd 3Gas.1,FeO1 2 (x < 5).
In this nanocomposite, Fe atoms have substituted for Ga atoms in the lattice of GGG
(Gd3Ga5O12). Concurrently, the field dependence of the magnetization for the Fe-doped
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garnets (for x <5) near 20 K lost its
linearity, indicating the loss of
4)"]4[]
EEl
paramagnetism.
Analysis of the
ll
magnetization of the Gd 3Ga5.2 FeO 1 2
U
t
(x< 5) materials showed the paramagnetic
state of GGG had been changed by the Fe
]
]]
addition to that indicative of small
magnetic clusters in a non-magnetic or
E
,
11
weakly magnetic matrix (earlier referred
[,]3 b 2A1
to as superparamagnetism). The ironEl
doped gadolinium gallium garnet (GGIG)
[1
is, therefore, comprised of at least two
magnetically different regions (or phases)
- I:
even though crystallographically it is only
a single phase. It is believed that the
Gd
Fe U
Ga El
superparamagnetic state formed in the
GGIG nanocomposite is a consequence of Figure 3. Schematic of the Gd3Ga5 .,,Fe.O12
the onset of ferromagnetic interactions magnetic nanocomposite structure showing atomic
between
near positions, spin directions (via arrows) of the Gd
neighbetwen those
thoseGd
G atoms
atoms. which
whish are
are n
atoms and the locations of magnetic clusters
neighbors to the Fe atoms. This Gd-Gd (dashed lines).
a
interaction (absent in GGG) is possibly
magnetic superexchange-type interaction
via the Fe atom, as has been observed to occur between transition metal atoms in some
transition metal alloysr'l. A schematic of the structure of the gadolinium gallium iron
garnet magnetic nanocomposite is shown in figure 3. In this figure the magnetic clusters
are pictorially represented by the atoms enclosed in the areas bounded by the dashed
lines, and inside these areas the spins of the Gd atoms are aligned. The intermediate
regions contain non-interacting (non-aligned) paramagnetic Gd atoms. This picture
(which does not properly reflect the crystal symmetry) was drawn only for visualizing the
correspondence between atomic position and magnetic state possessed by the various Gd
atoms in this novel magnetic nanocomposite. Note, that in this type of nanocomposite,
there is no dilution of magnetic material required for creating superparamagnetic
behavior. Consequently, there is no loss in total magnetic-spin entropy, a problem with
nanocomposites like the Fe+silica gel material where non-magnetic silica must be added
to break up the Fe into small regions.
As an experimental test of the above predictions for enhanced magnetocaloric effects in
magnetic nanocomposites, the magnetization as a function of H and T were measured for
several Gd3Ga3 .,Fe1 O1 2 (GGIG) samples with x < 5 up to a field of 800 kA/m (1 tesla)
between 4.2 K and 100 K. Calculation of the entropy change, AS, for these materials
upon a field change of 800 kA/m as a function of temperature was performed according
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to the method described in equation 11
and compared to that measured for GGG.
The result: are :howr, in figiure 4011. Note
that as Fe is substituted for Ga in the
AS systematically
nanocomposite,
increases as more magnetic clusters are
formed, in accordance with the ASenhancement predictions of equation 7.
Maximum enhancements occur when half
the Ga atoms are substituted by Fe.
Further Fe addition was found to result in
a decrease in the AS enhancements over
GGG. The optimal AS enhancement

2.4

x 2.5

2.0.
1.6

m x = 1..75

d

+ X=

-

E

a.8

w 0,8
V)
<04

0.0
0

behavior would be expected according to

20

40

60

80

100

the predictions of equation 7, if the
Tererature CK)
optimal cluster size for this field and
temperature range is attained at the x =2.5 Figure 4. Measured entropy change vs T for a
composition. We argue that this proof of field change of 800 kA/m for GGQ (x=0) and the
the earlier theoretical predictions should GGIG magnetic nanocomposites containing 1,
atomic %Fe.
be used as motivation for an accelerated 1.75, and 2.5
effort in the development of magnetic
nanocomposite refrigerants. Furthermore, note from figure 4 that when half the Ga
atoms are replaced by Fe atoms (x=2.5), AS was enhanced over that for GGG at all
temperatures greater than 7 K. At 15 K, the GGIG nanocomposite possessed a AS value
at 800 kA/m (1 tesla) 3.4 times larger than that for GGG, the best present magnetic
refrigerant at this temperature. At 20 K, the x=2.5 GGIG possessed a AS value 4.5
times larger than that of GGG. In fact, the Gd 3Ga2.5Fe2.5012 nanocomposite possessed a
AS value at temperatures in excess of 70 K that was larger than that possessed by GGG
at 15 K, the present maximum refrigeration temperature using GGG. This nanocomposite
does not possess a remanent magnetization, and, therefore, no hysteretic losses during
field cycling.

V. CONCLUSIONS
Magnetic refrigeration, which used to be rest--icted to T< 1 K in one-shot adiabatic
demagnetization refrigerators, is a viable technology at higher temperatures.
Paramagnetic refrigerants are restricted to low temperature applications, while
ferromagnetic refrigerants and nanocomposite refrigerants hold the promise for high
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temperature refrigerators. Previous theoretical predictions for enhanced magnetocaloric
effects in superparamnagnetic nanocomposites have been substantiated by measurements
on a new magnetic nanocomposite, Gd3Gas~1 Fe1 O12 (x < 5). This nanocomposite even has
potential applications as a substitute refrigerant for GGG in the 7 K <T <20 K
temperature range, and perhaps at temperatures as high as 40 K. It has also been shown
that nmagnetocaloric entropy changes can be calculated from the temperature and magnetic
field dependence of the magnetization. This provides a fast method for screening
potential magnetic refrigerants.
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ENTHALPY FLOW TRANSITION LOSSES IN REGENERATIVE CRYOCOOLERS
PETER KITTEL
Technology Development Branch
Space Projects Division
NASA, Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000
ABSTRACT
In regenerative cryocoolers, enthalpy flow is characterized by an oscillating temperature within the
working fluid. When there are changes in enthalpy flow, the amplitude of the temperature
oscillation also changes. This is an irreversible process that generates entropy. Thus, this process
is a loss mechanism. Such losses occur at the transition between heat exchangers (isothermal
regions) and adiabatic regions.
This paper presents a generalized method of calculating these losses. For a sinusoidal temperature
variation, the fractional loss per cycle is
(2txcos )1•l{1+xsinO 1 (1 +xsinO)) si( -) dO
where x is the ratio of the temperature oscillation amplitude to the average temperature, cc is ratio of
die change in the mean temperature at the transition to the temperature oscillation amplitude, and
is the phase angle between the mass flow and the temperature oscillation.
Approximate solutions are also developed for cases relevant to pulse tube and Stirling cryocoolers.
INTRODUCTION
Enthalpy flow analysis has become a useful tool in understanding how regenerative cryocoolers
work. 1 Finite enthalpy flows occur in adiabatic regions of coolers and in regions with poor heat
transfer between the working fluid and the surroundings. Regions with finite enthalpy flow include
the pulse tube in pulse tube coolers, the expansion space in Stirling and G-M coolers that are
operating to fast for isothermal expansion, and between a valveless compressor and the aftercooler
Enthalpy flow analysis has mostly been used to analyze the gross cooling power. However this
technique may also be used to quantify losses within coolers. This paper discusses a loss that
occurs when there is a change in enthalpy flow, in particular, when the enthalpy flow changes
1145
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adiabatic

iohra

-- ----!i
4.

-transition zone

Figure 1. Representation of the change in the amplitude of the temperature oscillation at a
transition from a finite enthalpy flow to isothermal flow. The amplitude changes from Td to
0. In this example the mean temperature Ta does not change.
ween a finite value and zero. This is shown pictorially in Figure 1. Such transitions may be
Jund at the junction of heat exchangers and adiabatic sections.
Inregions with enthalpy flow the local temperature, ', and mass flow, rh, of the working fluid
oscillate. The enthalpy flow per cycle is given by
,2n/wo
Hd = CpJ0'
ihT dt
(1)
On entering an isothermal section, the enthalpy flow goes to zero, because the amplitude, Td, of the
temperature oscillation goes to zero. The transition occurs over a finite distance in a transition zone.
In this zone gas elements undergo a temperature change from T to Ta, the mean temperature. The
time it takes for this transition is small compared to the cycle time (2ntc0). This is the same as
saying that the displacement of a gas element during a cycle is large compared to to the length of
the transition zone. Thus, we may treat the process as quasi-static. During the time it takes for an
element of gas to cross the transition zone, rii and the pressure, P, do not change and T in the
adiabatic section does not change. However, while crossing the transition zone, the temperature of
the gas element changes. The temperature change is not caused work being done because, on the
time scale of crossing the transition zone, P and rih are constant. Thus, the temperature change is
caused by transferring heat to or from the surroundings. The rate heat is transferred by an
incremental change in temperature, d't, of the gas element is
dQ = Cprmdt
1146
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(Positive heat flow is from the heat exchanger to the gas.) The total heat transferred by an element
of gas is
(3)

dQ = Cph(aIT dc')dt

The net heat transfer per cycle is found by
r2nintegrating over one cycle:

Q=

-CpfJ0rT - Ta)dt = -Hd

(4)

This is the expected result since for infinitesimal processes dH = dQ + V dP and dP = 0 for this
process.
However the process is not reversible. During thz incremental process 'escribed above the heat
flows across a temperature difference. Thus entropy is produced. The rate entropy changes is

where t is the instantaneous temperature of an element of gas within the transition zone and the
absolute value sign is a reflection of the second law of thermodynamics, that dS _Ž
0 for all
processes. The entropy change within the transition zone is found by integrating eq. (5) over the
complete temperature change:
dS=C plfi(fT

{I1:

-I

}dCt)dt

(6)

In a more generalized case the mean temperature is different in the two regions. This is depicted in
figure 2 where the mean temperature changes from Ta in the adiabatic region to (I a + Tb) in the
isothermal region. This situation is representative of the expander in regenerative coolers and of the
flow between a compressor and its aftercooler. Equation (6) may be easily rewritten for this
situation:
dS=C

ri(

faT

T

a+Tb

'

dt

(7)

-Hd

(8)

Similarly eq. (4) may be rewritten as

Q=-Cpf 0

ri [T-(Ta +Tb)]dt

=

Equation (7) may be integrated over a cycle to yield the entropy produced per cycle:
AS = Cp/ Pf0 rh( fa+Tb
Td't1dt Ta +Tb
1147
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zone

4-transition

Figure 2. Representation of the change in temperature amplitude at a generalized transition
from a finite enthalpy flow to isothermal flow. The amplitude changes from Td to 0. The
mean temperature changes from Ta in the adiabatic region to (Ta + Tb) in the isothermal
region.

This entropy is produced by an irreversible process, the flow of heat across a temperature gradient.
The enthalpy change during a process can be expressed as dH = T dS + V dP. Here, there is no
pressure loss. Thus, the irreversible entropy reduces the enthalpy flow available for refrigeration.
I.e., a portion of the heat transfer, eq. (8), is the result of this entropy production and is not available
for cooling an external load. The lost enthalpy is TaAS. The fractional enthalpy lost per cycle is
Tj = Ta AS/Hd
(10)
For simplicity we will assume that the temperature and mass flow are sinusoidal:
T=Ta + Td sin(wt)
(11)
ri =nrad sin(ot - ))
(12)
where the subscripts a and d refer to the mean and dynamic components, co is the frequency and 40
is the phase shift. Substituting eqs. (8), (9), (11), and (12) into eq. (10) and integrating over t
results in :
(n

+ lCos

ox 7 )

I} sin(O-()

dO

(13)

where x = Td/Ta, a = Tb/Td, and 0 = Cot. The variables x, cx, and 0 are constrained to the following
ranges by physical considerations: 0 :5 x S 1,-1 _<.
ax, and -n/2 <4 < 7t/2.
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(The loss, eq. (10), uses Ta as the reference temperature. This temperature was chosen because it is
the mean temperature of the gas and it is the gas that carries the enthalpy flow. However, in cooler
analysis it is more common to use the temperature of the isothermal sections, (Ta + Tb), as the
reference temperature. In this case one can define a loss: 1l* = (Ta + Tb)AS / Hd where
rI" = "l(Ta + Tb) / Ta = 71(ax + 1). This paper will deal with Ti rather than Tl*.)
A•PIM

--

ATE SOLUTION

The integrand of eq. (13) is shown in figure 3. This is not a simple function to integrate in closed
form- Fortunately, there are ways of approximating it. It is also possible to numerically integrate
eq. (13).
Ž I dO,. These
A lower limit, 1it, to eq. (13) can be found by making use of the relation: JlI d0 >
two integrals are equal when I does not change sign over the range of integration; i.e., I > 0 or I •0
throughout the integration range. Here
(14)
I1+ xsinO 1 (l +x sn01 s8n(
ne)
Jl
tx+1
ax
x+1I
Thus,
0.02
a= -1
1

0.015

'\

0.01

;

-0.5

0.0
'..,

\

0

-..- .,

0.5
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0.5
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.', \..

1

0/it
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.'.

'I

"
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2

Figure 3. Plot of II(x,o,O,0)I, where I is given by eq. (14), for x = 0.1, 4 = it/3, and five
values of a between -I and 1.
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Tj 2 e = (Trx cos0)-I2nl +xsinl

ln Il+xs+nO)

l}sin(O-00) d0 (15)

An approximate form of 7ti can be found by expanding the logarithmic term in eq. (15) as a power
series in x and keeping the lowest order term. This results in
'it

= Ti' = aLIx(ax + 1)-1
(16)

= IrbI(Ta + Tb)1

This approximation is the same as saying that the heat transfer process nominally involves the
irreversible transport of heat from Ta to Ta + Tb; which generates entropy:
S

QITa-1

- (Ta + Tb)- 1. The same result can be reached by approximating the 1/t term in eq.

(7) by 1/Ta. However eq. (16) is derived, it is only an approximate lower limit. It does not have the
* dependence that is explicitly contained in eq. (13). Nor does it adequately predict the behavior
near a = 0. Equation (7) and, therefore, eq. (13) are clearly not 0 at ax = 0, yet eq. (16) is.
Another approach is to find an approximate closed form solution of eq. (13) in the limit of small x
and cL The integral in eq. (13) can be written as JIlId6. This integral may be rewritten, since
(axx+l) > 0, as JilId0 = (ax+l)"1 JiJde where

J = (ax +1)I= {xsinO

ax- (ax + 1)ln(1 + xsin

sin(6-)

(17)

This can be expanded in a Taylor series of x. Keeping the lowest order term results in
J = •, 2(o -sin0) 2 x2 sin(O- 0)
(18)
The functionIJI may be integrated by first dividing it into segments where J Ž 0 or J <0 and then
integrating each segment separately. These regions are illustrated in figure 4. The boundaries

'

--------------

4)

R

'---

x

''

0

0

7UI2
0

27t

Figure 4. Regions in (eo) space where eq, (18) is positive (unshaded) or negative (shaded).
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between the J a 0 and J :< 0 segments only depend on 0 and 0.
Integrating j(xa,0,0)j over 0 in this piecewise fashion yields
"T1 = T"

2 + 1) (tx + 1)cos(18)
(Y3 cos(20)+ 2ax

COMPARISON TO NUMERICAL SOLUTION
It is possible to solve eq. (13) by numerical integration. Figure 5 shows such a solution for x =
0.1. The solution has a broad central region (where ax and 0 are small) in which rTis slowly
varying. At (0 = 0, ox = 0) il has a value of about 4x/3ir for a loss of about 4.2% when x = 0.1.
Outside of this region, 7i increases rapidly. Figures 6, 7, and 8 show comparisons between i and
the approximations, Tl' and rT". These comparisons are done around several operating conditions
that are representative of conditions that might occur in coolers: 0 =0, x = 0.1, and X= -1, 0, and 1.

o0.09

0.50.

co•

-0.5

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

Figure 5. Contours of constant loss, 71,in (0,oa) space for x = 0.1. The contours are 0.01 apart.
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Figure 6. Comparison as a function of a of the approximate lower limit, Tr', and the
approximation, ril", with the numerical solution of 11 for x = 0.1 and 0 = 0.
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Figure 7. Comparison as a function of phase, 0, of the approximate lower limit, T1', and the
approximation, il", with the num'erical solution of 1i for x = 0.1 and cc -1,0, and 1. For Ct
= 0, 1j and 71" are indistinguishable on this scale and 1l' = 0.
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0.2

0.2

numerical solution
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-
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.

S--

approximation
lower lirmit

0.1

0.05
0-0
0

0.05

V.1

0.15

amplitude Td/Ta
Figure 8. Comparison as a function of amplitude, x = Tt/Ta, of the approximate lower limit,
IT', and the approximation, rl", with the numerical solution of r" for 0 = 0 and cc -1, 0, and
1. For a = 0, 1i and il" are indistinguishable on this ,cale and "r' = 0.

The approximate lower limit, '', behaves as was expected from the earlier discussion. It is not a
good approximation. It does not have a phase dependence nor does it adequately predict the
behavior for small ox or for large cc. It is only a good predictor for 0 - 0 arid 0.5 : loc S 1. The
approximation T1" is a far better predictor. It tracks the 0 and x dependen.7e of rl over the range of
interest. The errors are insignificant.
DISC.USSIONL
Table 1 gives values of x and a that night he .expected for coolers. For hot heat exchangers, the
exchanger teiperature is near the minimum gas temperature. For cold heat exchangers, the
exchanger temperaiuv, is near the peak gas tempe.rature. The total loss may be found by combining
the individual losse¢ ')sing: "= 1 - I-I.(I - rii). For the case iveu in Table 1 the overall loss would
be 3.%. This t-iay be .ompared to the model of Wang et. 41d.- A 30% loss in gross cooling power
ali-ost :"o-Iplet(.'y ,ccourws for the differ-, ice betwee,, the calculated and expeiixmental results they
preseni. Such good "ureement :,ay t-. just coincidental. Tine losses calculhted in Table I assume
sinusoidal waveforms; the real wacforms are not. An iiittgration of eqs. (8) and (9) using thc real
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Table 1: Typical values
location

x

oL

compressor/aftercooler

0.1

-1

0

0.12

cold heat exchanger *
hot heat exchanger *
* estimated from ref. 2

0.1

1

0

0.10

0.1

-1

0

0.12

waveforms would give a different result. Also, the values listed in Table 1 are only r,',ugh estirrates.
The data presented in the table are consistent with the published data but may not adequately
describe the process. Furthermore, some of the enthalpy flow losses may be already included in
Lheir model. As will be discussed below, the loss at the hot heat exchanger should not be included
in the overall loss. Excluding this would reduce the total loss from 30% to 20%.
In an ideal pulse tube, all of the enthalpy flow must be irreversibly dissipated at the hot heat
exchanger. 3 The mechanism discussed in this paper can account for part of this dissipation.
(Another source of loss at the hot end is the V dP work done in the orifice.) Since this total
dissipation is inherent to pulse tubes, most models probably already accoun, for it. In any case a
loss in enthalpy flow at the hot end of a pulse tube does not reduce the cooling power.
The estimate of rl found in Table 1 was based on calculated waveforms at ,he ends of the pulse
tube. These waveforms are probably taken from within the transition zone. Therefore Table I
probably under estimates the loss. To improve on this, we can take a look at the temperature profile
in the pulse tube. This profile has been measured for a pulse tube. 1 Estimated parameters based on
these measurements are summarized in Table 2
There is a difficulty in using this data in the enthalpy flow loss model. The model assumes that Ta
is constant in the adiabatic region. Yet, in a real pulse tube Ta has a steep gradient. This is
especially true near the hot end. We would like to use temperature estimates that are neither
affected by the transition zone nor by this gradient. One method is to use the minimum (or
maximum) value of Ta. This choice reduces the effect of the transition zone. However, since the
minimum (or maximum) occurs away from the end, the estimate is still affected by the gradient.
This results in underestimating T1. Another choice is to extrapolate Ta from the central region near
the minimum (or maximum) to the ends of the pulse tube. Both of these methods are used in
Table 2.
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Table 2: Pulse Tube Performance Parameters t
position

Td

Ta

Ta + Tb

1

cold end*
t

10K
9.7 K

185 K
180 K

200 K
200 K

0.09
0.15

30 K
33-35 K

360 K
400-425 K

300 K
300 K

0.31
0.75-1.11

hot end §
t

t estimated from ref. 1
* using minimum reported Ta
§ using maximum reported Ta

t Ta estimated by extrapolating to end of pulse tube
Td estimated by assuming T/'Ia is same for both cases

The two methods give about the same result (TI -12%) for the cold end loss. This loss is similar to
the one found in Table 1.
The hot end loss is quite different. Using the extrapolated data, the loss is -90%. Thus, this
accounts for a substantial portion of the required dissipation. It also accounts for the large
overshoot of the gas temperature above the hot end heat exchanger, a trait of pulse tubes. Again,
this good agreement between calculated and expected loss may just be fortuitous. At the hot end of
a pulse tube the mass flow is small. Only a small fraction of the mass flow through at the
regenerator makes it through the orifice at the hot end. The assumption that the time to cross the
transition zone is << 27Vw/ is questionable. A gas element may not even traverse the transition zone
at the hot end. !tmay only move through part of the zone during a cycle. Thus, some of the
tenrrperature change may due to changes in rh and P. Such changes are reversible and do not
increase the entropy. Therefore, the loss calculated here is an upper limit for the mechanism
discussed in this paper.
SUMMARY
A method of calculating the losses caused by transitions in enthalpy flo:,w has been developed in the
convective limit. In this limit, the time an element of gas takes to cross the transition zone is <<
2x/w. Equivalently, the displacement of a gas element during a cycle is >> the length of the
transition zone. Since, these conditions are not always met in a real cooler; the loss presented here
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is an upper limit of the real loss from this me.chznistr. Additional losses from other mechanisms
may also be present.
The losses caused by transitions i:; ernthalpy flow are significant. Losses -10% aie typý,,a for
aftercoolers and cold heat exchangers in regenerative cryocoolers. Even greater losses can be
expected at the hot end of tbi pulse tube where this transition loss accounts for a large part of the
heat rejected. While the eA-unples used here were for pulse tubes, other regenerative coolers have
similar values of x and a at their cold heat exchangers and in their compressors. Thus, they should
have sihmilar losses. For real coolers there is likely to be a significant deviation from these
calculated results which c-Žmes from the real waveforms not being sinusoidal. 12
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NEODYMIUM REGENERATOR TEST RESULTS IN A STANDARD
GIFFORD-McMAION REFRIGERATOR

James Chafe and Geoffrey Green
NSWC / Carderock Division
Annapolis, MD 21402
Richard C. Riedy
Balzers
Hudson, NH

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses modifications in the regenerators of a Gifford-McMahon cycle
refrigerator and their effects on the cooling performance. This work has been undertaken to
satisfy the United States Navy's need for a rugged and reliable low temperature (4 to 5 K)
cryogenic refrigerator which would be used for superconductive electric drive ship-propulsion.
This paper discusses the modification and operating performance of a regenerator in a
commercially available Gifford. McMahon refrigerator. The regenerator was modified using
neodymium and lead spheres. Test results show that the refrigerator will produce 0.5W of
cooling power at 4.2K.

INTRODUCTION

The work reported in this paper is sponsored by the Office of Naval Technologies
(ONT). It is part of an ongoing research and development effort focused on a superconductive
electric drive propulsion system for Naval surface ships. A cryogenic refrigerator is needed to
provide cooling to superconducting magnets used in motor and generators for Naval ships.
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A superconducting propulsion system which can withstand the demands of long sea
voyages and combat conditions requires an extremely rugged and reliable cryogenic refrigeration
system. The Gifford-McMahon (G-M) cycle refrigerator is a possible candidate for such a
refrigeration system because of its relative small size, simplicity, good reliability and
ruggedness. A description of the G-M cycle refrigerator and its theory of operation is provided
by Walker 1.

In the recent past, some researchers have had some measure of success in modifying GM cycle refrigerators so they can reach temperatures below 4.2 K.2,3 This was done by using
Er3Ni in place of lead (Pb) in the low temperature stages of the refrigerators. The improved
performance is attributed to the fact that Er3Ni has a considerably higher heat capacity than lead
at temperatures below 10 K. Figure 1 illustrates this fact. These low temperatures are important
to the U.S. Naval superconducting propulsion program because they allow the use of
conventional superconducting wire (i.e. NbTi) as opposed to more experimental superconductors
such ss Nb 3Sn.
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The poor mechanical properties of Er3Ni make it of limited usefulness to the U.S. Navy
due to their requirements of shock and vibration tolerance and high r(Aiability. ErNi exhibits a
very brittle nature which causes the material to fracture and eventually break down to a point
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where it might damage the refrigerator. In addition, this material has proven to be rather difficult
to form into the spherical powder most often used for low temperature regenerators. Most of the
powders produced are irregularly shaped and the spheres were often found to be hollow. Most
likely with some development work, this manufacturing problem could be solved.
This study looks at using neodymium (Nd) as a substitute for Er3Ni. Neodymium is a
pure rare-earth metal which has good ductility (thus it is not fracture prone) and a commercial
process is available to form the material into spheres. Neodymium also shows high heat capacity
at temperatures below 10 K (fig. 1), although not quite as high as ErNi.
APPARATUS

A standard cryogenic refrigeration system was used in this research. The system was a
KelCoolTM Model UCH 130 Cryogenic Helium Refrigerator manufactured by Balzers, of Hudson
NH. Modifications of the refrigerator were primarily limited to altering the matrix materials used
in the regenerators.
A radiation shield was placed in thermal contact with the first stage cooling station to
provide shielding for the second stage. The instrumentation used consisted primarily of diodes
used for temperature measurements.
REFRIGERATOR
The KelCoolTm Model UCH 130 is a two stage Gifford-McMahon cycle refrigerator.
Both stages of this device have their regenerators located within their respective displacers. This
is in contrast to some designs which have stationary regenerators and separate moving
displacers 7 . Figure 2 is a sketch of the apparatus and fig. 3 is a photograph of the actual device.
Its overall length is about two feet (0.6 m) and it weighs about 31 lb. (14 kg).
The displacers of this refrigerator are driven by a scotch-yoke mechanism which is in
turn driven by a steper motor. Tlhe refrigerator normally operates at 144 cycles per minute
(cpm). However, the supplied control circuitry is capable of providing some variation in speed.
The available speeds are 56, 72, 82, 96, 115, and 144 cpm. Additional circuitry could provide
an even wider range of speeds. The helium compressor used with the UCH 130 is a 5 lip scroll
type unit. The complete compressor module, including the drive motor control circuitry,
nominally consumes 6.5 kW of power and pumps gas from a low pressure of about 60 psig to a
high pressure of around 300 psig. A surge volume was added to the low pressure side of the
compressor.
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Fig 2. Sketch of the UCH 130

Fig 3. Photograph of the UCH 130

A standard UCH 130 achieves a nominal no load temperature of 6.5K. With no load on
the first stage, it can produce 2.5 watts below 8 K and 5 watts below 10 K. Figure 4 is a load
map for the standard UCH 1308.
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Fig. 4 Load map for the standard UCH 130.
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REGENERATOR
In addition to varying the speed of the drive motor and adding a surge volume to the
compressor system, the only other changes made to the refrigerator the alterations to the matrix
material in the regenerators. The standard first stage regenerator uses a stack of phosphorus
bronze screens. We constructed a modified first stage regenerator by substituting lead shot (110
g of spherical powder, 0.0 10 in. diameter) for a portion of the bronze screen stack. By doing this
we felt the first stage would be able to achieve lower temperatures and produce more cooling
power. We then constructed a modified second stage regenerator. The standard second stage
regenerator only uses lead shot in the second stage. The modified regenerator uses
approximately 50 % by volume lead spheres (0.010 in. diameter, approximately 100g) and 50 %
neodyrmium spheres (0.006 to 0.009 in. diameter, approximately 50 g).
Both the modified regenerators were constructed with standard displacer/regenerator
tubes and used the standard seal design. Thus the only changes made were the substitutions of
the different materials into the regenerators.

RESULTI

First, the refrigerator was operated with the modified first stage regenerator and the
standard second stage regenerator. The no-load performance with this configuration is shown in
fig. 5. ' niis figure demonstrate; that
%,c,-e
v as a 3 Lu 4 K decr.,ase in the temperature of the first
stage heat station. Although it is not shown in the figure, there was no significant change in the
performance of the second stage.
Then tests were performed using both the modified first stage regenerator and the
modified second stage regenerator. The no-load performance of this configuration is shown in
fig. 6. As can be seen, the neodymium/lead regenerator produced temperatures dramatically
lower than the standard 6.5 K (i.e. 3.1 K at the minimum drive motor speed of 56 cpm). The
shape of the curve in fig. 6 indicates that a lower temperature might be possible if the speed of
the motor was reduced even further.
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Figure 7 compares the performance of the all lead regenerator to that of the
neodymium/lead regenerator while under heat load. The second stage regenerator produced 0.5
W at 4.2 K and 5 W at 8 K. This is in comparison to a no-load temperature of 6.5 K and 2.5 W
capacity at 8 K for the all lead i-egenerator.
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Fig. 7. Performance under beat load of the UCH 130 with the standard and modified second
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CONCLUSIONS

The results of this work indicate that useful refrigeration may be obtained from a G-M
refrigerator by using the high heat capacity material neodymium. By simply modifying the
regenerator with 50 g of this matrix material in the second stage, the otherwise standard
refrigerator was capable of producing 0.5 W of cooling power at 4.2 K.
While this kind of improvement has been demonstrated with Er3Ni, neodymium has some
advantages. First the mechanical properties of neodymium should allow for a much more rugged
and reliable regenerator. Second, due to the fact that a well developed and understood
commercial manufacturing process which yields a high percentage of useful spheres is available
for neodymium, the overall cost to produce it is much lower than EqrNi.
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As other researchers have found the optimum performance for high heat capacity low
temperature regenerators is achieved at speeds lower than those used for standard regenerators.
The exact reason why the slower speeds help improve performance is not fully understood and
needs to be further investigated. Cold seal development also needs to be addressed in the future.
Other regenerator configurations which would provide a more rugged and reliable system also
need to be explored. Once these issues have been addressed, the development of a shipboard, 1
to 2 W, 4.2 K G-M refrigerator should be possible.
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SOLVAY REFRIGERATOR OPERATING AT HELIUM TEMPERATURES
Guobang Chen, Jianyao Zheng, Fagao Zhang, Jianping Yu, & Tao Sun
Cryogenics Laboratory
Zheiazng Uni,,ersity, Hangzhou 310027, China
ABSTRACT
The thermodynamic foundation of cryocoolers operating in liquid helium temperature
region is described. Experimental results of a two-stage Solvay refrigerator utilizing
magnetic rare-earth regenerative material are presented. The thermodynamic behavior
of cryocoolers working at liquid helium temperature and the approach to improve
the actual refrigerating capacity of a liquid helium refrigerator have been discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, great advancement has been obtained to improve the efficiency of
regenerative cryocoolers by using magnetic regenerative matrix with high magnetic
entropy at low temperatures. The lowest refrigerating temperature of 2.4 K of a twostage cryocooler bas been reached, and a refrigerating capacity of 0.8 W at 4.2 K
has been gained[l- 3). However,these experimental results are mostly obtained with
mechanically driven G-M refrigerators, any tests using a cryocooler other than G-M
type in this aspect have not been reported up to date. We have recently made some
performance-improving tests with a-two-stage So]vqy refrigerator operating pneumatically and utiliing rare-earth compound Er.Ni inst"-.d of lead(Pb) as the 2nd stage
regenerative material. As a result, the no-load tmperature of the 2nd stage is
reduced below 4.2K from the original 11.5K.
THERMODYNAMIC FOUNDATION
The importance cf a regenerative cryocooler working with the aid of a regenerator
should be that the regenerator matrix has a large specific heat and a suitable heat
conductivity at the working temperatures. The specific heat of the matrix is always
much larger than that of the working fluid. Once the heat capacity of the solid
decreases to an extent closing to that of the working fluid, the regenerator becomes
inefficient.
The temperature limitation of 6- 8 K has not beew broken through for a long time
by using any commercial cryocoolers with Pb matrix due to the inefficiency of the
regenerator at low cemperatures. From thermodynamics phase diagram, the entropy
of higher pressure helium is always less than that of the lower pressure one as long
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as the temperature is higher than the ) point temperature, so a temperature
decrement is always gained when the working fluid is expanding isoentropically from
a high pressure to a low one. Fig. 1(a) gives the phase diagram of helium in
supercritical region, while Fig. 1(b) gives the theoretical temperature decrement
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when helium is expanding isoentropically in lov' temperatue region. It's clear from
of a cryocooier can be
Fig. 1 that the theoretical lowest refrigerating temperaturw
we know that it's
Thus
reached Rt 2 K region and is restricted by the ?. line.
possible to decrease the refrigcrs ting temperature of cryocoolers to a temperature
below liquid helium temperature (4.2 K).

SOLVAY REFRIGERATOR
The prototype refrigerators reported that have been used for tests of magnetic
regenerative material are all the G-M cycle cryocoolers, whose displacers are driven
by a crank and connecting rod mechanism.
The refrigerator adopted in this paper is an improved two-stage Solvay cryocooler
operated pneumatically. Fig. 2 shows thc structure sketch of the ref:igerator which
consists of a transmission mechanism, a displacer, a cylinder and a vacuum insulating
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Fig.2 Sketch of a two-stage expander
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housing. The tranrsmission mechanism includes a rotating valve disc, a valve motor
rotating
and a needle valve as well as a surge volume. The valve motor drives the
valve disc at a rotating speed of 60 rpm, makiag the displacer do reciprocating
motior in the cylinder at a frequency of 120 cycles/min. The movement of the
displacr r is controlled by the surge volume and the needle valve.
The ist regenerator was composed of stainless steel screen disks and the 21ud one was
stacked by lead shots. In this case, the temperature of the first stage was about
28 K and the no-load temperature of the 2nd stage reached 11.5 K.
TEST AND RESULT
EraNi was proved in a number of experiments [1- 3) to be effective as a cryogenic
regenerative material due to its greater specific heat than the traditional matrix Pb.
In order to make tests using magnetic matrix EraNi, we made another 2nd stage
divplacer, the dimension and material of which were the same as those of the
original one. The only difference between them was that Er.Ni grains were used
instead of lead shots as the regenerative matrix of the new displacer. The 1st
regenerator of the machine was kept unchanged, the matrix of which was still
stainless steel screen disks simply.
The charging pressure of the machine was about 1.4 MaP. The intake and t
iust
pressures of the compressor after starting were kept at 0.4-0.6 MIa and 1.7-~.6MvPa
respectively. The temperature of the 2nd stage reached about 5 K in 90 minutes.
Then we decreased down the power supply frequency of the motor gradually from 50
Hz. Finally, the f , stage of the refrigerator reached a temperature below 4.2 K
at a frequency of 5~-30 Hz(about 60-72 rpm) in 15 minutes. Fig. 3 shows the coCI
down curve of-the machine. While reaching equilibrium, the temperatureof the--1st
stage was 25 K and the 2nd stage reached 2.8 K.
In addition, the effect of operating pressure on the refrigerating temperature. has
also been tested. The results show that the optimum intake pressure of the
refri --xtor is 1.8 MIa or so and the corresponding exhaust pressure is about 0.40.t'•.. These values are lower than those reported in[3,4] that the highest pressure
is about 2.0-2.2 MIPa.
ThU .'u. ing fluid helium of the Solvay refrigerator enters the 2nd regenerator at
the state of about 1.8 MPa and 30 K (The first stage temperature), then it reaches a
temperature of -.bout 3 K (the corresponding pressure is about 0.5 MPa) in the 2nd
expanding space. The state of helium has been get into the He I liquid state region.
That is the working fluid in the 2nd stage regenerator enters the liquid phase
region at the lower temperature end through the supercritical region from the
compressed gas region, its working process is showu iD Fig. 4. However, it is hardly
obseqrved any phenomena on the surveying instrnuzents of the working fluid changing
fir'
"Le gas state to the liquid state, thiks :sy be catvil by thf, fuct that the
c1(
of helium varies continuously from 30 V t-. 3 u as shu,., m Fig. t. The
c.T,.,&i.ng performance of the refrigerator is cos',' 0" ir .
table.
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DISCUSSION
Liquid helium refrigerator using magnetic regenerative material is composed of a gas
compressor and a liquid expander. The thermodynamic behavior of such a refrigerator
is rather complex. According to the first law of thermodynamics,
the energy
equilibrium in each working space is given by
(1)

dQ = du + pdv - d(mh)3 ,. + d(mh)o,

The compressive or expansive process in the working space can be treated as an
isothermal one because the rotating speed of the refrigerator is rather low. For a
closing cycle, the internal energy j du
0, so the theoretical refrigerating capacity
per unit mass is
Q= fpdvfd(mh),. + fd(mh)0 ,• = Q.. + Q0
(2)
For an ideal gas, we have

Q. = §pdv =(p

- )V

(3)

where p, and p, are the higher and the lower pressure respectively,
volume of the cold space.

and

V

is the

For a real gas, we have
Q

=

+ J Tl(Cp,•

- Cpj.)dT

(4)

where Cp, and Cpo,, are the specific beat of the working fluid at the entrance and
the exit of the system respectively.
Fig. 6 gives a comparison for the refrigerating capacity of the real and ideal gas,
where i equals to (Q( + Q,)/Q. (5]. We can see from Fig. 6 that the theoretical
refr'igerating capacity is close to that of an ideal gas Q. when the refrigerating
temperature is higher than 20 K. The enthalpy changing of a real gas has a great
influence upon the refrigerating capacity when the temperature is lower than 10 K.
The theoretau-l re" "-.erating capacity is many times smaller than that of an ideal
gas when the retz.
t,.. operates in liquid region. Due to all kinds of beat losses
of the cryocooler, t.L
:, d reffigerating capacity will be several times smaller
than the theoretical t.
Thus it can be seen that it is the key to increase the actual refrigerating capacity
that we must try to further improvc the regene:ative efficiency of the cryocooler
operating in liquid helium temperature region. We should go on finding a magnetic
rare--earth compound of higher beat capacity and larger heat penetration dcpth as the
regenerative material in liquid helium region so as to increase the cooling capacity.
It is suggested to increase the length of the 2nd stage regenerator properly with
the permission of pressure d&op to increase the mass of the regenerative material
and further decrease the temperature difference between
helium and the matrix
grains. At the same time, it is also proposed to use smaller graini or mixing fill
with grains big and small to reduce the void rate of the regenerator,
so as to
avoid compressive heat giving out to the remain gas in the cold space during high
pressure charging process. It iE estimated that th~e Simon
compreisive process
makes the regenerator a temperature rise of 0.35K on condition that the void rate
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of the regenerator is 0.37. This means that the
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CONCLUSION
The refrigerating temperature of a two-stage Solvay refrigerator has been reduced
in 3 K temperature region from the original 11.5 K by using magnetic compound
Er.Ni as the regenerative matrix of the 2nd stage instead of the traditional Pb.
The key to improve the refrigerating capacity of a
magnetic rare-earth material of large s-pecific heat
the increment of the length of the low temperature
finer matrix grains or the mixing fill of grains big

cryocooler is the selection of
and thermal penetration depth,
regenerator and the adcaption of
or smael.
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